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Chapter 1 gives a general overview of the contents covered in this thesis. 
Chapter 2 outlines briefly the various theoretical models and methods employed in the 
study of various chemical systems in this thesis. General ideals, formulation and 
construct of Molecular Orbital Theory, Ab Initio Theory, Density Functional Theory, 
Composite/Multilevel Methods, ONIOM Method and Solvation Models are presented.  
 Chapter 3 presents the high-level G3(MP2) ab initio theoretical investigations 
into the effects of substituents on the energetics of the uncatalysed Mukaiyama aldol 
reaction between trihydrosilyl enol ether and formaldehyde. The concerted pathway, 
via a twist-boat six-membered ring transition state, is strongly favoured over the 
stepwise pathway which involves a four-membered ring oxetane intermediate. Six 
substituents (CH3, NH2, OH, F, SH, and CHO) on trihydrosilyl enol ether and eight 
substituents (CH3, CF3, NH2, F, CHO, COOCH3, CH=CH2, and C6H5) on 
formaldehyde were considered. It was found that the reaction exothermicity correlates 
well with reactivity. With the exception of halogen substitution, the nucleophilicity of 
silyl enol ether and the electrophilicity of the aldehyde are important in promoting the 
reactivity of this class of aldol addition. In addition, this study has revealed that 
employing substituents on both reactants can act in a cooperatively manner to reduce 
the activation barrier further. Several substitutions on the silicon group, namely SiF3, 
SiCl3, SiMe3 and silacyclobutyl, were also considered. In agreement with experiment, 
the O-(silacyclobutyl) and O-(trichlorosilyl) derivatives are found to promote aldol 
reactivity. The effect of solvent on the energetics of the reaction was also explored 
using the Onsager’s SCRF model at the B3LP/6-31G* level of theory. 
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Chapter 4 presents the B3LYP/6-31G* theoretical investigations into the 
reaction mechanism of the TiCl4 catalysed Mukaiyama aldol reaction between 
formaldehyde and trihydrosilyl enol ether. Two reaction pathways were identified. 
The first pathway, involving a simultaneous carbon-carbon bond formation and a Cl 
shift in the transition state, is slightly favoured (energetically) over the second 
pathway, which proceeds via a carbon-carbon bond formation reaction and an 
elimination reaction. BCl3, AlCl3, GaCl3 and ScCl3 were found to promote aldol 
reactivity as they strongly activate the formaldehyde electrophile.  
Chapter 5 presents the B3LYP/6-31G* theoretical investigations into the 
enantioselectivity of (4S)-2-[3,5-bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl]-4-(1H-indol-3-
ylmethyl)-3-[(4-methylphenyl)sulfonyl]-1,3,2-Oxazaborolidin-5-one chiral catalyst in 
the Mukaiyama aldol reaction between benzaldehyde and trimethyl[(1-
phenylethenyl)oxy] silane. This study revealed that the stability of the benzaldehyde-
catalyst complex did not result in enantioselectivity for this catalyst. The most stable 
aldehyde-catalyst complex did not give rise to the experimentally observed (R)-
product. Analysis of the catalyst revealed that the most stable catalyst adopted a 
conformation where the indole group is positioned over the 1,3,2-oxazaborolidin-5-
one ring, effectively shielding the syn side. Benzaldehyde thus coordinates to the anti 
side of the catalyst. The transition states analysis for the nucleophilic attack by enol 
silane on the benzaldehyde-catalyst complex revealed the preference for Re attack, 
which is in agreement with experimental observations. The performance of the 
ONIOM method was evaluated in comparison to density functional theory (DFT). It 
was found that the ONIOM method was unable to reproduce the relative DFT 
energies of the transition states.      
 
 ix
Chapter 6 presents the theoretical investigations into the reaction mechanism 
of the s-proline catalysed aldol reaction between acetone and benzaldehyde. Contrary 
to the popular believe that the proline catalysed aldol reaction proceeds via an 
enamine intermediate, our theoretical mechanistic investigations at the B3LYP/6-
311++G(2df,2p)//B3LYP/6-31G* level of theory, revealed that the reaction proceeds 
via an enol intermediate instead. This is in agreement with experimental observations 
of the failure to detect enamine intermediates. Proline plays three main roles in the 
enol mechanism. Firstly, it catalyses the formation of the enol (nucleophile). 
Secondly, it forms a complex with the aldehyde (electrophile). Thirdly, it assists in the 
carbon-carbon bond formation between enol and the carbonyl carbon of the proline-
aldehyde complex. The enol pathway could also explain the experimentally observed 
enantiomeric excess of the aldol product. The effect of solvent on the reaction 
profiles/pathways was also explored using the Onsager’s SCRF model and the PCM 
model.    
Chapter 7 presents the theoretical investigations into the Friedel-Crafts 
acetylation of benzene in ionic liquids using AlCl3 as catalyst. Density functional 
theory calculations at the B3LYP/6-31G* level of theory were carried out to evaluate 
the suitability of employing the polarized continuum model (PCM) in modelling 
chemical reactions carried out in ionic liquids. Results obtained form this preliminary 
computational study revealed that the inclusion of solvent effects is crucial when 
modelling reactions involving ions in solvents or ionic liquids. Gas-phase models 
gave drastically different reaction profiles.  
 Chapter 8 gives an overall conclusion of the work presented in this thesis. I 
















































1.1 General Introduction 
 
This thesis reports mainly the theoretical investigations of the Mukaiyama 
aldol reaction and the proline catalysed aldol reaction. This chapter gives a general 
overview of the contents covered in this thesis. The Introduction section in each 
chapter contains a comprehensive introduction to the respective subject matter.    
 The formation of carbon-carbon bonds is a fundamental step in many chemical 
and biological reactions. Through carbon-carbon bond formation, many new and 
novel molecules have been synthesized. Most life-forms are carbon-based. Therefore, 
it is of no surprise that most biological reactions involve carbon. 
 Carbon, a non-metal, belongs to Group 14 of the periodic table. The allotropic 
forms of carbon (graphite, diamond, fullerene and tube) are intriguing, each with 
different and unique properties. When four different groups are bonded to carbon, the 
molecule will exhibit chirality. Chiral molecules are of utmost importance in biology.  
 The aldol reaction is a carbon-carbon bond formation reaction that involves 
carbonyl compounds. A carbonyl compound with acidic alpha hydrogen can 
tautomerise to form an enol intermediate (nucleophile). The enol intermediate then 
reacts with a carbonyl compound (electrophile), via carbon-carbon bond formation, to 














 There are many molecules that can act as catalysts to catalyse the aldol 
reaction. Current research focus on designing catalysts that can be used in asymmetric 
aldol reactions. Proline, a chiral amino acid, has been reported to be an efficient 
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catalyst in asymmetric aldol reactions.1 High enantiomeric excess of products are 









 Experimental and theoretical mechanistic investigations of the proline 
catalysed aldol reaction to date seem to suggest that the reaction proceeds via an 
enamine intermediate.3,4 However, enamine intermediates could not be detected 
experimentally,5 which is quite puzzling. This prompted us to do a comprehensive 
mechanistic investigation into the mechanism of the proline catalysed reaction. The 
results are presented in Chapter 6.   
 Another type of aldol reaction involves the reaction between a silyl enol ether 
and a carbonyl compound. Initially reported by Mukaiyama,6 this reaction does not 
occur (in general) under mild conditions and usually requires a catalyst. The reaction 










 The TiCl4 catalyst used is expensive and is not recoverable after the reaction. 
This prompted us to look into the possibility of an uncatalysed Mukaiyama aldol 
reaction, through the use of substituents on the reactants to lower the reaction barrier. 
The findings are presented in Chapter 3.  
To date, many reaction mechanisms pertaining to the catalysed Mukaiyama 
aldol reaction have been proposed.7,8 In the case of Lewis acid catalysts, there are 
many conflicting reaction mechanisms due to the various different intermediates that 
have been detected for each Lewis catalyst.8 It is commonly accepted that Lewis acid 
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catalyst activates the carbonyl substrate (electrophile) by coordinating to the carbonyl 
oxygen, rending it more susceptible to a nucleophilic attack by enol silane. 
Unexpectedly, in a recent study of the silver(I)-catalysed Mukaiyama aldol reactions, 
Ohkouchi et al9 have shown that their catalyst coordinates to the nucleophile instead. 
With the vast range of catalysts and reaction conditions being studied in the literature, 
it is highly unlikely that all the catalysed Mukaiyama aldol reactions proceed via a 
common reaction pathway. In this thesis, I have attempted to study the mechanism of 
the TiCl4 catalysed Mukaiyama aldol reaction to shed some light in this area. The 
suitability of BCl3, AlCl3, GaCl3 and ScCl3 as potential catalysts was also explored. 
These findings are presented in Chapter 4.  
Since the report of the catalytic properties of TiCl4 on the silicon directed 
(Mukaiyama) aldol reaction,6 many other catalysts have been developed that gave 
good yields and high enantioselectivities.10 Oxazaborolidinone catalysts, among 

















For oxazaborolidinone class of catalysts, Corey et al12 have proposed an 
aldehyde-catalyst complex structure where the oxygen from aldehyde coordinates to 
boron with a formyl hydrogen bonding to the ring oxygen and the presence of parallel 
π–stacking between the indole ring and aldehyde, to account for the observed 












Besides the Corey model, some other models involving aldehyde-catalyst 
complexes have been proposed.13 Understanding the reaction mechanism and factors 
that influence enantioselectivity of the chiral oxazaborolidinone catalyst will aid in 
the design of more efficient enantioselective catalysts. To this end, I have embarked 
on a study into the reaction mechanism and factors contributing to enantioselectivity. 
Details of this study are presented in Chapter 5. 
 In the quest for better atom efficiency of reactions and the environmental 
concern of using certain solvents in reactions, the use of ionic liquids to carry out 
reactions has been an active area of research.14 Csihony et al15 have recently reported 









Their spectroscopic study has detected some charged intermediate species 
which strongly indicates an ionic mechanism. To validate Csihony’s proposed 
mechanism, we have revisited the mechanism of the Friedel-Craft acetylation of 
benzene. This chapter is a preliminary computational study of the Friedel-Craft 
acetylation of benzene in ionic liquids using AlCl3 as catalyst.  It serves to explore the 
computational aspect of modelling reactions in ionic liquids with the use of currently 
available solvation models. To the best of my knowledge, there is no report in 
literature pertaining to the study of ionic liquids by the methods of computational 
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This chapter outlines briefly the various theoretical models and methods employed in 
the study of various chemical systems in this thesis. General ideas, formulation and 
concepts of theories are presented and is not meant to be a comprehensive or in depth 
discussion of theoretical methodologies. 
********************************************************************* 
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2.1 Molecular Orbital Theory 
 
2.1.1  Schrödinger Wave Equation – The Hamiltonian Operator 
 
 Quantum mechanics is the mathematical description of the behaviour of 
matter. Although quantum mechanics can theoretically predict exactly any property of 
an atom or a molecule, its equations have only been solved exactly for one electron 
systems. The Schrödinger wave equation is the fundamental law of quantum 
mechanics and has the following form: 
 ĤΨ  =  EΨ     (2-1) 
where Ĥ is the Hamiltonian operator, Ψ a wave function and E the energy. 
The wave function Ψ is a function of electron and nuclear positions. It 
describes all the properties of the system. While there is no physical interpretation of 
Ψ, Ψ2 describes the probability density of electrons in certain regions in space.  
The exact Hamiltonian operator takes into account all particles in the system. 
However, in most computational quantum chemistry calculations, the exact form of 
the Hamiltonian is not used. The Hamiltonian operator, in general, consists of 
contributions from kinetic and potential energies:  
 
Ĥ     (2-2) 
 
 
where i and j run over electrons, k and l run over nuclei, ħ is the Planck’s constant 
divided by 2π, me is the mass of the electron, mk is the mass of the nucleus, e is the 
charge of an electron, Z is an atomic number, ∇2 is the Laplacian and rab is the 
distance between particles a and b.  
The first term in the above Hamiltonian operator corresponds to the kinetic 
energy of the electrons, the second term corresponds to the kinetic energy of the 



























nucleus k and electron i, the fourth term corresponds to the potential energy of the 
repulsion between electron i and electron j, and the last term corresponds to the 
potential energy of the repulsion between nucleus k and nucleus l. The above 
Hamiltonian operator is not exact, as it does not include time dependence, relativistic 
effects and magnetic interactions (e.g. spin-orbit coupling).    
 
 
2.1.2  Born-Oppenheimer Approximation 
 
When the nuclei move, electrons react “instantaneously” to the new 
environment as they are much lighter and move faster than the nuclei. As such, the 
motion of the electrons is similar to that of electron movement when the nuclei are 
stationary. An approximation known as the Born-Oppenheimer approximation,1 
which makes the assumption that the motion of electrons is independent of the motion 
of the nuclei, is used to simplify the Hamiltonian operator. The “simplified” 
Hamiltonian consists of three terms. The first term describes the kinetic energy of the 
electrons only. The second term is the attraction of the electrons to the nuclei while 
the third term is the repulsion between the electrons.  
 
         Ĥ                 (2-3)
  
 
The repulsion between nuclei is added onto the energy at the end of the 
calculation. The motion of the nuclei is described by considering the entire 
formulation to be a potential energy surface (PES) on which the nuclei move. 
Therefore, in theoretical calculations, the geometry of a molecule is defined by 
nuclear positions. The electronic energy is obtained by solving the time independent, 





















2.1.3  Potential Energy Surface (PES) 
 
By varying the position of the nuclei in a molecule (i.e. changing the 
molecular geometry), one is able to obtain the potential energy. A plot of the 
electronic energy (Eelectronic) versus each and every nuclear coordinate of the system 
gives rise to an energy landscape, which is termed the potential energy surface (PES). 
The PES has 3n dimensions (assuming Cartesian coordinate system), where n 
corresponds to the number of atoms in the molecule. Three dimensions (x, y, z) are 
required to describe the position of each atom in three dimension space. 
Minima and first order maxima on the PES are meaningful to us as they 
correspond to stable ground state structures and first order transition state structures, 
respectively. Such stationary points are located on the PES by finding where the 






  where, ci=xi, yi, zi   ∀    (1 < i ≤  n) 
 
The second derivative of Eelectronic reveals the nature of a stationary point. A 
minimum will have all the eigenvalues of the second derivative of Eelectronic with 
respect to each coordinate (ci) greater than zero. A first order maximum will have one 
and only one eigenvalue of its second derivative of Eelectronic with respect to each 















2.1.4  Variational Principle  
 
 Although one can easily obtain the ground state energy of a system (E0) from 
solving ĤΨ = E0Ψ, the wave function (Ψ) for a system is usually not known. The 
variational principle can be used to obtain E and Ψ.  
 
Ĥ Ψ = E0 Ψ 
 
      Ψ* Ĥ Ψ = Ψ* E0 Ψ,  where Ψ* is the complex conjugate of Ψ 
 
 ∫ Ψ* Ĥ Ψ = ∫ Ψ* E0 Ψ 
 
 ∫ Ψ* Ĥ Ψ = E0 ∫ Ψ* Ψ 
 
∫ Ψ* Ĥ Ψ 
   E0 =  ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯                                        (2-4) 
  ∫ Ψ* Ψ 
 
As the true wave function (Ψ) is unknown, we start by using an initial guess 
for the wave function (ψG). A corresponding energy (EG) is obtained. The first 
derivative of EG with respect to each parameter in ψG is taken and set to zero. Solving 
these equations leads to a set of parameters corresponding to the best wave function 
(ψG) for the system. ψG may be close to Ψ (the exact wave function of the system) but 
not exactly equal to Ψ, as such, its energy EG is greater than the true energy E0 of the 
system.     
 
∫ ψG* Ĥ ψG 
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ = EG ≥  E0                (2-5) 








2.1.5  Basis Set 
 
The trial wave function is constructed from simpler functions, which 
correspond to the molecular orbitals of a molecule. The molecular orbital is usually 
taken as a linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO). The exact solutions 
obtained from solving the Schrödinger wave equation of the hydrogen atom 
correspond to the wave functions of atomic orbitals. The exact mathematical functions 
(solutions of the hydrogen atom) describing the atomic orbitals are Slater functions. 
Mathematically, it is very difficult to work with Slater functions. Therefore, other 
mathematical functions have been used to reproduce these Slater functions. These 
functions which are used to describe the atomic orbitals are collectively called a basis 
set. 
Gaussian functions are commonly used to represent atomic orbitals and they 
have the following form (Cartesian (x, y, z)): 
N xl ym zn exp (–αr2) 
where, N is the normalizing factor, r2 = x2 + y2 + z2 and l, m, n are positive integers. xl 
ym zn corresponds to the angular part while exp (–αr2) corresponds to the radial part. 
 If only one Gaussian function is used to represent an atomic orbital, it is 
termed a primitive Gaussian function. The Gaussian function used to represent an 
atomic orbital can be improved upon by using a linear combination of M primitive 
Gaussian functions, resulting in another Gaussian function (termed contracted 
Gaussian function). M is termed the degree of contraction.     
Basis sets that are developed by Pople,2 which uses Gaussian functions (e.g. 6-
31G, 6-311++G(2df,2p)), are commonly used in molecular orbital calculations.  The 
number before the “dash” indicates the number of functions (primitive) that are used 
to describe the core orbitals. Subsequent set of numbers immediately after the “dash” 
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indicates the number of functions that are used to describe the valence orbitals, which 
are modelled using more than one orbital (split valence). G indicates that Gaussian 
functions are used.  
Polarization and diffuse functions can also be included in the basis set. 
Polarization functions give more flexibility to the system and are usually required to 
obtain accurate geometries and energies.3,4 Diffuse functions relax the region in which 
the electrons are constrained to, and are required when modelling systems involving 
‘soft’ atoms (e.g. sulfur, iodine), anions or long range interactions because their 
electron densities are located further out in space. In the Pople notation, polarization 
functions are specified in parentheses, where the letters indicate the type of 
polarization functions being included. For example, (2df,2p) means the inclusion of 
two ‘d-orbital-type’ functions and a ‘f-orbital-type’ function for non-hydrogen atoms, 
and two ‘p-orbital-type’ functions for hydrogens. Diffuse functions are denoted by + 
and are of the same type as the valence functions. A single + indicates that a diffuse 
function is added on each non-hydrogen atom, while a second + indicates that a 
diffuse function is added on each hydrogen.    
 
 
2.1.6  Corrections To Calculated Zero Point Vibrational Energy 
 
Zero point energy (ZPE) is required to convert the calculated electronic energy 
into energy at 0 kelvin (K). However, the calculations employed in calculating ZPE 
assume that the ZPE is equal to one half the sum of the fundamental vibrational 
frequencies (i.e. harmonic oscillator) and neglect anharmonic effects. As there are no 
better methods in determining accurate ZPE of a molecule, the use of scaling factor to 




2.2 Ab Initio Theory  
 
2.2.1  Hartree-Fock Theory 
 
In the Hartree-Fock (HF) Method,6 we first assume the Born-Oppenheimer 
approximation and that the wave function is formed from a linear combination of 
atomic orbitals. This is followed by the central field approximation, which means that 
the Coulombic electron-electron repulsion is taken into consideration by integrating 
the repulsion term, which gives the average effect of the repulsion and not the explicit 
repulsion interaction. The advantage of the HF method is that it breaks the many-
electron Schrödinger wave equation into many simpler one-electron equations. Each 
one-electron equation is solved to yield a single electron wave function (an orbital) 
and energy (orbital energy). The orbital describes the behaviour of an electron in the 
net field of all the other electrons. 
The many-electron wave function is Ψ = Ψ(x1, x2, …… xN), where the 
coordinates for each electron include both the spatial and spin components. It was 
postulated that the antisymmetric wave function for all the electrons, Ψ (x1, x2, …… 
xN), is a Slater determinant. This determinant corresponds to N electrons occupying N 
orbitals, without specifying which electron is in which orbital. 
        φ1(x1)     φ1(x2)     …     φ1(xN)   
Ψ (x1, x2, …… xN)       φ2(x1)     φ2(x2)     …     φ2(xN)           (2-6) 
            :            :                 :       
         φN(x1)     φN(x2)     …    φN(xN)    
 
where, φi (i = 1, 2, …… N) is the orbital number, xj (j = 1, 2, …… N) corresponds to 
electron j. 
The Fock operator ( F
)
), the equivalent of the Hamiltonian but explicitly 
written to account for each electron interacting with a mean field of the other 






theorem to the Slater equation gives rise to a set of N simultaneous integro-
differential equations consisting of molecular orbitals (φi) with corresponding 
orbital energy (εi). These are called the Hartree-Fock equations.  
 F














i ∑ +−∇−=) . 
 
The first term in the Fock operator ( F
)
) corresponds to the kinetic energy 
of the one electron part. The second term corresponds to the one electron 
interactions with the nuclei. The third term (ViHF{j}) is the HF interaction 
potential, which contains the classical coulomb repulsion and the exchange 









}{ dr     (2-8) 
where, jρ is the charge density associated with electron j. 
Incorporating the LCAO into the Hartree-Fock equations, one arrives at 
a set of simultaneous algebraic equations called the Roothaan-Hall equations. 
Solving the Roothaan-Hall equations gives rise to the Hartree-Fock electronic 
energy, from which the total Hartree-Fock energy (EHF) is obtained by adding 
the nuclear repulsion energy.  
 EHF = Vn,n + <hP> + 
2
1 <PJ(P)> - 
2
1 <PK(P)>     (2-9) 
 
where, Vn,n is the nuclear repulsion energy, P is the density matrix, <hP> is the 
one-electron (kinetic plus potential) energy, 
2
1 <PJ(P)> is the classical coulomb 
repulsion of the electrons and 
2
1 <PK(P)> is the exchange energy resulting from 
the quantum (fermion) nature of electrons. 
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2.2.2  Møller-Plesset Perturbation Theory 
 
A deficiency in the Hartree-Fock (HF) method is that the energy calculations 
do not take into account electron correlation. It only takes into account the average 
effect of electron repulsion. Møller-Plesset perturbation theory7 is an extension from 
the Hartree-Fock (HF) theory. Electron correlation can be added as a perturbation 
from the HF energy. 
EMPn = EHF + E2 + E3 + …… + En 
The En terms correspond to perturbation corrections and are purely electronic terms. 
The En term accounts for contributions from the excitation of n electrons from 
occupied molecular orbitals to the virtual molecular orbitals. The Møller-Plesset nth 
order (n = 2, 3, 4, ……) (MPn) indicates the number of parameters (En terms) taken 
into consideration in the electron correlation calculation.  
MP3 is a special case as it only includes double substitution (n = 2) and not 
triple substitutions. The difference between MP3 and MP2 is that for MP3 
calculations, the doubly excited states interact with one another, while for MP2 the 
doubly excited states interact with the ground state. Another point to note is that the 
MPn energies obtained are not variational.      
 
 
2.2.3  Configuration Interaction  
 
 Configuration Interaction (CI) improves upon the Hartree-Fock (HF) wave 
function by adding into the wave function terms that correspond to excited electronic 
configurations. Electrons are allowed to occupy the virtual orbitals in any 
configuration (Full CI). The wave function is thus constructed as a linear combination 
of (Slater) determinants.    
Ψ = c1 D1 + c2 D2 + c3 D3 + ...... + ci Di 
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where ci are coefficients and Di are (Slater) determinants corresponding to a specific 
electron configuration. In the CI calculations, the basis functions and the LCAO 
coefficients are kept constant and not varied. The full CI energy obtained is both size 
consistent and variational.    
 A full CI calculation is only possible for very small chemical systems. 
Configuration Interaction singles doubles (CISD) calculation is a subset of full CI. 
Singles and doubles correspond to the inclusion of excited electronic configurations 
arising from the promotion of one and two electrons respectively, from the occupied 
orbitals to the virtual orbitals. Therefore, CISD only takes into account excited 
electronic configurations arising from a maximum of two electrons occupying the 
virtual orbitals at any one time. The initial formulation of the CISD method is 
variational but not size consistent. A modification was made by Langhoff and 
Davison8 to the CISD method to make the energy approximately size consistent but 
not variational.  
 
 
2.2.4  Quadratic Configuration Interaction 
 
 The Quadratic Configuration Interaction (QCI) method, devised by Pople et 
al,9 aims to make the CISD method size consistent by introducing some quadratic 
terms into the CISD equations, termed QCISD (Quadratic Configuration Interaction 
singles doubles).  
QCISD(T) calculation takes into account triple substitutions and is an 
improvement over QCISD. In QCISD(T), the iteration is only done for singles and 
doubles (similar to QCISD). The contribution from triples is treated as a perturbation 




2.3 Density Functional Theory (DFT) 
 
The popularity of density functional theory (DFT) in recent years can be 
attributed to it being less computationally demanding and yet produces similar 
accuracy as compared to other computational methods that take into account electron 
correlation10 (e.g. MP2 method). DFT states that the energy of a molecule can be 
directly obtained from its electron density, instead of a wave function. There exists a 
one-to-one correspondence between the electron density and the energy of the system. 
This theory originated from a theorem by Hohenberg and Kohn.11 Subsequently, 
Kohn and Sham12 showed that electron density can be expressed as a linear 
combination of basis functions. A determinant is then formed from these functions 
(called Kohn-Sham orbitals). The electron density from this determinant of orbitals is 
then used to compute the energy using a density functional. 
The need to include electron correlation into energy calculations to better 
simulate actual systems has made DFT a popular method. In DFT, electron 
correlation, to varying degrees of accuracy, is accounted for. The advantage of using 
electron density is that the integrals for coulomb repulsion are computed in terms of 
the electron density which is a three dimensional function, independent of the number 
of electrons in the chemical system. Modelling of large molecular systems thus 
becomes possible as it is computationally less intensive.  
In contrast to wave functional theory (WFT), DFT makes use of electron 
density, which is observable (determined using X-ray scattering) unlike the wave 
function. As a result, quantities not readily accessible through WFT are conveniently 
defined in DFT.  





2.3.1  Hohenberg-Kohn Theorems 
 
In DFT, the most important quantity is the electron density ρ(r). Orbitals are 
only introduced later as a tool to get accurate kinetic energies. Hohenberg and Kohn11 
have proved that the ground-state electron density uniquely determines the external 
potential from the nuclei. As such, in principle, one is able to obtain the Hamiltonian 
and the ground state wave function from the electron density. However, the process of 
obtaining the full Hamiltonian has not been derived. 
Hohenberg and Kohn have also proved that any density functional which does 
not correspond to the ground-state density gives an energy that is greater than the 
ground-state energy. The interpretation is similar to the variational principle.  
The Hohenberg-Kohn energy expression is: 
 
 E[ρ(r)] = Vne[ρ(r)] + Vee[ρ(r)] + T[ρ(r)]   (2-10) 
 
where, E[ρ(r)] is the total energy, Vne[ρ(r)] is the attraction between nuclei and 
density, Vee[ρ(r)] is the self-repulsion of a classical charge distribution, and T[ρ(r)] is 






















2.3.2  Kohn-Sham Approach 
 
In 1965, Kohn and Sham12 developed a computational approach that made 
DFT useful. They rewrote the Hohenberg-Kohn energy expression as:  
E[ρ(r)] = Vne[ρ(r)] + Vee[ρ(r)] + T[ρ(r)] 
 
E[ρ(r)] = Vne[ρ(r)] + J[ρ(r)] + Vee[ρ(r)] - J[ρ(r)] + Ts[ρ(r)] + T[ρ(r)] - Ts[ρ(r)] 
 
E[ρ(r)] = Vne[ρ(r)] + J[ρ(r)] + Ts[ρ(r)] + Exc[ρ(r)]         (2-11) 
 
where Exc[ρ(r)] = Vee[ρ(r)] - J[ρ(r)] + T[ρ(r)] - Ts[ρ(r)] . 
 
Exc[ρ(r)] is the exchange-correlation energy, J[ρ(r)] is the classical electrostatic 
interaction, and Ts[ρ(r)] is the kinetic energy of a non-interacting electron.   
The density for a Slater-determinantal wave function (which is an exact 
eigenfunction for the non-interacting system) is: 




φi(r) 2    (2-12) 
 
where φi(r) (i = 1, 2, …… N) is the orbital number, and N is the number of electrons.   
In the one-electron Schrödinger type of equation, orbitals φi(r) that minimise 
the energy E[ρ(r)], in the overall effective potential are:  
 ĥiKS φi(r) = εi φi(r)   (2-13) 





ρ Vxc . 
Vxc is the important exchange correlation part of an effective potential, which is the 
derivative (functional derivative) of Exc[ρ(r)] with respect to ρ(r).  






   (2-14) 
 
These are the Kohn-Sham equations in terms of the electron density. 
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The Kohn-Sham orbitals φi(r) were introduced only as a tool to obtain a more 
accurate kinetic energy. The Kohn-Sham equations could not be solved exactly 
because the functional form to calculate Vxc exactly is not known. To date, we could 
only estimate Vxc.  
Solving the Kohn-Sham equation involves making an initial guess for the 
orbitals and construction of the effective potential for that set of orbitals. Solving the 
eigenvalue equation will lead to a new set of orbitals, which should be an 
improvement over the initial guess orbitals. This process is repeated until the energy 




2.3.3  Exchange-Correlation Functionals 
 
As Exc[ρ(r)] is unknown, many ways have been devised to estimate it. In 
general, there are four approaches, namely the Xα method, local density 
approximation (LDA) methods, generalized gradient approximation (GGA) methods 
and the hybrid methods.  
In the Xα method, Exc is a local function of the density and is proportional to 
ρ1/3. In LDA methods, the uniform electron gas model is used to compute Exc. A 
deficiency of LDA is the assumption of uniform electron distribution in molecules. 
GGA methods are improvements over LDA methods as they allow for non-uniform 
electron distribution in computing Exc. The hybrid methods include a mixture of 
Hartree-Fock exchange with DFT exchange-correlation in computing Exc. Systematic 
refinements or improvements to Exc are not possible because the current Exc terms are 
“empirical” in nature.      
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 A density functional that is commonly employed in DFT calculations is the 
Becke’s three-parameter hybrid exchange with the correlation functional of Lee, 
Yang, and Parr (B3LYP).13 Its popularity is due to the accuracy of the B3LYP results 
obtained for a large range of compounds, particularly for organic molecules.14 












x EaEEaEE ∆+−+=    (2-15) 
 
where 0a and xa  are empirical coefficients, 
LSDA
xE  is the exchange energy from 
LSDA, exactxE  is the exact exchange energy and 
88B
xE∆  is Becke’s 1988 gradient 
correction (to the LSDA) for exchange. The B3LYP hybrid exchange correlation 
functional ( LYPBxcE
3 ) not only includes 3BeckexE  and the non-local correlation of Lee, 
Yang and Parr13b ( )( localnonLYPcE
− ), but also the VWN functional III (VWN3) for local 
correlation.  






xc EaEaEE −++= −    (2-16) 






















2.4 Composite Methods 
 
Although one strives to do theoretical calculations using a very high level of 
theory with a very large basis set to obtain accurate energies and molecular properties, 
such calculations are feasible only for small molecules. These intensive calculations 
are constrained by limited computational resources and time.  
In the quest to obtain more accurate energies, composite methods like the Gn 
theories15 have been devised. These theories strive to obtain molecular energies 
corresponding to a high level of theory with a very flexible basis set, by doing 
calculations at a lower level of theory with smaller basis sets. The energies obtained 
are systematically improved upon through a series of single-point energy calculations. 
These resulting improved energies are equivalent to energies obtained from high-level 
theoretical calculations.         
An example of composite method is the G3(MP2) theory.15d The G3(MP2) 
theory corresponds effectively to the QCISD(T)/GTMP2Large//MP2(full)/6-31G* 
energy. This is achieved through a series of single-point energy calculations at the 
QCISD(T)/6-31G* and MP2/GTMP2Large levels, together with the additivity 
approximation at the MP2 level. Zero point energy (ZPE) correction (HF/6-31G*) 
together with a higher-level correction (HLC) and a spin-orbit correction (SOC) (for 
atoms only) are also included in the G3(MP2) energies. 








(Increasing Size of Basis Set)
(Increasing Level of Theory)
E4  = E3  + (E2  - E1 ) + HLC + SOC
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2.5 ONIOM Method 
 
For large chemical systems (e.g. interaction/reaction of a molecule with a 
protein structure), modelling of the system using ab initio or density functional theory 
(DFT) methods could be very expensive due to the sheer size of the system. 
Modelling the system at a lower level of theory (e.g. using molecular mechanics or 
semi empirical methods) leads to a compromise in the accuracy of the calculated 
energies/properties.  
In most of such large chemical systems, the actual reaction takes place at a 
particular region (e.g. the active site of the protein). Although one can simplify the 
system and just model the reaction between the molecule and the active region/site of 
the large molecule, subtle effects/contributions from the peripheral groups are lost 
(e.g. structural changes of the peripheral groups upon molecular binding to the 
protein). 
In the ONIOM16 (our Own N-layered Integrated molecular Orbital and 
molecular Mechanics) method devised by Morokuma, a large molecular/chemical 
system is partitioned into two or three layers and designated as High, Medium or Low 
regions. The main reaction region is usually designated as the High layer and 
modelled using a higher level of theory (e.g. ab initio or DFT methods). Regions 
immediately adjacent to the reaction region and further away are designated as the 
Medium layer and Low layer respectively. The Medium and Low layers are modelled 
progressively using lower level of theory (e.g. semi empirical or molecular mechanics 




























 The ONIOM energy (EONIOM) is derived as follows: 
 
For 3 layer ONIOM, 
 
EONIOM = ELL(LLoT) – EML(LLoT) + EML(MLoT) – EHL(MLoT) +  EHL(HLoT) 
 
For 2 layer ONIOM,  
 




ELL(LLoT) = Energy of the Low layer calculated using a Lower Level of Theory 
EML(LLoT)  = Energy of the Medium layer calculated using a Lower Level of Theory 
EML(MLoT) = Energy of the Medium layer calculated using a Moderate Level of  
 Theory   
EHL(MLoT) = Energy of the High layer calculated using a Moderate Level of Theory   








2.6 Solvation Models 
 
Chemical reactions are usually modelled in an isolated state (gas phase), 
containing only the specific molecules that are involved in the reaction, because of 
simplicity. Such a model is perfectly valid if gas-phase reactions are carried out at low 
pressures where forces (e.g. van der Waals) between reacting molecules are minimal.  
However, most chemical reactions are carried out in solvents. Forces between 
solvent and molecules (reactants, transition states and products) have an effect on the 
molecular properties and energetics of the reaction, either by stabilizing or 
destabilizing the molecules (reactants, transition states and products). Non-polar 
solvents in general have minimal effects on the reaction energetics. A polar solvent 
can have significant interactions with molecules, particularly if the molecules have 
large dipole moments, thereby affecting the relative stability of molecules.      
We can model the effect of solvent on a chemical system explicitly, where 
solvent molecules are included in the model, or implicitly through the use of a 
continuum models. The former model is seldom used because a large number of 
solvent molecules (e.g. >500) would have to be included in the model to obtain stable 
and realistic energies. It is feasible for low level type of calculations but not for high-
level type calculations as the computational resources required is quite massive. We 
will consider two continuum models commonly employed in theoretical calculations, 
namely the Onsager’s self-consistent reaction field model (SCRF)17 and the polarized 










2.6.1  Onsager’s Self-Consistent Reaction Field Model (SCRF) 
 
In the Onsager’s SCRF model,17 the molecule is enclosed in a spherical cavity. 
The solvent is modelled as a continuum with properties corresponding to its dielectric 
constant. The molecule’s dipole will induce a dipole in the surrounding “solvent”. 
Interactions between the molecule’s dipole and the induced dipoles of the “solvent” 















The SCRF model is a good representation for small and large “spherical” 
molecules in a solvent. A deficiency of the SCRF model is in modelling molecules 
that are not “spherical” (e.g. long chain molecules like n-alkanes: n-C12H26). There 
may be large “vacuum regions” between the molecule and “solvent” (defined by the 
spherical boundary), which is not an accurate representation of the solvated system. 























In the PCM model,18 van der Waals spheres are placed over each atom or a 
group of atoms. The overlapping spheres result in a cavity which adopts the shape of 
the molecule. The solvent is modelled as a continuum and the molecule interacts with 
the “solvent” at the boundary of the spherical cavity. The PCM model addresses the 
































2.7 Selection Of Computational Methodology  
 
 It is highly desirable to employ a high level of theory, coupled with a very 
large basis set, in quantum mechanical calculations to obtain results of high accuracy. 
However, such calculations are computationally intensive, time consuming and only 
feasible for small systems.  
In view of the available computational resources and time, I have decided to 
employ the G3MP2 method15d for small systems in my theoretical investigations. This 
method was chosen as it gives accurate energies while requiring significantly less 
computational effort compared to the G3 theory.15c The G3(MP2) theory corresponds 
effectively to the QCISD(T)/GTMP2Large//MP2(full)/6-31G* energy.   
I have opted to use the B3LYP13 hybrid functional (density functional theory), 
coupled with the 6-31G* (or better) basis set, in my theoretical investigations for large 
systems. This functional takes into account electron correlation and gives reasonably 
accurate results.14 
Unless otherwise noted, all calculations reported in this thesis were performed 
using the Gaussian 9819 suite of programs. ONIOM16 and PCM18 calculations were 
performed using the Gaussian 0320 suite of programs. All optimized geometries were 
verified to be equilibrium structures or transition states via frequency calculations. An 
equilibrium structure is characterized by all real frequencies while a transition state 
has one and only one imaginary frequency. A scaling factor of 0.980421 was used to 
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The Mukaiyama aldol reaction, a catalysed aldol reaction between a silyl enol 
ether and a carbonyl compound, has emerged as an important and versatile synthetic 
tool in organic and biochemical domains.1 It provides a synthetic route for β-
































Most Mukaiyama aldol reactions involve the use of Lewis acids to activate the 
carbonyl compounds. The first reaction was reported by Mukaiyama and co-workers, 
which utilized titanium tetrachloride (TiCl4) as catalyst.2 This aldol addition occurred 
even at –78 ˚C with high yield (Scheme 3.1). In recent years, many efficient catalysts 
have been developed which give high selectivities and good yields.3 Current research 
efforts focus mainly on the development of asymmetric Lewis acid/base catalysts to 
yield an enantioselective product.4           
Myers et al,5 Denmark et al6 and Miura et al7 have independently shown that 
the Mukaiyama aldol reactions can proceed without a catalyst by increasing the 
acidity of silicon on the silyl enol ether. Uncatalysed reactions under high pressure8 
and in water9 have also been reported. Both experimental5b,6a,10 and theoretical6a,11 
investigations have been carried out to elucidate the mechanism of the uncatalysed 
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silicon-directed aldol reactions. Based on an elegant double-label crossover 
experiment, Denmark et al have established convincingly that the uncatalysed 
Mukaiyama aldol reactions proceed through a direct intramolecular silicon group 
transfer.6a Gung et al have reported the transition state for the concerted mechanism of 
the reaction between enol silane and formaldehyde, which has a boat-like six-
membered ring geometry with a pentavalent trigonal bipyramid silicon.11 From the 
calculated structural changes, they deduced that the silicon-directed aldol reaction is 
mainly driven by the nucleophilicity of the enol double bond.     
To further shed light on the reactivity of this class of silicon-directed aldol 
addition reaction, I have carried out a systematic study on several uncatalysed 
Mukaiyama reactions using the high-level G3(MP2) theory. The objectives of this 
study are fourfold. First, I will investigate other plausible mechanisms, such as a 
stepwise pathway, of the uncatalysed aldol reaction. Second, I will examine the 
effects of substituents in order to understand the governing factors of the reactivity. 
To this end, I have considered various substituents on trihydrosilyl enol ether (SiH3O-
CH=CH2) and formaldehyde (CH2=O) (Scheme 3.2). The substituents studied here 
represent various degrees of electron withdrawing and donating properties. Third, I 
will investigate the effect of substitution on the silicon group of enol silane. Previous 
experimental studies have demonstrated that substituents on silicon have a dramatic 
effect on the reactivity of aldol reactions.5-7 Finally, I wish to design appropriate 
substituents so that the uncatalysed aldol reaction can occur under mild conditions. 
Eliminating the need for a catalyst or drastic conditions (e.g. high pressure) is highly 
beneficial as the catalysts used are generally expensive and difficult to recover after 











Rc = H, CH3, NH2, OH, F, SH, CHO
Ra = H, CH3, CF3, NH2, F, CHO, COOCH3, CH=CH2, C6H5
SiH3
Rb = H









































3.2 Computational Details 
 
The structures and energies of the reactants (silyl enol ethers and aldehydes), 
transition states and products were examined by the G3(MP2) theory.12 Atomic 
charges were obtained using the Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) analysis,13 based on the 
MP2(full)/6-31G* wave function. NBO atomic charges of small molecules have 
recently been demonstrated to agree well with experimental values obtained from X-
ray diffraction data.14 The effect of solvent was studied using the Onsager’s reaction 
field model (SCRF).15 The hybrid density functional B3LYP16 method in conjunction 
with the 6-31G* basis set was employed for the solvation calculations as the 
































3.3 Results and Discussion 
 
3.3.1  Mechanism of Uncatalysed Reaction 
 
Let us first examine in detail the mechanism of the uncatalysed Mukaiyama 
aldol reaction of the parent system, i.e. between trihydrosilyl enol ether and 
formaldehyde. The concerted pathway has been examined previously by Gung et al11 
and Denmark et al.6a However, they did not consider the alternate stepwise 
mechanism. Several reports have suggested that the Mukaiyama aldol reactions 
proceed via a stepwise mechanism with an open transition state.17 In particular, [2+2]-
addition intermediates have been observed for reactions which involved a chiral 
europium catalyst.18 Here, I have investigated both concerted and stepwise pathways 



















 The conformational behaviours of the reactant trihydrosilyl enol ether and the 
product 3-(silyloxy)propanal have been studied by Gung et al.11 They showed that the 
s-cis conformation is the preferred structure based on MP2/6-31G* calculations. Our 
G3(MP2) calculations confirm that the s-cis form is slightly more stable, by 3.5 kJ 
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mol-1. Both conformers are calculated to have significantly different dipole moments, 
0.71 and 1.30 debyes (MP2(full)/6-31G*), for s-cis and s-trans conformers, 
respectively. The difference in dipole moment results from the different orientations 
of the C=C and OSiH3 group dipoles: they are opposed in the s-cis conformer while 
they are additive in the s-trans form. The calculated rotational barrier between the two 
conformations is very small, 5.7 kJ mol-1. This result demonstrates that the silyl group 














 For 3-(silyloxy)propanal, a detailed study by Gung et al has shown that there 
are several low-lying conformations.11 The global energy minimum that I have 
located at the G3(MP2) level is similar to that reported by Gung et al. The structures 
corresponding to the first-formed product and the global energy minimum for the 
aldol reaction between trihydrosilyl enol ether and formaldehyde are shown in Figure 





























































































Figure 3.1.  Optimized geometries (MP2(full)/6-31G*) of the equilibrium structures 
and transition states for the concerted and stepwise pathways of the uncatalysed aldol 
reaction between trihydrosilyl enol ether and formaldehyde. Bond lengths are given in 
Å. 
 
The aldol reaction between s-cis trihydrosilyl enol ether and formaldehyde is 
predicted to be exothermic, by 95 kJ mol-1. In agreement with the results obtained by 
Gung et al,11 a boat-shaped six-membered-ring transition state (TSC, Figure 3.1) is 
located for the concerted pathway. This concerted transition state involves a 
simultaneous C-C bond formation and SiH3 shift, which is characterized by a 
pentacoordinate silicon. At the G3(MP2) level, the calculated activation barrier of 77 
kJ mol-1 is significantly higher than that reported previously at the MP2/6-31G** 
level (56 kJ mol-1).11 For the s-trans conformation of trihydrosilyl enol ether, it is a 
more exothermic reaction  (−104 kJ mol-1) but inhibited by a higher activation barrier 




















Figure 3.2.  Molecular orbital diagram showing the favourable interaction between 
the HOMO of trihydrosilyl enol ether and the LUMO of formaldehyde. 
 
Analysis of the frontier orbitals indicates that there is a favourable in-phase 
orbital overlap between the HOMO of trihydrosilyl enol ether and the LUMO of 
formaldehyde (Figure 3.2). The most favourable overlap occurs when the OαCβCγOβ 
atoms are coplanar, where the Cβ…Cγ and Oα…Oβ interactions are maximized. Indeed, 
the calculated torsional angle in TSC is close to planarity (−3.6º). This readily 
explains the preference of a twisted boat geometry of the cyclic transition state 
(Figure 3.1). The key structural changes on going from the reactants to the transition 
state TSC are as follows: (1) the lengthening of the Si-Oα bond from 1.683 to 1.807 Å, 
(2) the shortening of the Oα-Cα bond from 1.371 to 1.295 Å, (3) the lengthening of the 
Cα-Cβ bond from 1.337 to 1.378 Å, and (4) the lengthening of the Cγ-Oβ bond from 
1.220 to 1.279 Å. The Cβ…Cγ and Oβ…Si forming bonds in the transition state are 
calculated to be 2.076 and 2.004 Å, respectively. The optimized geometry and the 
normal mode vibration of the imaginary frequency of TSC clearly indicate that the C-
C bond formation is well in advance of the formation of the new O-Si bond. In other 
words, this concerted transition state is best considered as asynchronous. The 
“concerted” nature of TSC is confirmed by intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) 
calculations. The pericyclic reaction described here resembles that of a typical [4+2] 
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cycloaddition such as Diels-Alder reaction, of which 6π [4π+2π] electrons participate 
in the cyclic transition state. However, in the silicon-directed aldol reaction, 4π and 









This uncatalysed aldol reaction may proceed via a stepwise mechanism, either 
through the formation of a zwitterionic type of intermediate or a four-membered-ring 
intermediate (Scheme 3.3). Attempts to locate the two plausible zwitterionic 
intermediates at the MP2/6-31G* level failed. This is perhaps not surprising as these 
intermediates are highly polar and we do not expect their formation to be favourable 
in the isolated state.  However, these zwitterionic intermediates can be stabilized in 
the presence of a Lewis-acid catalyst. 
On the other hand, a stable oxetane intermediate (Figure 3.1) and its associated 
transition states were successfully located. The four-membered ring intermediate is 
stable with respect to the reactants, by 45 kJ mol-1. The first step of this stepwise 
process corresponds to a [2+2] cycloaddition with a simultaneous C-C and C-O bond 
formation, via transition state TSS1. As expected, this symmetry-forbidden process is 
inhibited by a substantially higher energy barrier of 207 kJ mol-1. The second step of 
the stepwise pathway involves a simultaneous C-O cleavage and 1,3-SiH3 shift, via 
transition state TSS2. This occurs with a relatively lower activation barrier of 114 kJ 
mol-1. The optimized geometries of the oxetane intermediate and the corresponding 
transition states (TSS1 and TSS2) are shown in Figure 3.1. 
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 The calculated relative energies of both concerted and stepwise pathways are 
summarized in a schematic energy diagram, as shown in Figure 3.3. It is obvious that 
the concerted pathway is strongly preferred for the uncatalysed Mukaiyama aldol 
reaction. Hence, our calculations readily confirm the experimental finding that a 
direct intramolecular silicon group transfer is involved.6a For all subsequent 





















Figure 3.3.  Schematic potential energy diagram showing the concerted and stepwise 
pathways of the uncatalysed aldol reaction between trihydrosilyl enol ether and 














3.3.2  Effects of Substituents 
 
 To provide further insights into the governing factors of the reactivity of the 
silicon-directed aldol reactions, I have examined the effects of several prototypical 
substituents on both silyl enol ether and aldehyde (Scheme 3.2). The calculated barrier 
heights and reaction enthalpies are summarized in Table 3.1 and the structural 
parameters of the equilibrium structures and transition states are presented in Tables 
3.S5 and 3.S6 (Appendix A), respectively. 
3.3.2.1  Transition States. The transition structures obtained for the various 
substituted aldol reactions are similar to those calculated for the parent system. They 
exhibit the simultaneous C-C bond formation and SiH3 shift. The key structural 
parameters are summarized in Table 3.S6 (Appendix A). In all cases, the geometry 
shows lengthening of the Cα-Cβ, Si-Oα and Cγ-Oβ bonds and a shortening of the Oα-
Cα bond. Interestingly, the bond distances of the Cβ…Cγ and Oβ…Si forming bonds 
have a rather wide range, 1.881 to 2.242 Å and 1.847 to 2.267 Å, respectively. These 
transition states also exhibit asynchronicity, similar to that of the parent system (TSC). 
There are strong correlations between the barrier height and the Cβ…Cγ and Oβ…Si 
forming bond distances. Excluding the Ra = F case, the correlation coefficients are 
0.87 and 0.80 for Cβ…Cγ and Oβ…Si bond distances, respectively. These correlations 
are not unexpected as reaction enthalpy is a key governing factor of the reactivity. 
The unexpectedly short Cβ…Cγ bond length for the exceptional halogen case (Ra = F) 
can be explained in terms of the charge distribution in the transition structure (see 






Table 3.1. Calculated G3(MP2)a Barriers and Enthalpies (kJ mol-1)b 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
Ra Rb Rc Rd Re barrier  enthalpy 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
H H H H H 76.6 −94.9 
CH3 H H H H 82.9 −77.3 
CH3 CH3 H H H 92.8 −66.1 
CF3 H H H H 54.9 −117.2 
NH2 H H H H 131.4 −11.9 
F H H H H 103.2 −54.5 
CHO H H H H 63.8 −100.3 
COOCH3 H H H H 60.9 −108.5 
CH=CH2 H H H H 85.9 −69.9 
C6H5 H H H H 78.1 −73.9 
H H CH3 H H 63.7 −102.8 
H H NH2 H H 30.1 −162.0 
H H OH H H 37.8 −161.1 
H H F H H 54.3 −154.4 
H H SH H H 50.5 −132.9 
H H CHO H H 79.0 −89.5 
H H H NH2 H 70.2 −99.3 
H H H H NH2 82.4 −103.5 
CHO H NH2 H H 11.6 −165.8 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
a G3(MP2) E0 values; the G3(MP2) energies of the reactants, transition states and 
products are given in Tables 3.S1 and 3.S2 (Appendix A). 
b Unless otherwise noted, the s-cis conformation of trihydrosilyl enol ether and the 
first-formed product were employed in all energy calculations. 
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3.3.2.2  Exothermicities. As evident in Table 3.1, all the substituted aldol 
reactions are predicted to be exothermic. However, the exothermicity depends 
strongly on the nature of the substituent, ranging from 12 to 162 kJ mol-1. A strong 
correlation is found to exist between the calculated barrier and enthalpy (R2 = 0.97, 
Figure 3.4). In particular, an excellent correlation is calculated for the substituted 
aldehydes reacting with trihydrosilyl enol ether (R2 = 0.99). These high correlation 
values indicate that the exothermicity has a substantial influence on the reactivity of 
these systems.  
 




















Figure 3.4.  Plot of barrier height against reaction enthalpy. 
 
 
3.3.2.3  Barriers. Let us first consider the effects of substituents on 
formaldehyde. As evident in Table 3.1, introduction of an electron-donating 
substituent (CH3 or NH2) on formaldehyde increases the energy barrier, while 
substituting of an electron-withdrawing group (CF3, CHO or COOCH3) reduces the 
energy barrier. The effect of dimethyl substitution, comparing to the monomethyl 
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substitution, indicates that ketone is less reactive than aldehyde. This result is 
consistent with experimental observation. Unexpectedly, the fluoro substituent, being 
electron-withdrawing in nature, increases the activation energy of the reaction. 
Among the reactions of various aldehydes with trihydrosilyl enol ether, CF3 
substitution leads to the lowest activation barrier of 55 kJ mol-1. In general, a vinyl 
group (CH=CH2) is used to model the effect of phenyl substitution. A slightly higher 
barrier (by 10 kJ mol-1) is predicted for a vinyl substitution. On the other hand, a 
direct calculation of phenyl substitution shows little effect (Table 3.1). Thus, caution 
is required to interpret the results using a simple model. Here, we conclude that π-
electron-donating substituents on aldehyde have a minor energetic consequence on the 
aldol reaction. 
A reverse pattern is observed for the substituent effects (at Rc) on trihydrosilyl 
enol ether. Electron-donating substituents (CH3, NH2, OH and SH) decrease the 
energy barrier, while an electron-withdrawing substituent (CHO) increases the energy 
barrier. Again, the exceptional behaviour of fluorine substitution is noted. This 
electron-withdrawing substituent decreases the activation energy of the aldol reaction. 
Among the various substituents considered, amino (NH2) substitution has the lowest 
energy barrier of 30 kJ mol-1. It is important to note that substitution at Cα (Rc) on the 
trihydrosilyl enol ether has a more pronounced effect on the energy barrier than 
substitution at Cβ (i.e. Rd or Re), as evidenced in the NH2 substitution at various 
positions (see Table 3.1). Experimentally, silyl enol ethers of ester, thioester and 
amide (i.e. Rc = OR, SR and NR2, where R = alkyl group) were commonly employed 
for the silicon-directed aldol addition.5,6 Since OR, SR and NR2 are better electron-
donating groups than OH, SH and NH2, respectively, these substituents are expected 
to have a strong influence on the aldol reactivity. In particular, Myers et al have 
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shown that O-silyl enol derivatives of amides can undergo facile uncatalysed aldol 
addition.5 It is important to note that the hydroxy- and amino-substituted silyl enolates 
may react as an enol and enamine, respectively. A detailed study of the reaction 
pathways of these competitive reactions is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
3.3.2.4  Frontier orbital interactions. Our finding on the importance of the 
nucleophilicity of enol is consistent with the experimental result of Rathore et al.19 
They showed that silyl enol ethers are excellent electron donors as these compounds 
react readily with quinones to form electron donor-acceptor complexes. Hence, the 
frontier molecular orbital (FMO) interactions of the reactants are expected to play a 
significant role in the understanding of the energetics of these reactions. In all cases, 
the energy difference between the HOMO of silyl enol ether and the LUMO of 
aldehyde (∆ESA) is smaller than the energy difference between the HOMO of 
aldehyde and the LUMO of silyl enol ether (∆EAS) (Table 3.S4 in Appendix A). I have 
examined the correlation between ∆ESA and the calculated barrier. Correlation values 
(R2) of 0.82 and 0.85 are obtained for the substituted aldehydes and substituted enol 
silane series, respectively. These results support in general the idea that enol silane 
serves as a nucleophile while aldehyde acts as an electrophile to some extent. 
However, a smaller barrier is not always associated with a smaller ∆EAS value, as 
expected from the FMO theory. This is reflected in the substituted aldehyde series. 
Hence, we may conclude that the frontier molecular orbital interaction may not be the 
main factor in governing the reactivity, and there is/are additional factor(s) that may 
influence the energetics of the reaction. We have shown, for instance, that the reaction 
enthalpy is one such important factor.   
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3.3.2.5  Charge distributions. An NBO analysis was carried out for all the 
transition states. The atomic charges of the six key atoms in the transition state are 
given in Table 3.2. First, we note that strong charges are predicted for most of these 
atoms. For the Cβ…Cγ and Si…Oβ forming bonds, the charges of the two bonding 
atoms are of different sign. Thus, electrostatic attraction may contribute significantly 
in stabilizing the transition state. The fluoro-substituted aldehyde (Ra = F) represents 
the extreme case, where both carbon atoms bear large charges, +0.62 and −0.63 for Cγ 
and Cβ, respectively. As a consequence, it has a rather short Cβ…Cγ bond distance 
(1.881 Å) in the transition state (Table 3.S6, Appendix A). The charges on Si, Oα and 
Oβ are found to be relatively uniform throughout both substituted enol and aldehyde 
series (Table 3.2). The extent of charge transfer from the enol silane moiety to the 
aldehyde moiety in the transition state is significant in all cases (Table 3.2), range 
from 0.17 (Rc = OH) to 0.35 (Ra = F). These data reinforce the importance of the 
nucleophilicity of enol and the electrophilicity of aldehyde in influencing the 
reactivity of this class of aldol additions. On going from the reactant (Table 3.S7, 
Appendix A) to the transition state, there is a significant increase in the electron 
populations of both Cγ and Oβ in the aldehyde subunit. However, the corresponding 
decrease of electron population of the enol silane moiety comes mainly from Cα and 
Oα.  Unexpectedly, the electron population of Cβ increases.  
 
 Table 3.2. Calculated NBO Atomic Charges of the Transition Statesa 
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
 Ra  Rb Rc Rd Re Cγ Oβ Si Oα Cα  Cβ   CTb 
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
H H H H H 0.08 −0.70 1.26 −0.71 0.29 −0.61 0.23 
CH3 H H H H 0.27 −0.72 1.26 −0.70 0.30 −0.61 0.24 
CH3 CH3 H H H 0.48 −0.74 1.26 −0.71 0.30 −0.60 0.24 
CF3 H H H H 0.15 −0.67 1.25 −0.71 0.30 −0.61 0.31 
NH2 H H H H 0.40 −0.81 1.26 −0.65 0.34 −0.65 0.28 
F H H H H 0.62 −0.75 1.25 −0.70 0.35 −0.63 0.35 
CHO H H H H 0.15 −0.70 1.25 −0.69 0.29 −0.59 0.32 
COOCH3 H H H H 0.16 −0.68 1.25 −0.69 0.30 −0.59 0.31 
CH=CH2 H H H H 0.23 −0.73 1.26 −0.68 0.30 −0.60 0.27 
C6H5 H H H H 0.25 −0.73 1.26 −0.69 0.30 −0.60 0.28 
H H CH3 H H 0.09 −0.69 1.26 −0.74 0.48 −0.59 0.22 
H H NH2 H H 0.13 −0.66 1.27 −0.81 0.61 −0.67 0.18 
H H OH H H 0.13 −0.66 1.27 −0.81 0.74 −0.66 0.17 
H H F H H 0.11 −0.67 1.26 −0.75 0.85 −0.68 0.17 
H H SH H H 0.11 −0.67 1.26 −0.76 0.27 −0.61 0.18 
H H CHO H H 0.07 −0.70 1.25 −0.69 0.34 -0.56 0.23 
H H H NH2 H 0.07 −0.69 1.25 −0.72 0.29 −0.19 0.24 
H H H H NH2 0.03 −0.77 1.24 −0.73 0.26 −0.11 0.31 
CHO H NH2 H H 0.20 −0.64 1.27 −0.80 0.61 −0.65 0.26 
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
a Based on MP2(full)/6-31G* wave function.   b Charge transfer (CT) from the enol silane moiety to the aldehyde unit in the transition state. 
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3.3.3  Cooperative Substituent Effects 
 
From the above discussion, it is apparent that the formyl-substituted aldehyde and the 
amino-substituted silyl enol ether (Rc = NH2) are among the better candidates for facile 
uncatalysed Mukaiyama aldol reaction. So, it is intriguing to ask whether there is a 
cooperative influence between substituents on both reactants. Indeed, the activation energy 
for the reaction with Ra = CHO and Rc = NH2 is predicted to be just 12 kJ mol-1 (Table 3.1). 
The combined substituent effect results in a substantial reduction of the activation barrier, by 
65 kJ mol-l compared to the parent system. Interestingly, the magnitude of reduction is greater 
than the expected value of 58 kJ mol-1, estimated from the sum of the individual substituent 
effects. With such a small barrier of 12 kJ mol-1, we expect this aldol reaction to proceed 
readily at room temperature and possibly at temperatures well below 0 °C.  
Besides the above combination of substituents, we predict also that the reaction 
between COOCH3- or CF3-substituted formaldehyde with NH2-substituted (Rc = NH2) silyl 
enol ether to occur readily. The activation energies of these two reactions are likely to be 
lower than 12 kJ mol-1, as both substituted aldehydes have a lower activation barrier than the 
CHO-substituted formaldehyde in the reaction with silyl enol ether (Table 3.1). In summary, 
our calculations show that substitutions on both reactants may lead to a cooperative influence 
on the energy barrier. With the right combination of substituents, it is possible for 













3.3.4  Effect of Substitution on the Silicon Group 
 
 It is important to note that most Mukaiyama aldol reactions are carried out using 
trimethylsilyl enol ether ((CH3)3SiO-CH=CH2) derivatives instead of trihydrosilyl enol ether 
(SiH3O-CH=CH2) derivatives examined here. Trihydrosilyl enol ether was chosen in this 
study as the system is smaller and the computational effort required is less demanding. To 
compare the effect of Si(CH3)3 with the simple SiH3 model, we have computed also the 
activation and reaction energies between trimethylsilyl enol ether and formaldehyde at the 
G3(MP2) level. The calculated barrier (97 kJ mol-1) is 20 kJ mol-1 higher and the reaction 
enthalpy is 3 kJ mol-1 more exothermic than the corresponding trihydrosilyl system. The 
lower barrier of SiH3 is consistent with the experimental observation that the O-Si(CH3)3 
system is less reactive than O-Si(CH3)2H derivative.7 Thus, this information should be taken 
into consideration when interpreting the values reported herein for the trihydrosilyl enol ether 
system. 
Previous experimental studies have shown that the rate of uncatalysed aldol reaction 
is highly dependent on the spectator substituent of silicon. For instance, Denmark et al6a and 
Myers et al5 have demonstrated dramatic accelerations of aldol reactions using O-
(silacyclobutyl) ketene acetals. To explore further the role of silicon group, we have 
examined here the aldol reaction of O-(silacyclobutyl) ketene acetal with formaldehyde. 
Compare to the corresponding O-(trimethylsilyl) derivative, the calculated reaction enthalpy 
(−96 kJ mol-1) is similar but it has a significantly smaller energy barrier of 65 kJ mol-1, by 32 
kJ mol-1. Thus, our result supports the experimental findings that incorporation of the silicon 
atom within a four-membered ring is more efficient than the “normal” trimethylsilyl 
derivative in promoting aldol reactions. 
Denmark et al have also employed O-(trichlorosilyl) ketene acetal successfully to 
improve the reaction rates of aldol reactions.20 Our calculation on the O-SiCl3 system predicts 
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a lower energy barrier of 65 kJ mol-1, 32 kJ mol-1 less than the corresponding O-SiMe3 
analogue.  
 From the above calculations, it appears that electronegative substituent on the silicon 
has a favourable effect on the reactivity. To confirm our speculation, we investigated the 
aldol reaction involving an O-(trifluorosilyl) derivative. Indeed, this reaction has the smallest 
activation barrier (47 kJ mol-1) among all the silicon groups considered here. Based on DFT 
calculations, we also predict that a germanium group is more effective than a silicon group in 
promoting aldol reaction. At the B3LYP/6-31G* level, the O-GeH3 derivative (i.e. GeH3O-
CH=CH2) has a smaller activation barrier than trihydrosilyl enol ether, by 15 kJ mol-1 (Table 
3.S3, Appendix A). The calculated barriers and enthalpies for the aldol reactions of various 
RO-CH=CH2 derivatives with formaldehyde are summarized in Table 3.3. 
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Table 3.3. Calculateda Barriers and Enthalpies (kJ mol-1) for the Aldol Reactions of 
Various RO-CH=CH2 Derivatives with CH2=O 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
O-R Barrier Enthalpy 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
O-SiH3 76.6 (63.9) −94.9 (−96.8) 
O-Si(CH3)3 96.8  −98.5 
O-SiF3 46.9  −103.8 
O-SiCl3 64.9  −105.9 
O-silacyclobutyl 65.4  −96.0 
O-GeH3  (49.2)   (−95.7) 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 




3.3.5  Effect of Solvent 
 
 The Mukaiyama aldol reactions are commonly carried out in a solvent (e.g. CH2Cl2; 
with dielectric constant ε = 8.93). Experimentally, it has been reported that the reaction 
proceeds favourably in solvents that are poor σ–donors, such as CH2Cl2, hexane, benzene and 
CH3CN. No reaction occurs when tetrahydrofuran, diethyl ether or N,N-dimethylformamide 
is used.2,10,21 The computed gas-phase and solution-phase (based on SCRF theory)15 barriers 
and enthalpies of the various substituents obtained at the B3LYP/6-31G* level are tabulated 
in Table 3.S3 (Appendix A).  For the parent reaction, there is a small decrease in the 
activation energy from 64 kJ mol-1 (ε = 1) to 60 kJ mol-1 (ε = 9, represents nonpolar solvent) 
and to 60 kJ mol-1 (ε = 40, represents aprotic solvent). Small changes of reaction barriers 
upon solvation are calculated for other substituted systems (Table 3.S3, Appendix A). These 
results suggest that the influence of solvent on the reactivity of the uncatalysed aldol 








3.4 Conclusion  
 
The uncatalysed Mukaiyama aldol reaction between trihydrosilyl enol ether and 
formaldehyde is predicted to proceed via a concerted mechanism. An alternate stepwise 
pathway via the formation of a four-membered ring oxetane intermediate is calculated to be 
significantly higher in energy. In general, the aldol reaction is found to be more favourable 
with electron-donating substituents on trihydrosilyl enol ether (at Rc) and electron-
withdrawing substituents on formaldehyde. The notable exception is the fluoro substituent. 
The study of the effects of substituents on silyl enol ether and aldehyde reveals the following 
factors in influencing the reactivity of the silicon-directed aldol reactions: (1) exothermicity, 
(2) nucleophilicity of enol silane, (3) electrophilicity of aldehyde, (4) frontier molecular 
orbital interactions, and (5) electrostatic interactions. Substitution on both reactants is found 
to have a cooperative influence on the activation barrier. We predict that the reactions 
between NH2-substituted (Rc = NH2) trihydrosilyl enol ether and CHO-, COOCH3- and CF3-
substituted aldehydes will proceed readily without a catalyst at temperatures below 0°C. In 
accord with experimental findings, the O-(silacyclobutyl) and O-(trichlorosilyl) derivatives 
increase the reactivity of aldol reaction. In addition, we predict that O-SiF3 and O-GeH3 are 
potential silyl group replacements for facile aldol reactions. Hence, this study demonstrates 
clearly that the reactivity of the silicon-directed aldol reaction can be increased considerably 
by introducing appropriate substituents on the reactants. 
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Mechanism of the Metal Halide Catalysed  
























Experimentally, the Mukaiyama catalysed reaction would normally give rise 
to one major product: the hydroxy,1,2 silyl3 or (less commonly) “ene”4 product, 
depending on the type of catalyst used. The reaction conditions (e.g. solvents) are also 
important in determining the nature of product.5 For instance, Takasu et al6 have 
reported the preference for the formation of (2+2)-cycloaddition products over the 
Mukaiyama aldol product in their study of the Lewis acid catalysed reaction between 
silyl enol ethers and α,β-unsaturated ethers. 
 Various plausible mechanisms have been proposed to account for the 
catalysed Mukaiyama aldol reactions.7-11 However, to date, the actual mechanism has 
not been determined conclusively. Catalysed reactions via a [2+2]-addition 
intermediate has been observed for reactions involving a chiral europium catalyst.9 
The solid state characterization of a trichlorotitanium aldolate has been reported by 
Cozzi and Floriani.10 Several authors have suggested that certain metal catalysts used 
in Mukaiyama aldol reactions are not necessarily the “actual catalyst”. These metal 
catalysts may generate a SiMe3X/SiMe3+ intermediate specie, which in turn serves as 
the actual catalyst in the aldol addition reactions.11 Based on extensive crossover, 
kinetic and stereochemical experiments, Denmark et al have concluded that the 
catalytic species in their silicon directed aldol reaction is that of triarylcarbenium 
ions.12  
It is commonly accepted that Lewis acid catalyst activates the carbonyl 
substrate (electrophile) by coordinating to the carbonyl oxygen, rending it more 
susceptible to a nucleophilic attack by enol silane. Unexpectedly, in a recent study of 
the silver(I)-catalysed Mukaiyama aldol reactions, Ohkouchi et al13 have shown that 
their catalyst coordinated to the nucleophile, in which this activated complex then 
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attacks the aldehyde to afford the aldol adduct. With the vast range of catalysts and 
reaction conditions being studied in the literature, it is highly unlikely that all the 
catalysed Mukaiyama aldol reactions proceed via a common reaction pathway.  
In general, the TiCl4 catalysed Mukaiyama aldol reaction afforded the hydroxy 
product as the main product,1,10,14 not the silyl product. High product yields were 
obtained when stoichiometric amount of TiCl4 was used in the presence of a non-
polar solvent.1 In the previous chapter, I have examined in detail the mechanism and 
the governing factors influencing the uncatalysed Mukaiyama aldol reactions.15 To 
extend the study on the catalysed reactions, I report here the possible mechanisms of 
metal halide catalysed reactions between trihydrosilyl enol ether and formaldehyde. 
The catalysts investigated include TiCl4, BCl3, AlCl3, GaCl3 and ScCl3. 
Understanding the mechanism of these simple metal halide catalyst is a prelude to 
understanding the mechanistic aspects of more complex catalysts. In addition, this 
will aid in the design of more efficient catalysts with high enantioselectivity. The 
enantioselective aspect of the Mukaiyama aldol reaction will not be explored here as 
it is highly dependent on the position and type of substituents on the reactants.16  
Molecular orbital calculations were performed using the B3LYP17 hybrid 
density functional theory method with the 6-31G* basis set. Atomic charges were 













4.2 Results and Discussion 
 
4.2.1  Uncatalysed Reaction 
 
Previous studies have shown conclusively that the uncatalysed silicon-directed 
aldol reactions proceed via a concerted 6-membered boat-shape transition state.15,19,20 
This transition state consists of a simultaneous carbon-carbon bond formation and a 
SiH3 shift (Scheme 4.1 and Figure 4.1). For the aldol addition between trihydrosilyl 
enol ether and formaldehyde, the B3LYP/6-31G* level readily reproduces the 
concerted transition state. The key forming and breaking bond distances of the 
transition state, 2.100, 1.809 and 1.998 Å for Cβ…Cγ, Si…Oα and Si…Oβ, respectively, 
are in excellent accord with the MP2(full)/6-31G* values.15 However, the calculated 
B3LYP/6-31G* barrier (64 kJ mol-1) is somewhat smaller than the higher-level 






































































TS2a:   ∆Ε‡ = 10.3 kJ mol-1
TS2b:   ∆Ε‡ = 20.9 kJ mol-1
OSiH3
TS2c:   ∆Ε‡ = 17.8 kJ mol-1






TS10:   ∆Ε‡ = 28.1 kJ mol-1
TS12:   ∆Ε‡ = 38.5 kJ mol-1
TS3:   ∆Ε‡ = 129.3 kJ mol-1
TiCl4
∆Ε = 2.7 kJ mol-1
TS4:  ∆Ε‡ = 75.9 kJ mol-1
H2O SiH3(OH)
TiCl3(OH)
∆Ε = 54.7 kJ mol-1
H2O
HCl
TS19:   ∆Ε‡ (not determined)
H2O SiH3(OH)
TS13: ∆Ε‡ = 62.4 kJ mol-1
HCl
TS15:   ∆Ε‡ = 172.7 kJ mol-1
HCl
TS16:   ∆Ε‡ = 153.9 kJ mol-1






TS1:   ∆Ε‡ = 63.9 kJ mol-1
TS7:   ∆Ε‡ = 120.4 kJ mol-1
1,3 H-shift
TS17: ∆Ε‡ = 225.5 kJ mol-1
TS14: ∆Ε‡ = 116.3 kJ mol-1
HCl
1,3 H-shift
TS18: ∆Ε‡ = 215.9 kJ mol-1
SiH3(OH)
TS20:   ∆Ε‡ = 153.9 kJ mol-1
SiH3Cl
SiH3Cl
TS12: ∆Ε‡ = 38.5 kJ mol-1




∆Ε = -24.8 kJ mol-1
TS6: ∆Ε‡ = 17.2 kJ mol-1
H2O





∆Ε = 67.1 kJ mol-1










TS9: ∆Ε‡ = 113.7 kJ mol-1
Scheme 4.2
(Refer to Table B1 in Appendix B 
for respective Enthalpy values)
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4.2.2  TiCl4 Catalysed Reaction 
 
The various possible mechanistic pathways for the TiCl4 catalysed reaction 
between formaldehyde and trihydrosilyl enol ether is shown in Scheme 4.2. As 
expected, TiCl4 forms a stable complex with formaldehyde. On the other hand, the 
formation of a complex with silyl enol ether is found to be significantly less 
favourable (binding energy to enol silane: +0.3 kJ mol-1). The calculated binding 
energy of the TiCl4…formaldehyde complex is −24.8 kJ mol-1. In this complex, TiCl4 
coordinates to formaldehyde oxygen, with a Ti…O distance of 2.345 Å. The C=O 
bond length of formaldehyde increases from 1.207 to 1.218 Å upon coordination with 
the TiCl4 catalyst. There is a slight charge transfer, 0.08 e (based on NBO analysis), 
from formaldehyde to TiCl4 in the complex. In addition, the charge on the carbonyl 
carbon increases from 0.23 to 0.29 (i.e. carbon becomes more electrophilic) upon 
complexation.  More importantly, the LUMO energy of formaldehyde decreases 
considerably from −1.15 to −3.86 eV. These results confirm that the electrophilicity 
of formaldehyde is increased by the TiCl4 catalyst. Thus, the activated aldehyde is 
more susceptible to aldol addition with enol silane. The factors that promote aldol 
reactivity in terms of the charge distribution and frontier orbital energies parallel those 
reported in the previous chapter for the uncatalysed Mukaiyama reactions.15   
 Next, we examine the possible pathways between the TiCl4…formaldehyde 
and trihydrosilyl enol ether. I have considered both the concerted and stepwise 
processes. In all my attempts, I was unable to locate a concerted transition structure 
between the activated formaldehyde complex and enol silane. This theoretical finding 
is in agreement with various experimental observations, which indicated a non-
concerted pathway for the catalysed Mukaiyama reactions. For the stepwise process, 
there are two plausible pathways: (1) via the formation of a [2+2] intermediate 
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(pathway 1) and (2) formation of zwitterionic and neutral types of intermediates 
(pathway 2).  
 Attempts to locate a concerted transition state corresponding to the [2+2] 
intermediate (pathway 1) formation were unsuccessful. This is not surprising as [2+2] 
cycloaddition reactions are very high in energy due to unfavourable HOMO-LUMO 
interactions (symmetry forbidden).  
The key step in the stepwise pathway 2 is that of the formation of a carbon-
carbon bond between Cβ of enol silane and Cγ of the formaldehyde complex. We have 
managed to locate four transition states (TS2a, TS2b, TS2c and TS2d) corresponding 
to this C-C bond formation process. Their energy barriers are shown in Table 4.1, 
while their key structural parameters are given in Figure 4.2. TS2a and TS2b consist 
of a simultaneous carbon-carbon bond formation and a Cl shift, leading to an 
intermediate I3 (Scheme 4.2). The carbon-carbon bond formation reaction via TS2c 
and TS2d leads to an intermediate I1 (Scheme 4.2), which rapidly undergoes a 
SiH3Cl elimination reaction to give another intermediate I2 (Scheme 4.2). It is 
important to note that Reetz et al14a and Gennari et al14b have indeed observed the 
formation of Si(CH3)3Cl in their mechanistic studies of the TiCl4 catalysed silicon 
directed aldol reactions using NMR spectroscopy. Intermediates I2 and I3 then 
undergo hydrolysis to give the hydroxy product. TS2a is calculated to have a lower 
activation barrier than TS2b, TS2c and TS2d. The formation of stable aldehyde-
catalyst complex (Enthalpy = −24.8 kJ mol-1) and the calculated small energy barrier 
of 10.3 kJ mol-1 (TS2a) suggest that the TiCl4 catalysed aldol reaction occurs readily 















Table 4.1.  Calculateda Barriersb (kJ mol-1) for the Aldol Reactions of Various 
Formaldehyde-Catalyst Complexes with Trihydrosilyl Enol Ether  
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
Catalyst TS2a TS2b TS2c  TS2d    
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
TiCl4 10.3  20.9 17.8 21.7  
BCl3 −20.9 −14.8 −17.8 −14.7 
AlCl3 −22.9 −18.0 −21.8 −15.0 
ScCl3 −26.4 −18.7 −23.4 −15.0 
GaCl3 −15.5 −11.3 −12.2 −11.5 
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
a B3LYP/6-31G* values. b Negative barriers arise due to the formation of a stable pre-









































































Some authors have concluded from their experimental studies that the catalytic 
species involved in the Mukaiyama aldol reaction is that of Si(CH3)3X/Si(CH3)3+.11 In 
our proposed TiCl4 reaction pathway (Scheme 4.2) and from NMR experiments,14 
SiR3Cl (R = H or CH3) is formed. We have explored also the possibility of SiH3Cl 
acting as a catalyst in the silicon directed aldol reaction. The energy barrier (TS7: 
Scheme 4.2) is calculated to be 120.4 kJ mol-1, substantially higher than that of TS2a. 
The possibility of SiH3+ (Si(CH3)3+) acting as a catalyst is small as the reaction is 
carried out in a non-polar solvent which is expected to suppress the formation of 
charged species. Experimentally, the hydroxy product is obtained1 and this effectively 
rules out Si(CH3)3X/Si(CH3)3+ involvement as a catalyst at temperature of −78°C.  
The general mechanism of the metal halide (MXn) catalysed Mukaiyama aldol 





























































4.2.3  Metal Halide Catalysts 
 
Finally, I have explored the effect of other metal halide (Lewis acid) catalyst, 
namely BCl3, AlCl3, GaCl3 and ScCl3, on the energetics of the Mukaiyama aldol 
reaction between trihydrosilyl enol ether and formaldehyde. Similar to TiCl4, these 
catalysts coordinate to the oxygen of formaldehyde to form a formaldehyde-catalyst 
complex, which subsequently reacts with enol silane. Their calculated energy barriers 
(tabulated in Table 4.1: negative barriers with respect to the formaldehyde-catalyst 
complex and trihydrosilyl enol ether) are smaller than that for the TiCl4 catalyst. The 
negative barriers indicate that the formaldehyde-catalyst complex and enol silane 
form a stable pre-transition state complex, which is a driving force of the reaction for 
these catalysts. Hence, we expect these metal halides to be excellent catalysts for 
Mukaiyama aldol reactions. Selected parameters for these formaldehyde-catalyst 
complexes are tabulated in Table 4.2. The general mechanism for these metal halides 
catalysts is expected to be similar to that of TiCl4 catalyst.  
 
Table 4.2.  Selected parameters for the HCHO…MCln complexes calculated at 
B3LYP/6-31G*  
    
Binding Energy   Bond Length (Å)_    NBO Charges_ LUMO Energy 
(kJ mol-1) Cγ-Oβ Oβ-M Cγ Oβ (eV) 
Catalyst 
      
none − 1.207 − 0.23 −0.49 −1.15 
TiCl4   −24.8 1.218 2.345 0.29 −0.57 −3.86 
BCl3   −10.8 1.229 1.678 0.31 −0.48 −3.75 
AlCl3 −101.5 1.227 1.979 0.33 −0.60 −3.96 
ScCl3 −121.6 1.225 2.184 0.32 −0.61 −4.00 









In summary, it was found that the TiCl4 catalysed Mukaiyama aldol reaction 
between trihydrosilyl enol ether and formaldehyde can proceed via two reaction 
pathways. The lowest energy pathway proceeds via a transition state (TS2a) that 
consists of a simultaneous carbon-carbon bond formation and a Cl shift. The 
alternative pathway proceeds via a carbon-carbon bond formation reaction and an 
elimination reaction. My investigation into the catalytic properties of BCl3, AlCl3, 
GaCl3 and ScCl3 revealed that these Lewis acids are potential catalysts for the 
Mukaiyama aldol reaction due to their low reaction barriers. I believe that the 
mechanism of most metal halide catalyst for the Mukaiyama aldol reaction giving rise 
to the hydroxy product will be similar to this proposed mechanism.   
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The enantioselective property of oxazaborolidinone catalyst in the Mukaiyama aldol 
reaction was first reported by Kiyooka et al.1 Subsequently, Ishihara et al2 reported a 
modified chiral oxazaborolidinone catalyst (Scheme 5.1) that gave higher enantioselectivity 















Corey et al3 have proposed an aldehyde-catalyst complex structure (Scheme 5.2), 
where the oxygen from aldehyde coordinates to boron with a hydrogen bonding between the 
formyl hydrogen and the ring oxygen and the presence of parallel π–stacking between the 
indole ring and aldehyde, to account for the observed enantioselectivity of their chiral 
oxazaborolidinone catalysts. Theoretical investigations into the possible coordination modes 











 In this chapter, I will examine in detail the reaction mechanism and factors that 




























oxazaborolidin-5-one, studied by Ishihara et al.2 The validity of the various proposed 
aldehyde-catalyst complex models would be verified. Understanding the intrinsic factors that 
control/affect the reaction mechanism of chiral oxazaborolidinone catalyst will aid in the 
design of more efficient enantioselective catalysts. 
Calculations were performed using the B3LYP5 hybrid density functional theory 
method with the 6-31G* basis set. Conformational analysis, based on the Monte Carlo 

































5.2 Results and Discussion 
 
5.2.1  Uncatalysed Aldol Reaction 
 
The uncatalysed Mukaiyama aldol reaction between benzaldehyde and trimethyl[(1-
phenylethenyl)oxy] silane (enol silane), to form (3R)-1,3-diphenyl-3-[(trimethylsilyl)oxy]-1-
propanone ((R)-product), is predicted to be exothermic, by 45.3 kJ mol-1. The activation 
barrier for the concerted pathway, via transition state TS1 (Figure 5.1), is calculated to be 
103.6 kJ mol-1. This concerted transition state exhibits a simultaneous C-C bond formation 
and Si(CH3)3 shift, which is characterized by a pentacoordinate silicon. This boat-shaped six-
membered-ring transition state is in agreement with previous theoretical results obtained for 




Figure 5.1.  Optimized transition state geometry (B3LYP/6-31G*) of the uncatalysed 

















5.2.2  Benzaldehyde-Catalyst Complexes 
 
The oxygen atom in benzaldehyde is expected to coordinate to the boron site of the 
catalyst to form a pre-transition-state complex. The enol silane then reacts with the 
benzaldehyde-catalyst complex to yield the product. Intuitively, one would expect the most 
stable benzaldehyde-catalyst complex to adopt a conformation, or contain certain 
properties/factor(s), that disfavour the nucleophilic attack by the enol silane from the Si side 
of benzaldehyde of the benzaldehyde-catalyst complex, resulting in the formation of the (R)-
product as the major product. Let us first examine in detail the various possible structures of 
benzaldehyde-catalyst complex. Benzaldehyde could coordinate to the anti or syn (with 



















The formyl hydrogen could form hydrogen bonding with: (i) the oxygen (adjacent to 
boron) on the five-membered oxazaborolidinone ring, (ii) nitrogen or (iii) the oxygen of the 
tosyl group. However, we were unable to locate a stable aldehyde-complex structure 
corresponding to hydrogen bonding contribution from only (iii), which has been reported to 
be stable.4 The various stable benzaldehyde-catalyst complexes with benzaldehyde on the 
anti and syn side of the catalyst are shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 to 5.4 respectively. Their 














Figure 5.2.  Optimized geometries (B3LYP/6-31G*) of the various benzaldehyde-catalyst complexes, with benzaldehyde on the anti side of 












Figure 5.3.  Optimized geometries (B3LYP/6-31G*) of the various benzaldehyde-catalyst complexes, with benzaldehyde on the syn side of 












Figure 5.4.  Optimized geometries (B3LYP/6-31G*) of the various benzaldehyde-catalyst complexes, with benzaldehyde on the syn side of 










Table 5.1.  Calculated B3LYP/6-31G* Relative Energiesa (kJ mol-1) and CH…(X) 
Distance of Benzaldehyde-Catalyst Complexes  
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
Benzaldehyde-Catalyst  Relative Energya  B…O  CH…(X)  
           Complex             Distance (Å)        Distance (Å) 
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
 BCC1 (anti)  31.6  1.659    2.554 (N), 2.641(O=S) 
 BCC2 (anti)  28.3  1.649   2.360 (O)  
 BCC3 (anti)  32.9  1.662    2.312 (O) 
 BCC4 (syn)  19.8  1.632    2.495 (N), 2.409 (O=S) 
 BCC5 (syn)    0.0  1.610    2.464 (N), 2.605 (O=S) 
 BCC6 (syn)  49.2  1.727    2.451 (N) 
 BCC7 (syn)  23.4  1.662    2.322 (O) 
 BCC8 (syn)  11.8  1.626    2.361 (O) 
 BCC9 (syn)  41.5  1.727    2.324 (O) 
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
a Relative energy values with respect to BCC5. 
 
As evident in Table 5.1, the proposed benzaldehyde-catalyst complex structure2b, 3c 
(BCC8) is 11.8 kJ mol-1 higher in energy than the most stable benzaldehyde-catalyst 
complex, BCC5. The stability of BCC5 could be attributed to the interactions between the 
phenyl ring of the aldehyde and the indole ring of the catalyst and the preference for formyl 
hydrogen bonding with nitrogen. However, as the Re side of the aldehyde is being blocked by 
the indole ring, the enol silane could only attack from the Si side. The (S)-product would be 
formed and this contradicts the experimental observations of Ishihara et al,2 where the (R)-
product is obtained.  
Based on the above analysis, I conclude that the stability of the benzaldehyde-catalyst 
complex does not result in enantioselectivity for this catalyst. The calculations also revealed 
that the interaction of benzaldehyde with Rb (tosyl group) is unfavourable. (c.f. BCC3 with 




5.2.3  Oxazaborolidinone Catalyst 
 
 The stability of the aldehyde-catalyst complex is not the governing factor to 
enantioselectivity suggests that certain attributes of the oxazaborolidinone catalyst disfavour 
the formation of BCC5. Conformational analysis was performed on the oxazaborolidinone 
catalyst. Several of the lower-energy minima structures obtained were optimized at the 
B3LYP/6-31G* level of theory and the most stable conformation is shown in Figure 5.5. The 
salient features of the optimized geometry are: (i) the indole group (Ra) is positioned over the 
1,3,2-oxazaborolidin-5-one ring, (ii) the tosyl group (Rb) is on the opposite side of Ra and the 
phenyl group is perpendicular to the ring, and (iii) the 3,5-bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl group 
(Rc) is almost co-planar to the 1,3,2-oxazaborolidin-5-one five-membered-ring.  





















Figure 5.5.  Optimized geometry (B3LYP/6-31G*) of the most stable conformation of the 







 Although the coordination of benzaldehyde to the syn side of the catalyst results in a 
more stable benzaldehyde-catalyst complex, the syn side of the catalyst is shielded by the 
indole group (Ra). This greatly precludes the possibility of benzaldehyde coordination to the 
syn side of the catalyst (Figure 5.6). Therefore, this results in the coordination of 
benzaldehyde on the anti side of the catalyst. There is the possibility of initial coordination by 
benzaldehyde on the syn side to form BCC8, which would give rise to the (R)-product. 






















Figure 5.6.  Syn side of the catalyst being shielded by the indole ring (Ra), decreasing the 












Coordination site for 
oxygen (aldehyde) 
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5.2.4  Enantioselectivity Of Catalyst (Analysis Of Transition States)  
 
 The most stable benzaldehyde-catalyst complex with benzaldehyde coordinating at 
the anti side of the catalyst is that of BCC2. The four possible transition states corresponding 
to the nucleophilic attack by the enol silane on the carbonyl carbon of BCC2 are shown in 





































Figure 5.7.  Optimized transition states geometries (B3LYP/6-31G*) of the reaction between 










































































Table 5.2.  Calculateda Barriers and Relative Energiesb (kJ mol-1) 
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
Transition State Barrier Relative Energyb   
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
 TS2a (Re)  15.2 (13.3) 5.4 (10.3)  
 TS2b (Re)    9.8   (3.0) 0.0   (0.0) 
 TS2c (Si)  13.5   (6.9) 3.7   (3.9) 
 TS2d (Si)  17.0 (10.6) 7.2   (7.6)  
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
a B3LYP/6-31G* values, with the ONIOM (B3LYP/6-31G* : HF/STO-3G*) values in 
parentheses   
b Relative energy values with respect to TS2b.  
 
 As evident in Table 5.2, the most favourable transition state structure, corresponding 
to the carbon-carbon bond formation, is that of TS2b. Following from TS2b, an intermediate 
complex (IC) would be obtained (Figure 5.8). IC would then undergo a Si(CH3)3 shift via 
transition state TS3 (energy barrier: 88.2 kJ mol-1) (Figure 5.8) to give the (R)-product, which 
is in agreement with experiment. The proposed catalytic cycle is summarized in a schematic 




















Figure 5.9.  Schematic potential energy diagram of the proposed catalytic cycle. 
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5.2.5  ONIOM Calculations  
 
 The performance of the ONIOM method was evaluated by comparing the energies 
obtained from ONIOM (B3LYP/6-31G* : HF/STO-3G*) optimization calculations with the 
B3LYP/6-31G* optimization calculations. These energy values are tabulated in Table 5.2. 
The energy barriers for TS2a, TS2b, TS2c and TS2d, obtained from the ONIOM 
calculations, are lower than those predicted from the B3LYP/6-31G* calculations. The 
greatest energy barrier difference of 6.8 kJ mol-1 between these two methods is seen for 
TS2b. With the exception of TS2a, the relative ONIOM energies of the remaining three 
transition states are in close agreement with the B3LYP/6-31G* values. As the ONIOM 
method was unable to reproduce the relative energies of these four transition states 
completely, I would not recommend its use in selectivity studies, particularly when energy 



























5.3 Conclusion  
 
 This study of the oxazaborolidinone catalysed Mukaiyama aldol reaction between 
benzaldehyde and trimethyl[(1-phenylethenyl)oxy] silane revealed that the stability of the 
benzaldehyde-catalyst complex did not result in enantioselectivity for this catalyst. The most 
stable aldehyde-catalyst complex (BCC5) did not give rise to the experimentally observed 
(R)-product. Analysis of the catalyst revealed that the most stable catalyst adopts a 
conformation where the indole group (Ra) is positioned over the 1,3,2-oxazaborolidin-5-one 
ring. The syn side of the catalyst is thus being shielded, resulting in benzaldehyde 
coordinating to the anti side (BCC2). The transition state (TS2b: lowest energy) obtained for 
the nucleophilic attack by enol silane on BCC2, resulted in the (R)-product, in agreement 
with experiment.  
Various theoretical models proposed to date, to explain enantioselectivity of 
oxazaborolidinone catalysts, revolved around the stability of the aldehyde-catalyst complex 
formed. As demonstrated here, the application of some of these models to our system of 
study resulted in the wrong isomeric product being predicted. These models are too general 
and the over simplification of the oxazaborolidinone catalyst in some of these models could 
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A Theoretical Investigation of the  
























Proline is a versatile catalyst that can be employed in many asymmetric 
reactions.1 The stereoselectivity of proline is evident in its use as a catalyst in the 
aldol reaction, where high enantiomeric excess of products have been observed.2,3 
Various reaction mechanisms of the proline catalysed aldol reaction have been 
proposed.4,5 Both experimental6 and theoretical7 investigations have been carried out 
to elucidate the mechanism of the proline catalysed aldol reaction. The commonly 
advocated mechanism is that of the reaction proceeding via an enamine 






















































Although experimental investigations have failed to detect the presence of 
enamines,4f,8 the 18O isotope labeling study by List et al,6a has indirectly suggested the 
involvement of enamine as an intermediate. Theoretical energetics studies,7 which 
examined the enantioselectivity of the reaction between enamine and aldehyde, seem 
to lend support to the enamine mechanism.  
However, the failure to detect enamines in experiments seems quite puzzling 
to us because enamines are stable compounds. To further shed light on the mechanism 
of the proline catalysed aldol reaction, we have carried out a comprehensive 
theoretical study on the mechanism of the (S)-proline catalysed reaction between 





































6.2 Computational Method 
 
Molecular orbital calculations were performed using the B3LYP10 hybrid 
density functional theory method with the 6-31G* basis set. The effect of solvent was 
studied using the Onsager’s reaction field model (SCRF)11 (with dielectric constant ε 
= 40.0) and the polarized continuum model (PCM)12 (with solvent = DMSO and 
parameter ‘ALPHA’ = 1.70). Relative energies were improved upon by doing single-
point energy calculations at B3LYP/6-311++G(2df,2p)//B3LYP/6-31G*, B3LYP/6-
311++G(2df,2p)(SCRF)//B3LYP/6-31G*(SCRF) and B3LYP/6-
311++G(2df,2p)(PCM)//B3LYP/6-31G*(PCM).  
 All energies reported in subsequent schemes are in kJ mol-1. B3LYP/6-
311++G(2df,2p)//B3LYP/6-31G* single-point gas-phase energies are shown without 
brackets. B3LYP/6-311++G(2df,2p)(SCRF)//B3LYP/6-31G*(SCRF) single-point 
SCRF solvent energies are shown in parentheses, ( ). B3LYP/6-
311++G(2df,2p)(PCM)//B3LYP/6-31G*(PCM) single-point PCM solvent energies 






















6.3 Results and Discussion 
 
6.3.1  Uncatalysed Reaction 
 
The uncatalysed aldol reaction between acetone and benzaldehyde would have 

















TS1: Barrier =  268.4, (270.9), {270.3}
TS2a: Barrier = 64.6, (67.6), {66.0}
TS2b: Barrier = 65.3, (69.0), {66.8}
OH + O OO
H
O OH





I1: Enthalpy =  51.0, (56.9), {53.3}
Enthalpy = -41.8, (-38.7), {-40.2}
Enthalpy = -50.1, (-46.8), {-48.2}
Enthalpy = -41.1, (-40.9), {-39.5}
Scheme 6.3 
 
The energy barrier for the formation of the enol from acetone via a 1,3 
hydrogen shift, transition state TS1, is calculated to be 270.9 kJ mol-1. The subsequent 
reaction between enol and aldehyde, via TS2a or TS2b, has a relatively lower energy 
barrier of 67.6 kJ mol-1 and 69.0 kJ mol-1. The self-condensation aldol reaction 
between enol and acetone could also occur (TS3), but with a higher energy barrier of 
79.5 kJ mol-1. However, the uncatalysed reaction is inhibited by the high keto-enol 
tautomerization barrier involving TS1 in the first step. 
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6.3.2  Catalysed Reaction – Enamine Mechanism 
 
It is widely advocated that the proline catalysed aldol reaction proceeds via an 
enamine intermediate.5,7 The proposed enamine reaction mechanism is shown in 
Scheme 6.1. The first step of the proposed enamine reaction, involving the reaction 
between proline and acetone (TS4) to form an intermediate I2 (Scheme 6.4), has a 
high energy barrier of 134.4 kJ mol-1. TS4 consists of a bond formation between the 
carbonyl carbon and nitrogen of the proline ring with a simultaneous hydrogen shift 
from nitrogen to the carbonyl oxygen. Rankin et al7c have reported that the reaction 
between proline and acetone, via TS9, to form intermediate I8, is much lower in 
energy (Scheme 6.4). TS9 consists of a bond formation between the carbonyl carbon 
and nitrogen of the proline ring with a simultaneous hydrogen shift from the 
carboxylic acid functional group to the carbonyl oxygen. The preference of TS9 over 
TS4 may be attributed to the greater acidity of the hydrogen of the carboxylic acid 
functional group than the hydrogen of the amine group, which facilitates the hydrogen 


















TS4: Barrier = 136.3, (134.4), {134.9}
I2: Enthalpy = 21.7, (26.7), {24.2}
TS9: Barrier = 46.4, (38.5), {39.8}
















































TS11: Barrier = 125.2, (111.3), {119.3}
TS10: Barrier = -9.6, (-5.3), {-7.0}
Barrier without ZPE = 0.1, (7.0), {4.7}
I9a: Enthalpy: -38.8, (-19.8), {-27.4}
H2O+
H2O+
TSx1: Energy barrier expected to be similar to TS18 
(see Scheme 6.6), which is higher than TS10
TSx2: Energy barrier expected to be similar to TS18 
(see Scheme 6.6), which is higher than TS10
I13(complex): Enthalpy = -34.4, (-32.2), {-34.4}
I10: Enthalpy = 10.9, (-3.9), {1.5}




Rankin et al7c have proposed a dehydration reaction from intermediate I8 to an 
intermediate complex I10, via TSx1, but the transition state was not reported. We had 
attempted to locate this transition state but were unsuccessful. We approximate the 
energy barrier of TSx1 to be similar to that of TS17 (Scheme 6.6), which is a 
transition state corresponding to a dehydration reaction with an energy barrier of 
187.0 kJ mol-1.  
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 Intermediate I8 would more likely undergo a 1,4-hydrogen shift, via TS10, to 
give a neutral intermediate I9 as the energy barrier for this reaction is very low 
(without ZPE; inclusion of ZPE results in negative energy barriers). This pathway 
seems more probable than the dehydration reaction via TSx1 as the intermediate 
formed (I9a), aided by the favorable reaction enthalpy, is neutral and does not have 
charge separation.  Although we cannot rule out the dehydration reaction from I8 to 
I10, this is not of significance as I9a would subsequently lead to I10 via TS12 (see 
Scheme 6.6) 
There are two other possible reactions from I8. The first involves the 
dissociation of I8 to form enol and proline via TS11, with an energy barrier of 111.3 
kJ mol-1. Alternatively, I8 could undergo another dehydration via TSx2. Again, we 
approximate the energy barrier of TSx2 to be similar to that of TS17 (Scheme 6.6), 
which is a transition state corresponding to a dehydration reaction with an energy 
barrier of 187.0 kJ mol-1. The energy required for these two reactions are higher than 








































TS17: Barrier = 186.5, (187.0), {185.5}
I12 + H2O: Enthalpy = 0.6, (0.3), {0.3}
TS13: Barrier = 199.5, (203.2), {201.3}











I11a + H2O: Enthalpy = 27.5, (20.2), {24.8}
I13(Complex): Enthalpy = 4.4, (-12.4) {-7.0)




There are three possible dehydration pathways from intermediate I9a/I9b 
giving rise to intermediates I10, I11a or I12. TS17 involves the elimination of water, 
from the alcohol function group with the hydrogen coming from the adjacent methyl 
group, to form I11a. An oxazolidinone (I12) would be obtained through the bond 
formation between the oxygen of the alcohol group and the carbonyl carbon, with 
simultaneous condensation of water formed from the elimination of the OH from the 
carboxylic acid functional group and H from the alcohol functional group (TS13). 
Intermediate I10 is obtained via TS12, from which water is eliminated from the OH 
of the alcohol group with H from the carboxylic group. As evident in Scheme 6.6, the 
lowest energy dehydration pathway (via TS12) results in I10. The preference of TS12 
could again be attributed to the acidity of the hydrogen from the carboxylic acid 






















The possible reaction pathways from intermediate I10 are shown in Scheme 
6.7. For the formation of enamine (I11b) to occur from I10, a 1,6-hydrogen shift (via 
TS15) would have to occur. This energy barrier is higher than that of oxazolidinone 
(I12) formation (via TS16) and is thus unlikely to occur.  
List et al6a have reported that in their NMR studies of the reaction of acetone 
with proline, they observed the formation of oxazolidinone. No enamine was detected. 
Our theoretical mechanistic study (Scheme 6.8) is in agreement with the experimental 






































TS15: Barrier = 29.9, (46.4), {38.4}
I11b: Enthalpy = -22.2, (10.6), {-2.1)
TS16: Barrier = 5.2, (21.6), {13.0}
I12: Enthalpy = -49.0, (-15.5), {-28.6}
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6.3.3  Catalysed Reaction – Enol Mechanism 
 
The uncatalysed aldol reaction would proceed via an enol intermediate but the 
reaction is inhibited by the high keto-enol tautomerization energy barrier (TS1). Here, 


























The three possible transition states involving hydrogen exchange, of the 
reaction between acetone and proline to form enol, are shown in Scheme 6.9. In TS5, 
an α–hydrogen from acetone shifts to nitrogen and the amine hydrogen shifts over to 
the carbonyl oxygen of acetone. TS14 consists of an α–hydrogen shift form acetone 
to nitrogen while the hydrogen from the carboxylic acid group shifts over to the 
carbonyl oxygen of acetone. In TS6, the carbonyl oxygen of acetone accepts a 
hydrogen from OH of the carboxylic acid group while the α–hydrogen of acetone 


















TS14: Barrier = 70.3, (63.0), {66.2}

















TS6: Barrier = 63.6, (72.1), {68.9}
Enthalpy = 61.2. (66.3), {62.5}
I14(complex): 
Enthalpy = 54.3, (41.8), {44.3}
Enthalpy = 48.7, (55.0), {51.2}
OH
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The energy barrier for the formation of the enol intermediate is drastically 
reduced with the help of the proline catalyst through transition states TS6 and TS14. 
The preference of TS6 and TS14 over TS5 may again be attributed to the greater 
acidity of the hydrogen of the carboxylic acid functional group than the hydrogen of 
the amine group, which facilitates the hydrogen shift.  
The “free” enol formed could tautomerise back to acetone via TS1. However, 
this enol to keto reaction is inhibited by a high energy barrier of 214.0 kJ mol-1 and 
thus results in the “stability” of the enol under neutral conditions.  
 Upon addition of aldehyde to the reaction mixture, the aldehyde will form a 
hydrogen bonded complex with proline. Enol then reacts with the aldehyde-proline 
complex to yield the β-hydroxycarbonyl product. The possible reaction profiles are 
shown in Scheme 6.10. Six transition states (TS7a, TS7b, TS7c, TS7d, TS7e and 
TS7f) were obtained for the reaction between enol and the aldehyde-proline complex. 
All six transition states exhibit the following three characteristics: (i) carbon-carbon 
bond formation between enol and aldehyde, (ii) the carboxylic hydrogen shifts to the 
oxygen on the aldehyde, and (iii) the hydroxy hydrogen of enol shifts to the nitrogen 
on proline. The optimized geometry structures of the aldehyde-proline complexes and 
transition states are depicted in Figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3. Two other possible transition 
states, corresponding to the moiety of TS7c and TS7d but with proline adopting the 
Proline1 conformation, could not be located. The “structures” of these two transition 
states are highly strained and if they exist, their energies will be significantly higher 
than the six transition states that were located.         
 The energy barriers corresponding to the calculated six transition state 
structures are quite similar, between 51.3 kJ mol-1 and 67.2 kJ mol-1. As the 
experiment was carried out at room temperature, all six transition states would be 
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accessible. Four of these transition states (TS7a, TS7b, TS7e and TS7f) would give 
rise to the (R)-β-hydroxycarbonyl product while the other two transition states (TS7c 
and TS7d) would give rise to the (S)-β-hydroxycarbonyl product. Statistically, we 
would expect a R:S product ratio of 4:2 (66.7%: 33.3%). This complements the 












































































































I5b: Enthalpy = -33.6, (-26.7), {-29.1}







TS8a: Barrier = 30.1, (40.8), {39.6}


































TS7e: Barrier = 49.8, (59.4), {47.1}
TS7b: Barrier = 72.7, (63.0), {61.0}
TS7f: Barrier = 66.2, (66.6), {60.8}
I7a: Enthalpy = 3.2, (-15.8), {-12.5}


































TS7c: Barrier = 61.2, (51.3) TS7d: Barrier = 67.6, (62.5), {62.0}
  
 




















































































 The “free” enol generated could also react with a “free” aldehyde to form the 
aldol product (uncatalysed reaction, TS2a/TS2b: Scheme 6.3). Although this energy 
barrier is slightly higher than the reaction involving the proline-aldehyde complex, 
there is sufficient energy under the experimental conditions, for this to occur. 
However, this possibility is dependent on the amount of “free” aldehyde available for 
reaction, which should be minimal as the formation of the more stable hydrogen 
bonding proline-aldehyde complexes (I5a, I5b and I5c) would be favored.     
 Our calculations reveal that the first step of the reaction corresponding to 
oxazolidinone formation (via TS9: Scheme 6.4), which is more favorable than the 
formation of enol (TS14 and TS6: Scheme 6.9). Experimentally, the aldol product is 
observed as the main product and not oxazolidinones. A plausible explanation could 
again be attributed to hydrogen bonding between acetone and the carboxylic acid 
group of proline, resulting in a stable proline-acetone complex (I4: Binding energy =  
-28.5, (-4.0), {-25.1}) whereby the probability of “free” acetone is diminished, 
inhibiting the reaction corresponding to TS9 (Scheme 6.4). This proline-acetone 
complex would eventually generate the enol via TS6 (Scheme 6.9).  
 The mechanism of the proline catalysed aldol reaction via the enol pathway is 





























































6.3.4  PCM Versus SCRF=Dipole Calculations 
 
 In our PCM calculations, the parameter ALPHA (solvation sphere size) was 
set to 1.70 (default ALPHA value in Gaussian 03 is 1.20). We were unable to achieve 
optimization convergence for some transition state structures if a lower ALPHA value 
was used. This value was obtained by systematically increasing the ALPHA value 
from 1.20 to 1.70 using increments of 0.10. We were able to obtain geometry 
optimization convergence for all structures using an ALPHA value of 1.70, with the 
exception of TS7c. Optimization convergence for TS7c could not be obtained even 
with an ALPHA value of 1.90. The optimization for TS7c using PCM was thus 
abandoned.    
 The optimization convergence problem seems to be more pronounced in 
transition states that involve atom(s) shifting, in our case, hydrogen atoms. As the 
distance between the “migrating hydrogen” and the nearest heavy atom (i.e. non-
hydrogen) is quite far, an individual solvation sphere was placed on the “shifting 
hydrogen”. This leads to “missing” electron density between the “migrating 
hydrogen” and its corresponding “neighbour-atoms”, resulting in a very poor potential 
energy surface. We believe that this is the cause of the optimization convergence 
problem because by increasing the solvation sphere size (ALPHA value), we were 
able to achieve optimization convergence.     
 The effect of increasing the ALPHA value on the reaction barrier and enthalpy 
is shown in Table 6.1. As evident from Table 6.1, the energy barrier for TS2a differs 
significantly when the ALPHA value is increased from 1.20 to 1.30. No significant 
changes to the energy barrier of TS2a were observed when the ALPHA value is 
increased further from 1.30 to 1.70. With the exception of TS2a, the energy barrier of 
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TS1, and enthalpies of I1 and Product, were not affected significantly by the increase 
in the ALPHA value.     
 
 
Table 6.2  Effect of Increasing ALPHA Value on the Reaction Barrier and 
Enthalpy (kJ mol-1)   
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
ALPHA TS1 Barrier I1 Enthalpy TS2a Barrier Product Enthalpy    
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
1.20 280.4 73.4 35.4 -58.0  
1.30 286.8 74.8 52.3 -60.5 
1.40 286.3 75.2 50.8 -60.9 
1.50 286.0 75.4 49.7 -62.8 
1.60 285.7 75.4 48.9 -63.4 
1.70 285.4 75.3 48.5 -63.8 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
 
 A comparison between the Onsager’s SCRF calculations (with dielectric 
constant ε = 40.0) and the PCM calculations (with solvent = DMSO and parameter 
ALPHA = 1.70) reveals that both solvation models produced quite similar values for 












































One of the supporting evidence for the enamine mechanism of the proline 
catalysed aldol reaction came from the 18O isotope labeling experiments by List et al6a 
(Scheme 6.12). From their experiments, the presence of enamine was inferred. The 





























Products 2, 3 and 4 seem to suggest the presence of an enamine intermediate. 
Product 2 (16O) (and not 18O) would be obtained if H218O was not added (in excess) 
during the course of the reaction (Scheme 6.13). Product 2 (16O) would also be 
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obtained under our proposed enol mechanism, even in the presence of H218O. Proline 
is known to react with aldehydes to form oxazolidinones.9 In our earlier discussion, 
we have shown that the formation of oxazolidinone from proline and ketone (acetone) 
is favorable, which is in agreement with the experimental observations of List et al.6a 









































As an excess of H218O was added in the reaction and that the reaction time was 
4 hours, 18O incorporation into 2(16O) is highly possible, giving rise to 2(18O). Indeed, 
the calculated energy barrier for TSd, to our surprise, is just a mere 2.2 kJ mol-1 (gas 
phase).  Scheme 6.14 could also account for the formation of 4. Formation of 3 results 
from the elimination of a unit of water from 2. It should be noted here that Hajos et 
al4a,4g have reported that only an extremely small 18O incorporation (7.2%) occurred 
in their experiments. 
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6.3.6  Enantioselective Cross-Aldol Reaction of Aldehydes 
 
Northrup et al3 have reported the enantioselective cross-aldol reaction of 
aldehydes. The results of their experiments are reproduced in Table 6.2. 
 







Entry R1 R2  Product    
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
 




   2 Me i-Bu  
 
 
   3 Me c-C6H11  
 
 
   4 Me Ph  
 
 
   5 Me i-Pr   
 
 
   6 n-Bu i-Pr  
 
 



















































Based on Northrup’s experimental results, we have made a theoretical study 
on the energetics of the enamine mechanism and our proposed enol mechanism. TSa 
corresponds to the first transition state of the enamine mechanism while TSb and TSc 
correspond to the transition states for the generation of enol in the enol mechanism 















































































Table 6.3  Calculateda Energy Barriers (kJ mol-1) 
 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
Ra Rb Rc  TSa Barrier TSb Barrier  TSc Barrier 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
Et H Me  23.8 (15.4) 63.1 (58.5) 58.7 (64.9) 
i-Bu H CH(Me)2 20.4 (14.0) 62.8 (58.1) 57.3 (61.9) 
c-C6H11 C5H10-Rc –  29.8 (25.7) 89.3 (90.9) 67.0 (71.2) 
Ph N.A. N.A.  28.2 (21.7) N.A. N.A. 
i-Pr Me Me  30.7 (25.3) 70.1 (64.5) 66.3 (70.1)  
n-Pentyl H n-Bu  22.8 (16.4) 61.6 (59.4) 57.2 (61.5) 
CH2-Bn H Bn  24.9 (21.0) 51.3 (51.4) 56.7 (60.1) 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
a B3LYP/6-31G* values, with B3LYP/6-31G*(SCRF) results in parentheses. 
 
As evident in Table 6.3, the activation barrier of TSa is lower than those of 
TSb and TSc. This is in agreement with our earlier calculations, favoring the 
formation of oxazolidinones. For the six aldehydes investigated here, the energetics 
for the enol formation through hydrogen exchange with the carboxylic group (TSc) is 
similar to that of hydrogen exchange involving nitrogen (TSb). 
Based on our proposed enol mechanism, the acidity of the α–hydrogen of the 
aldehyde would determine which aldehyde would tautomerise to form the enol 
(nucleophile). From Entries 2 to 5 of Table 6.2, we could see that among these 
aldehydes, propanal (Ra=Et) acts as the donor. Its calculated barrier (TSc) is also the 
lowest, with an anomaly seen for Ra= i-Bu (Entry 2). Comparing Entries 5 to 7 of 
Table 6.2, the calculated energy barrier (TSc) of Ra= i-Pr is the highest among the four 
aldehydes. As such, its expected role is that of an acceptor (electrophile), which is in 
accord with experimental observations. Our proposed enol mechanism could account 





6.3.7  Catalysts For The Direct Asymmetric Aldol Reaction 
 
Sakthivel et al5b have reported the study of various amino acids and their 
derivatives as catalyst in the direct asymmetric aldol addition reaction of acetone and 
4-nitrobenzaldehyde. Their experimental results are reproduced in Table 6.4. 
 
Table 6.4  Exploration of Various Amino Acids and Commercially Available 
Derivatives as Catalyst of the Direct Asymmetric Aldol Addition Reaction of 







Entry Catalyst Yield  ee    
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
 
   1  68%  76%   
 
 
   2  < 10%  Not determined 
 
 





One of the key findings of Sakthivel et al is that a cyclic secondary amine 
moiety as well as an acidic proton in appropriate spatial proximity is essential for 
efficient catalyst to occur. (Table 6.4: c.f. entries 2 and 3 with entry 1) This 


























 Our theoretical investigations of the proline-catalysed aldol reaction revealed 
that the reaction proceeds via an enol intermediate. The lowest energy pathway 
resulted in the formation of oxazolidinone and not enamine, which is in agreement 
with the experimental investigations of List et al.6a Our findings are also in accord 
with the failure to detect the presence of enamines in experiments.4f, 8 The main 
functions of (S)-proline are: (i) it catalyses the formation of the enol intermediate; (ii) 
it forms a hydrogen bonded complex with aldehyde; and (iii) it catalyses and assists in 
the enantioselectivity of product formation. The enantiomeric excess of the (R)-aldol 
product could also be explained using the enol mechanism.  
 Our theoretical study has also revealed that the 18O isotope incorporation in 
the aldol product, reported by List et al6a and which has been interpreted as support 
for the enamine intermediate/mechanism, did not arise from the reaction between 
proline and the carbonyl reactant. 18O incorporation in the aldol product resulted from 
the reaction between proline, the aldol (16O) product and H218O. 
In general, the enol mechanism is also able to account for the experimental 
observations of the enantioselective cross-aldol reaction between aldehydes, reported 
by Northrup et al3. 
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Friedel-Crafts Acetylation of Benzene  























Ionic liquids have been employed as solvents in biocatalytic reactions and in 
organic, inorganic and polymer synthesis.1 They are salts with low melting point 
(<100 °C) and their vapor pressure is close to zero. Ionic liquids have been used to 
replace hazardous and volatile organic solvents in industrial processes and is a key 
driving force of green chemistry.   
The nature of solvent is known to influence the product outcome of a reaction. 
Solvents could interact with reactants and transition states through favorable 
interactions to stabilize them. This may change the reaction kinetics of reactions in 
solvents as compared to gas-phase reactions. Computational solvation studies have 
revealed that the inclusion of solvent in modelling would give more realistic results.2 
Ionic solutions will pose a challenge in modelling as they represent an “extreme” case 
of solvation as ions are involved.  
The Friedel-Crafts reaction is commonly used as a synthetic method to add 
acyl or alkyl groups to the ring of aromatic compounds via electrophilic substitution 
reaction. The kinetics and mechanism of the Friedel-Crafts reaction have been 
reported by various authors.3 Recently, Csihony et al4 have reported the In situ 
spectroscopic study of the mechanism of the Friedel-Crafts reaction in ionic liquids. 
They have detected the presence of various intermediate ionic species and have 
confirmed that the acetylium cation [CH3CO]+ [MCl4]- (M = Al or Fe) is the key 
intermediate in the Friedel-Crafts acetylation of benzene in ionic liquids. If excess 
acetyl chloride is used in the reaction, it would react with the acetylium cation 
[CH3CO]+ to form [(CH3CO)2CHCO]+ [MCl4]-, which could lower the atom economy 
of the reaction.          
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This chapter is a preliminary computational study of the Friedel-Crafts 
acetylation of benzene in ionic liquids using AlCl3 as catalyst.  It serves to explore the 
computational aspect of modelling reactions in ionic liquids with the use of currently 
available solvation models. Results obtained from our calculations will be evaluated 

















































7.2 Computational Method 
 
Molecular orbital calculations were performed using the B3LYP5 hybrid 
density functional theory method with the 6-31G* basis set. The effect of solvent was 
studied using the polarized continuum model (PCM)6 (with solvent = water). The 
parameters for water are used for the modelling of the solvent (ionic liquid) in the 
PCM calculations as water has the highest dielectric constant value among the 
available solvents. For cases in which we encounter optimization convergence 
problems in the PCM calculations, the parameter ‘ALPHA’ (“sphere size”) was set to 
a value of 1.70 so as to achieve optimization convergence.  
 All relative energies reported in subsequent schemes are in kJ mol-1. 
B3LYP/6-31G* gas-phase energies are shown without brackets, while B3LYP/6-
31G*(PCM) solvent energies are shown in parentheses. All the calculated enthalpies 
and barriers correspond to their respective elementary reactions (i.e. single step). A 













7.3 Results and Discussion 
 











TS1: Barrier = 194.0, (179.8)#1





The uncatalysed reaction between benzene and acetyl chloride could proceed 
via a concerted reaction (Scheme 7.1). The transition state (TS1) involves a carbon-
carbon bond formation between the carbonyl carbon and one of the carbons of the 
benzene ring, with the simultaneous elimination of HCl. This concerted reaction is 
calculated to have an energy barrier of 179.8 kJ mol-1.  
 Alternatively, the uncatalysed reaction may also proceed via two possible 
stepwise pathways. Acetyl chloride could either undergo a heterolytic bond cleavage 
to form the acetyl cation or undergo an elimination reaction to form ketene. The 
energy profiles of these two stepwise pathways are reflected in Scheme 7.2.  
In the acetyl cation pathway, the acetyl cation would react with benzene to 
form an intermediate cationic complex (I6) which would subsequently lose a proton 
to form the product. In the ketene pathway, upon the formation of ketene, ketene 
would react with benzene to yield the desired product.    
 Gas-phase calculations revealed that the ketene pathway is lower in energy 
than the pathway that involves the acetyl cation. Formation of the acetyl cation and 
chloride anion in the gas phase is highly unfavorable because of the very high 
endothermicity (702.0 kJ mol-1) of the reaction enthalpy. However, results obtained 
from the PCM solvation calculations show a preference for the acetyl cation pathway. 
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In the ketene pathway, the step which involves the reaction between ketene and 
benzene (TS10) has a relatively high energy barrier of 220.9 kJ mol-l and is the 
highest point of the reaction energy profile. This thereby effectively precludes the 
uncatalysed stepwise reaction from proceeding through the ketene pathway in solvent. 







TS3: Barrier = 184.0, (98.4)
Enthalpy = 112.3, (89.8)


















I6: Enthalpy = 22.2, (86.1)
+ Cl-



























7.3.2  Catalysed Reaction 
 
The mechanism of the AlCl3-catalysed Friedel-Crafts acetylation of benzene 
has been convincingly established experimentally, as outlined in Scheme 7.3. AlCl4 
reacts with an acyl chloride (RCOCl) to generate an electrophile (acyl cation), which 
















































7.3.3  Evaluation Of PCM In Modelling Reactions In Ionic Solutions 
 
 In the following section, we will explore the various possible alternative 
reaction mechanisms of the AlCl3-catalysed Friedel-Crafts acetylation of benzene. 
These alternative reaction pathways, together with the established pathway (Scheme 
7.3) will be used as a basis to evaluate the suitability of employing the polarized 
continuum model (PCM) in modelling reactions in ionic solutions.  
When AlCl3 is added to acetyl chloride (in the absence of benzene), AlCl3 
could coordinate to acetyl chloride to form a complex (Scheme 7.4) or abstract the Cl 
from acetyl chloride to form CH3CO+ and AlCl4- (Scheme 7.5).  
AlCl3 could either coordinate to the carbonyl oxygen or chlorine of acetyl 
chloride. The complex formed when AlCl3 coordinates to the carbonyl oxygen is 
slightly more stable with the AlCl3 group syn to the methyl group (I1a). This could be 
attributed to the attractive van der Waals interactions between Cl (AlCl3) and the 
methyl hydrogens. Repulsive interactions between Cl (AlCl3) and the Cl of the acetyl 
chloride probably result in coordination at the anti side (with respect to CH3 of acetyl 
chloride) (I1b) being slightly less favorable by 1.6 kJ mol-1.  
We were unable to obtain structures corresponding to AlCl3 coordination to 
chlorine of acetyl chloride in both the single and double cases (Scheme 7.4). It is 
noted here that Csihony et al4 have detected the double coordination of AlCl3 to acetyl 
chloride in their experiments.  
    
















I1b: Enthalpy = -80.7, (-89.3)#1
I1a: Enthalpy = -85.7, (-90.9)#1
(Single MCl3 coordination at O)








































(Single MCl3 coordination at Cl)
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Alternatively, AlCl3 could abstract the Cl from acetyl chloride to form 
CH3CO+ and AlCl4- (Scheme 7.5). The reaction enthalpy for this reaction is predicted 
to be highly endothermic (361.0 kJ mol-1) in the gas phase but becomes exothermic (-
62.7 kJ mol-1) in solvent. This drastic change in the reaction profile is not surprising 















 Based on the energetics obtained from the PCM calculations, two plausible 
reaction profiles involving AlCl3 and acetyl chloride are (i) coordination of AlCl3 to 
the carbonyl oxygen of acetyl chloride (Scheme 7.4) and (ii) Cl abstraction by AlCl3 
to form the acetyl cation (Scheme 7.5). 
 Following the reaction profile from I1a, I1a could react with benzene 
(transition state TS2: concerted reaction), via a carbon-carbon bond formation 
between the carbonyl carbon and one of the carbons of the benzene ring, with the 
simultaneous elimination of HCl, to yield the product (Scheme 7.6). The energy 
barrier for this reaction is calculated to be 136.2 kJ mol-1, which is slightly lower than 












TS2: Barrier = 162.2, (136.2)#1








 Intermediate I1a could also undergo further reaction(s) to generate 
intermediate(s) which would then react with benzene to yield the product. The 
formations of these possible intermediates were explored and outlined in Scheme 7.7. 



































I5: Enthalpy = 196.8, (188.7)
#2 Unable to locate an energy minimum 





 In consideration of all the reaction profiles above for the AlCl3 catalysed 
Friedel-Crafts acetylation of benzene, two possible intermediates could be generated, 
namely the acetyl cation and ketene. We have ruled out the possibility of AlCl3-acetyl 
cation complex and AlCl3-ketene complex formation as we were unable to locate 
stable species corresponding to these two structures (Scheme 7.8). 
 














 The reaction profiles for the reaction of benzene with acetyl cation and 
benzene with ketene is shown in Scheme 7.9 and is similar to the reaction profiles 
considered previously in the uncatalysed case (Scheme 7.2).   
 
H2C C O













I6: Enthalpy = 22.2, (86.1)
+ AlCl4














In retrospect, the reaction mechanism of the AlCl3 catalysed Friedel-Crafts 
acetylation of benzene has been convincingly established experimentally (Scheme 
7.3). Comparison of the reaction energetics for the gas-phase and solvation (PCM) 
calculations reveals that modelling of this type of reaction system, where reaction 








7.3.4  Mechanism of the Formation of [(CH3CO)2CHCO]+ 
 
 Csihony et al4 have reported the formation of [(CH3CO)2CHCO]+ only when 
excess CH3COCl was reacted with AlCl3 in the absence of benzene. The mechanism 
of the formation of [(CH3CO)2CHCO]+  will be explored here. 
 When CH3COCl is reacted with AlCl3, our calculation showed the favourable 
formation of CH3CO+ and AlCl4-. When excess CH3COCl is added in the reaction 
mixture, CH3COCl could (i) dissociate to form CH3CO+ and Cl-; (ii) form a carbanion 
(-CH2COCl) (I11) through dissociation or proton abstraction reaction with Cl- or 
AlCl4-; (iii) tautomerise to form an enol; or (iv) eliminate HCl to form ketene. 
(Scheme 7.10) 
 We were able to locate a local energy minimum corresponding to the 
carbanion I11 in our gas-phase calculations, but not in the PCM solvation calculations. 
The PCM optimization of carbanion I11 leads to ketene and Cl-. This suggests that the 
solvent stabilized ketene and Cl- to a greater extent than carbanion I11. Solvation 
calculations revealed the preference for the formation of ketene and HCl (Barrier: 
89.8 kJ mol-1) from CH3COCl, which is markedly different from the gas-phase 
reaction profiles, where formation of carbanion I11 through proton abstraction by Cl- 


























Enthalpy = 702.0, (122.3)
Enthalpy = 416.4, (#3)




I12: Enthalpy = 120.9, (97.3)
TS11: Barrier = 323.4, (326.7)
Enthalpy = 1485.1, (#3)
I2
O




TS3: Barrier = 184.0, (98.4)
Enthalpy = 112.3, (89.8)
I11#3
#3 PCM: Unable to locate an energy minimum






 The ketene formed would then react with CH3CO+ (I12) to form a carbocation 
intermediate (I14) (Scheme 7.11). This reaction is predicted to be spontaneous, driven 
by a reaction enthalpy of -81.6 kJ mol-1.  
 










The carbocation intermediate I14 could loose H+ to form ketene I20 or react 
with another molecule of CH3COCl to form acyl chloride I13 (Scheme 7.12). The Cl- 
exchange reaction to form I13 is favoured over the formation of ketene I20 in the gas 
phase. However, in solvent, formation of I20 is favoured over the Cl- exchange 
reaction to form I13. This could be attributed to the stabilization of H+ by the solvent. 
 





















As the reaction enthalpy for the formation of I13 is exothermic, we would also 
explore the possible reaction pathways from I13. Acyl chloride I13 could (i) 
dissociate to form CH3COCH2CO+ (I14) and Cl-; (ii) form carbanions I15 or I16 
through dissociation of the acidic alpha hydrogen; (iii) tautomerise to form enols (I17, 
I18, I19); or (iv) eliminate HCl to form I20 (Scheme 7.13). Among the various 
possible reaction pathways from I13, the most probable reaction pathway corresponds 
to the formation of I20 (a ketene-like intermediate), via transition state TS20 with an 
energy barrier of 75.5 kJ mol-1. (Energy barrier for formation of enols expected to be 
high. > 200 kJ mol-1 c.f. TS11 in Scheme 7.10). However, formation of I20 from I14 































Enthalpy = 679.3, (122.7)
I15
I17: Enthalpy = -12.9, (-6.4)
Enthalpy = 1515.7, (209.8)
I16#3
Enthalpy = 1379.1, (#3)
I18: Enthalpy = 19.0, (31.2)












TS20: Barrier = (75.5)
#3 PCM: Unable to locate an energy minimum





I20 would then react with CH3CO+ to form (CH3CO)2CHCO+ (I31) (Scheme 
7.14), which is the experimentally observed side product reported by Csihony et al4 
when excess acetyl chloride is reacted with AlCl3 in the absence of benzene in an 
ionic solvent. The mechanism for the formation of [(CH3CO)2CHCO]+ is summarized 






























































 The results obtained from our preliminary computational solvation (PCM) 
study of the Friedel-Crafts acetylation of benzene in ionic liquids using AlCl3 as 
catalyst suggest that the reaction mechanism is similar to that in solvents as reported 
in literature. AlCl3 abstracts Cl- from the acetyl chloride to produce CH3CO+, which 
reacts with benzene to form a carbocation intermediate. The acetylated benzene 
product would be obtained upon de-protonation from the carbocation intermediate.  
 Our study revealed that the reaction mechanism for the formation of the side 
product (CH3CO)2CHCO+ (obtained in the absence of benzene and with excess acetyl 
chloride) proceeds via a ketene intermediate. Elimination of HCl from acetyl chloride 
yields the ketene, which reacts with CH3CO+ to form CH3COCH2CO+. 
CH3COCH2CO+ spontaneously deprotonates to form a ketene-like intermediate 
CH3C(O)CHCO, which reacts with CH3CO+ to form the side product 
(CH3CO)2CHCO+.      
 As demonstrated in this study, the inclusion of solvent effects in modelling is 
crucial for reactions that involve ions. In the case of the AlCl3 catalysed Friedel-Crafts 
acetylation of benzene, the reaction profiles/mechanism obtained from gas phase 
calculations contradict(s) well known experimental findings. The inclusion of solvent 
effects is of utmost importance when modelling reactions involving ions in solvents or 
ionic liquids.  
The polarized continuum model (PCM), using water as solvent, was able to 
satisfactory model the Friedel-Crafts reaction considered in our study. The reaction 
profiles (specifically energy barriers) obtained are reasonable. We will embark on 
other/further studies on modelling reactions in ionic liquids, taking into consideration 
the diverse reaction types reported in literature, so as to obtain more 
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In this thesis, I have mainly investigated and explored various interesting areas 
(e.g. reaction mechanism, enantioselectivity, solvation effects) pertaining to aldol 
reactions. By means of the methods of computational quantum chemistry, I have 
attempted to elucidate the possible reaction mechanistic pathways of the TiCl4 
catalysed silicon directed (Mukaiyama) aldol reaction and the s-proline catalysed 
aldol reaction. In the case of the Mukaiyama aldol reaction, the study was extended to 
investigate the enantioselectivity of a chiral oxazaborolidin catalyst and the possibility 
of a facile uncatalysed reaction through the use of substituents on the reactants.    
Mechanistic information is (in general) difficult to obtain by experimental 
techniques. A great amount of time, energy, effort and ingenuity is often required to 
investigate reaction mechanisms by means of experiment. Theoretical calculations can 
greatly contribute in this area of research as one can be creative and explore all the 
various possible reaction pathways. Intermediates can be identified and their 
properties (e.g. absorption spectra) calculated. Such information could aid 
experimentalist in the detection of intermediates to conclusively support a particular 
proposed reaction mechanism.  
 The design of efficient catalysts to enhance the enantioselectivity of product is 
an active area of research. The potential benefits lie in the design and synthesis of 
pharmaceutical drugs. By employing theoretical calculations, one can uncover the 
underlying factors (e.g. steric, electronic, … etc) that contribute to enantioselectivity. 
This would greatly reduce the time for the development of new catalysts and 
pharmaceutical compounds.  
Over these past few years, the development of new and improved 
computational methods and theories (from molecular mechanics, semi-empirical, ab 
initio to density functional theory), coupled with the advancement in computer 
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hardware, have resulted in calculations of greater chemical accuracy. We can now 
model larger systems using higher levels of theory and the scientific community is 
confident and comfortable with the results obtained via theoretical calculations. This 
is evident in recent literature, where experimental results are often being analysed 
together with results obtained from computation.    
  I have spent my last four years doing research mostly in the area of organic 
reaction mechanism. To date, I have already explored extensively the Mukaiyama 
aldol reaction. There are many reports on the development of catalysts that give 
products with high enantiomeric excess of a particular isomer. Many of these catalysts 
involve transition metals. With the development of better basis sets for transition 
metal elements, I intend to investigate the properties of these catalysts to gain a better 
understanding of the functions of catalyst in the area of enantioselectivity.  
 Solvation studies are important as most reactions are carried out in solvents. In 
the last part of this thesis, I have ventured into the area of modelling ionic liquids. 
Although the modelling of reactions in ionic liquids is still considered to be in the 
infancy stage, this will be an important research area in future and I intend to be part 
of this exciting development.   
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 Table 3.S1.  G3(MP2) E0 Total Energies (hartree) for the Reactants 
 
G3(MP2) energy  G3(MP2) energy 
Ra Rb 
Aldehyde  
Rc Rd Re O−R 
Ether 
H H -114.35304  H H H SiH3 -443.87539 
CF3 H -451.09233  CH3 H H SiH3 -483.11871 
CH3 H -153.59969  CHO H H SiH3 -557.06264 
CH3 CH3 -192.84511  F H H SiH3 -543.04370 
CHO H -227.53572  NH2 H H SiH3 -499.16499 
F H -213.54323  OH H H SiH3 -519.03351 
NH2 H -169.66756  SH H H SiH3 -841.63504 
CH=CH2 H -191.62272  H NH2 H SiH3 -499.14815 
C6H5 H -345.01972  H H NH2 SiH3 -499.15129 
COOCH3 H -341.93451  H H H Si(CH3)3 -561.63585 
 oxetane -558.24562  H H H Si(C3H6)(CH3) -599.64141 
    H H H SiF3 -741.61284 




 Table 3.S2.  G3(MP2) E0 Total Energies (hartree) for the Transition States and Products 
 
G3(MP2) Energy 
Ra Rb Rc Rd Re O−R 
Transition State Product 
H H H H H SiH3 -558.19925 -558.26459 
CF3 H H H H SiH3 -894.94683 -895.01235 
CH3 H H H H SiH3 -597.44349 -597.50451 
CH3 CH3 H H H SiH3 -636.68515 -636.74567 
CHO H H H H SiH3 -671.38680 -671.44930 
F H H H H SiH3 -657.37931 -657.43937 
NH2 H H H H SiH3 -613.49290 -613.54747 
CH=CH2 H H H H SiH3 -635.46540 -635.52473 
C6H5 H H H H SiH3 -788.86536 -788.92278 
COOCH3 H H H H SiH3 -785.78670 -785.85121 
H H CH3 H H SiH3 -597.44747 -597.51091 
H H CHO H H SiH3 -671.38559 -671.44978 
H H F H H SiH3 -657.37606 -657.45555 
H H NH2 H H SiH3 -613.50657 -613.57973 
H H OH H H SiH3 -633.37215 -633.44791 
H H SH H H SiH3 -955.96884 -956.03871 
H H H NH2 H SiH3 -613.47445 -613.53899 
H H H H NH2 SiH3 -613.47294 -613.54374 
CHO H NH2 H H SiH3 -726.69628 -726.76384 
 H H H H H Si(CH3)3 -675.95201 -676.02639 
H H H H H Si(C3H6)(CH3) -713.96953 -714.03099 
H H H H H SiF3 -855.94800 -856.00541 
H H H H H SiCl3 -1935.86219 -1935.92721 
     TSC -558.19925  
     TSS1 -558.15172  




 Table 3.S3.  Calculated B3LYP/6-31G* Barriers and Enthalpies (kJ mol-1) Gas Phase (ε = 1) and a Polar Medium (ε = 40) 
 
Barrier Enthalpy 
Ra Rb Rc Rd Re O-R ε=1 ε=40 ε=1 ε=40 
H H H H H SiH3 63.9 59.5 -96.8 -94.9 
CF3 H H H H SiH3 51.4 49.9 -110.5 -110.7 
CH3 H H H H SiH3 79.7 75.5 -66.4 -63.5 
CH3 CH3 H H H SiH3 101.5 96.9 -42.0 -40.8 
CHO H H H H SiH3 57.9 55.3 -91.5 -96.4 
F H H H H SiH3 93.6 92.2 -57.5 -57.2 
NH2 H H H H SiH3 127.2 124.8 3.9 8.8 
CH=CH2 H H H H SiH3 85.5 82.3 -50.2 -50.3 
C6H5 H H H H SiH3 86.7 84.1 -46.9 -43.0 
COOCH3 H H H H SiH3 60.6 58.5 -94.1 -99.8 
H H CH3 H H SiH3 53.7 51.0 -103.0 -101.0 
H H CHO H H SiH3 71.1 78.8 -84.8 -76.0 
H H F H H SiH3 41.0 41.7 -154.9 -153.3 
H H NH2 H H SiH3 19.9 18.5 -153.8 -154.8 
H H OH H H SiH3 24.9 30.0 -165.2 -159.9 
H H SH H H SiH3 41.2 44.7 -138.9 -133.8 
CHO H NH2 H H SiH3 7.1 1.9 -159.3 -160.3 
H H H H H Si(CH3)3 95.0 97.0 -98.0 -99.3 
H H H H H Si(C3H6)(CH3) 65.6 67.7 -99.5 -98.3 
H H H H H GeH3 49.2 49.6 -95.7 -93.2 
 Table 3.S4.  Calculated HOMO and LUMO Energies (hartree) of the Reactants 
 
Aldehyde MP2(full)/6-31G* energy 
Ra Rb HOMO LUMO ∆EASa ∆ESAb 
H H -0.43937 0.13433 0.57797 0.48417 
CF3 H -0.48066 0.09335 0.61926 0.44319 
CH3 H -0.42367 0.15152 0.56227 0.50136 
CH3 CH3 -0.41122 0.15749 0.54982 0.50733 
CHO H -0.44056 0.04463 0.57916 0.39447 
F H -0.50656 0.14518 0.64516 0.49502 
NH2 H -0.41321 0.19787 0.55181 0.54771 
CH=CH2 H -0.39378 0.08918 0.53238 0.43902 
C6H5 H -0.34631 0.07842 0.48491 0.42826 
COOCH3 H -0.44552 0.06446 0.58412 0.41430 
         
Trihydrosilyl Enol Ether -0.34984 0.13860   
          
          
Trihydrosilyl Enol Ether MP2(full)/6-31G* energy 
Rc Rd Re HOMO LUMO ∆EASa ∆ESAb 
H H H -0.34984 0.13860 0.57797 0.48417 
CH3 H H -0.33984 0.14009 0.57946 0.47417 
CHO H H -0.36450 0.08779 0.52716 0.49883 
F H H -0.35678 0.12329 0.56266 0.49111 
NH2 H H -0.31435 0.13901 0.57838 0.44868 
OH H H -0.33031 0.12694 0.56631 0.46464 
SH H H -0.33404 0.13066 0.57003 0.46837 
          
Formaldehyde -0.43937 0.13433   
          
a ∆EAS: Energy difference between LUMO(trihydrosilyl enol ether) and 
HOMO(aldehyde). 








 Table 3.S5.  Optimized (MP2(full)/6-31G*) Bond Lengths (Ǻ) of the Reactants 
 
 Ra Rb Cγ-Oβ  
Rc Rd Re Si-Oα Oα-Cα Cα-Cβ 
Aldehyde      Ether           
H H 1.220  H H H 1.683 1.371 1.337 
CF3 H 1.215  CH3 H H 1.681 1.380 1.340 
CH3 H 1.223  CHO H H 1.688 1.371 1.342 
CH3 CH3 1.226  F H H 1.691 1.344 1.333 
CHO H 1.223  NH2 H H 1.685 1.376 1.342 
F H 1.194  OH H H 1.690 1.369 1.337 
NH2 H 1.224  SH H H 1.690 1.370 1.341 
CH=CH2 H 1.226  H NH2 H 1.680 1.370 1.339 
C6H5 H 1.226  H H NH2 1.702 1.356 1.339 
COOCH3 H 1.219        
 
 Table 3.S6.  Optimized (MP2(full)/6-31G*) Bond Lengths (Ǻ) of the Transition States 
 
Ra Rb Rc Rd Re Si-Oα Oα-Cα Cα-Cβ Cβ-Cγ Cγ-Oβ Oβ-Si 
Transition States           
H H H H H 1.807 1.295 1.378 2.076 1.279 2.004 
CF3 H H H H 1.778 1.297 1.379 2.062 1.269 2.146 
CH3 H H H H 1.822 1.292 1.381 2.062 1.287 1.963 
CH3 CH3 H H H 1.810 1.294 1.379 2.056 1.291 1.992 
CHO H H H H 1.816 1.290 1.384 2.054 1.284 2.014 
F H H H H 1.790 1.289 1.387 1.881 1.257 2.141 
NH2 H H H H 1.902 1.278 1.397 1.923 1.314 1.866 
C2H3 H H H H 1.838 1.289 1.385 2.034 1.295 1.938 
C6H5 H H H H 1.833 1.290 1.384 2.034 1.294 1.949 
COOCH3 H H H H 1.809 1.292 1.382 2.056 1.278 2.024 
H H CH3 H H 1.787 1.305 1.379 2.092 1.276 2.041 
H H CHO H H 1.823 1.297 1.382 2.036 1.284 1.988 
H H F H H 1.800 1.279 1.370 2.181 1.268 2.059 
H H NH2 H H 1.739 1.322 1.375 2.242 1.257 2.234 
H H OH H H 1.766 1.310 1.368 2.237 1.261 2.152 
H H SH H H 1.784 1.305 1.375 2.167 1.267 2.076 
H H H NH2 H 1.797 1.297 1.379 2.081 1.276 2.029 
H H H H NH2 1.948 1.285 1.391 2.045 1.309 1.847 
CHO H NH2 H H 1.743 1.318 1.380 2.231 1.259 2.267 




Cγ Oβ "Ra" 
H H 0.21 -0.48 0.13 (H) 
CF3 H 0.29 -0.44 1.05 (C) 
CH3 H 0.39 -0.50 -0.79 (C) 
CH3 CH3 0.56 -0.51 -0.78 (C) 
CHO H 0.29 -0.45 0.29 (C) 
F H 0.73 -0.50 -0.37 (F) 
NH2 H 0.50 -0.58 -0.88 (N) 
CH=CH2 H 0.35 -0.49 -0.33 (C) 
C6H5 H 0.38 -0.49 -0.16 (C) 
COOCH3 H 0.31 -0.44 0.69 (C) 
     
     
 Trihydrosilyl Enol Ether 
Rc Rd Re 
Si Oα Cα Cβ 
H H H 1.26 -0.86 0.14 -0.55 
CH3 H H 1.26 -0.86 0.33 -0.54 
CHO H H 1.26 -0.85 0.20 -0.46 
F H H 1.27 -0.85 0.73 -0.64 
NH2 H H 1.28 -0.87 0.50 -0.62 
OH H H 1.27 -0.88 0.64 -0.64 
SH H H 1.26 -0.85 0.15 -0.54 
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Table B1: Calculated B3LYP/6-31G* electronic energy of reactants, transition states and products with respect to their respective reactants
Calculated Calculated Energy Calculated Energy Calculated Energy
Energy (h) with ZPE (h) wrt Reactant (h) wrt Reactant (kJ mol-1)
Trihydrosilyl enol ether
HSi_r (s-cis) 0.072446 0.071026 -444.534399285 -444.463373 0.000000 0.0
TS0 0.072099 0.070686 -444.532125487 -444.461440 0.001934 5.1
HSi_r (s-trans) 0.072139 0.070725 -444.533479167 -444.462754 0.000619 1.6
Uncatalyze reaction
HCHO 0.026824 0.026298 -114.500472579 -114.474174
HSi_r (s-cis) 0.072446 0.071026 -444.534399285 -444.463373
TS1 0.104919 0.102863 -559.016073661 -558.913211 0.024336 63.9
P2 0.105678 0.103607 -559.078022641 -558.974416 -0.036868 -96.8
TiCl4 coordinate to reactants
TiCl4 0.005745 0.005632 -2690.47849466 -2690.472862
HCHO 0.026824 0.026298 -114.500472579 -114.474174
HCHO_TiCl4 0.035502 0.034806 -2804.99128318 -2804.956477 -0.009440 -24.8
TiCl4 0.005745 0.005632 -2690.47849466 -2690.472862
HSi_r (s-cis) 0.072446 0.071026 -444.534399285 -444.463373
HSi_TiCl4 0.079432 0.077875 -3135.01400610 -3134.936131 0.000105 0.3
TiCl4 catalyze reaction
HCHO_TiCl4 0.035502 0.034806 -2804.99128318 -2804.956477
HSi_r (s-trans) 0.072139 0.070725 -444.533479167 -444.462754
TS2a 0.111157 0.108978 -3249.52428010 -3249.415302 0.003929 10.3
I3_2a 0.114889 0.112637 -3249.57594028 -3249.463303 -0.044072 -115.7
I3 0.115303 0.113043 -3249.57755339 -3249.464510 -0.045279 -118.9
HCHO_TiCl4 0.035502 0.034806 -2804.99128318 -2804.956477
HSi_r (s-cis) 0.072446 0.071026 -444.534399285 -444.463373
TS2b 0.111495 0.109310 -3249.52120758 -3249.411898 0.007952 20.9
I3_2b 0.115075 0.112820 -3249.57385901 -3249.461039 -0.041189 -108.1
I3 0.115303 0.113043 -3249.57755339 -3249.464510 -0.044660 -117.3
HCHO_TiCl4 0.035502 0.034806 -2804.99128318 -2804.956477
HSi_r (s-trans) 0.072139 0.070725 -444.533479167 -444.462754
TS2c 0.111418 0.109234 -3249.52170008 -3249.412466 0.006765 17.8
I1_2c 0.112703 0.110494 -3249.52280594 -3249.412312 0.006919 18.2
I1 0.113864 0.111632 -3249.52640841 -3249.414776 0.004455 11.7
HCHO_TiCl4 0.035502 0.034806 -2804.99128318 -2804.956477
HSi_r (s-cis) 0.072446 0.071026 -444.534399285 -444.463373
TS2d 0.111446 0.109262 -3249.52085241 -3249.411591 0.008259 21.7
I1_2d 0.113466 0.111242 -3249.52497798 -3249.413736 0.006114 16.1
I1 0.113864 0.111632 -3249.52640841 -3249.414776 0.005074 13.3
I3 0.115303 0.113043 -3249.57755339 -3249.464510 0.000000 0.0
TS3 0.114211 0.111972 -3249.52725239 -3249.415280 0.049230 129.3
I4 0.113629 0.111402 -3249.55970718 -3249.448305 0.016205 42.5
P2 0.105678 0.103607 -559.078022641 -558.974416
TiCl4 0.005745 0.005632 -2690.47849466 -2690.472862
P2 0.105678 0.103607 -559.078022641 -558.974416
H2O 0.021168 0.020753 -76.4089533236 -76.388200
TS4 0.129150 0.126619 -635.460317196 -635.333699 0.028918 75.9
P1 0.089678 0.087920 -268.346284443 -268.258364
SiH3OH 0.038559 0.037803 -367.142855599 -367.105052
I1 0.113864 0.111632 -3249.52640841 -3249.414776 0.000000 0.0
TS5 0.113516 0.111291 -3249.52564387 -3249.414353 0.000423 1.1
I2 0.084314 0.082661 -2498.03841572 -2497.955754
SiH3Cl 0.026377 0.025860 -751.531052817 -751.505193
I2 0.084314 0.082661 -2498.03841572 -2497.955754
H2O 0.021168 0.020753 -76.4089533236 -76.388200
TS6 0.105888 0.103813 -2574.44121973 -2574.337407 0.006547 17.2
I10 0.110117 0.107959 -2574.47073067 -2574.362772 -0.018817 -49.4
P1 0.089678 0.087920 -268.346284443 -268.258364
TiCl3OH 0.016415 0.016093 -2306.09495644 -2306.078863
HCHO 0.026824 0.026298 -114.500472579 -114.474174
HSi_r (s-cis) 0.072446 0.071026 -444.534399285 -444.463373
SiH3Cl 0.026377 0.025860 -751.531052817 -751.505193
TS7 0.132819 0.130216 -1310.52709306 -1310.396877 0.045863 120.4
P2 0.105678 0.103607 -559.078022641 -558.974416
SiH3Cl 0.026377 0.025860 -751.531052817 -751.505193
I3 0.115303 0.113043 -3249.57755339 -3249.464510 0.000000 0.0
TS8 0.113351 0.111129 -3249.52704065 -3249.415911 0.048599 127.6
I2 0.084314 0.082661 -2498.03841572 -2497.955754
SiH3Cl 0.026377 0.025860 -751.531052817 -751.505193
0.000000 0.0
















I2 0.084314 0.082661 -2498.03841572 -2497.955754
SiH3Cl 0.026377 0.025860 -751.531052817 -751.505193
TS9 0.113304 0.111083 -3249.52871069 -3249.417627 0.043320 113.7
I4 0.113629 0.111402 -3249.55970718 -3249.448305 0.012642 33.2
P2 0.105678 0.103607 -559.078022641 -558.974416
TiCl4 0.005745 0.005632 -2690.47849466 -2690.472862
I3 0.115303 0.113043 -3249.57755339 -3249.464510
H2O 0.021168 0.020753 -76.4089533236 -76.388200
TS10 0.136416 0.133742 -3325.97574292 -3325.842001 0.010710 28.1
I5 0.140458 0.137705 -3326.00121597 -3325.863511 -0.010800 -28.4
I6 0.120327 0.117969 -1019.88179914 -1019.763831
TiCl3OH 0.016415 0.016093 -2306.09495644 -2306.078863
I6 0.120327 0.117969 -1019.88179914 -1019.763831 0.000000 0.0
TS11 0.118252 0.115934 -1019.83652686 -1019.720593 0.043238 113.5
P1 0.089678 0.087920 -268.346284443 -268.258364
SiH3Cl 0.026377 0.025860 -751.531052817 -751.505193
I6 0.120327 0.117969 -1019.88179914 -1019.763831
H2O 0.021168 0.020753 -76.4089533236 -76.388200
TS12 0.146221 0.143355 -1096.28071541 -1096.137360 0.014670 38.5
P1 0.089678 0.087920 -268.346284443 -268.258364
SiH3OH 0.038559 0.037803 -367.142855599 -367.105052
HCl 0.006676 0.006545 -460.795694055 -460.789149
I6 0.120327 0.117969 -1019.88179914 -1019.763831
H2O 0.021168 0.020753 -76.4089533236 -76.388200
TS13 0.143984 0.141162 -1096.26943254 -1096.128271 0.023760 62.4
I7 0.105599 0.103529 -729.158119041 -729.054590
SiH3OH 0.038559 0.037803 -367.142855599 -367.105052
I7 0.105599 0.103529 -729.158119041 -729.054590 0.000000 0.0
TS14 0.101718 0.099724 -729.110014332 -729.010290 0.044300 116.3
P1 0.089678 0.087920 -268.346284443 -268.258364
HCl 0.006676 0.006545 -460.795694055 -460.789149
I7 0.105599 0.103529 -729.158119041 -729.054590 0.000000 0.0
TS15 0.099104 0.097162 -729.085976376 -728.988815 0.065775 172.7
I8 0.089898 0.088136 -268.321679559 -268.233544
HCl 0.006676 0.006545 -460.795694055 -460.789149
I7 0.105599 0.103529 -729.158119041 -729.054590 0.000000 0.0
TS16 0.099695 0.097741 -729.093707876 -728.995967 0.058623 153.9
I9 0.089764 0.088005 -268.321737591 -268.233733
HCl 0.006676 0.006545 -460.795694055 -460.789149
I8 0.089898 0.088136 -268.321679559 -268.233544 0.000000 0.0
TS17 0.084360 0.082707 -268.230356695 -268.147650 0.085893 225.5
P1 0.089678 0.087920 -268.346284443 -268.258364 -0.024821 -65.2
I9 0.089764 0.088005 -268.321737591 -268.233733 0.000000 0.0
TS18 0.083872 0.082228 -268.233728006 -268.151500 0.082233 215.9
P1 0.089678 0.087920 -268.346284443 -268.258364 -0.024631 -64.7
I6 0.120327 0.117969 -1019.88179914 -1019.763831
H2O 0.021168 0.020753 -76.4089533236 -76.388200
TS19    
I11 0.135163 0.132514 -635.508319309 -635.375806
HCl 0.006676 0.006545 -460.795694055 -460.789149
I11 0.135163 0.132514 -635.508319309 -635.375806 0.000000 0.0
TS20 0.128036 0.125526 -635.442714439 -635.317188 0.058618 153.9
P1 0.089678 0.087920 -268.346284443 -268.258364
















Table B2: Calculated B3LYP/6-31G* electronic energy of reactants, transition states and products with respect to their respective reactants
Calculated Calculated Energy Calculated Energy Calculated Energy
Energy (h) with ZPE (h) wrt Reactant (h) wrt Reactant (kJ mol-1)
Binding Energy (Catalyst coordicate to formaldehyde)
TiCl4 0.005745 0.005632 -2690.47849466 -2690.472862
H_r 0.026824 0.026298 -114.500472579 -114.474174
Ti_r 0.035502 0.034806 -2804.99128318 -2804.956477 -0.009440 -24.8
BCl3 0.007622 0.007473 -1405.56265310 -1405.555180
H_r 0.026824 0.026298 -114.500472579 -114.474174
B_r 0.038248 0.037498 -1520.07095559 -1520.033457 -0.004102 -10.8
AlCl3 0.004788 0.004694 -1623.23326587 -1623.228572
H_r 0.026824 0.026298 -114.500472579 -114.474174
Al_r 0.035256 0.034565 -1737.77598468 -1737.741420 -0.038674 -101.5
GaCl3 0.003842 0.003767 -3303.68132678 -3303.677560
H_r 0.026824 0.026298 -114.500472579 -114.474174
Ga_r 0.034183 0.033513 -3418.21896699 -3418.185454 -0.033720 -88.5
ScCl3 0.003524 0.003455 -2141.51331674 -2141.509862
H_r 0.026824 0.026298 -114.500472579 -114.474174
Sc_r 0.033487 0.032831 -2256.06316827 -2256.030338 -0.046301 -121.6
"a" Conformation (Transition State)
HSi_r (s-trans) 0.072139 0.070725 -444.533479167 -444.462754
B_r 0.038248 0.037498 -1520.07095559 -1520.033457
B_ca 0.113225 0.111006 -1964.61768159 -1964.506676 -0.010464 -27.5
B_tsa 0.113553 0.111327 -1964.61613293 -1964.504806 -0.008594 -22.6
B_ia 0.118589 0.116265 -1964.67857756 -1964.562313 -0.066102 -173.5
HSi_r (s-trans) 0.072139 0.070725 -444.533479167 -444.462754
Al_r 0.035256 0.034565 -1737.77598468 -1737.741420
Al_ca 0.109765 0.107614 -2182.32271249 -2182.215099 -0.010925 -28.7
Al_tsa 0.110398 0.108234 -2182.32174686 -2182.213513 -0.009339 -24.5
Al_ia 0.113044 0.110828 -2182.32795898 -2182.217131 -0.012957 -34.0
HSi_r (s-trans) 0.072139 0.070725 -444.533479167 -444.462754
Ga_r 0.034183 0.033513 -3418.21896699 -3418.185454
Ga_ca 0.108555 0.106427 -3862.76482116 -3862.658394 -0.010186 -26.7
Ga_tsa 0.109859 0.107706 -3862.76244293 -3862.654737 -0.006529 -17.1
Ga_ia 0.111734 0.109544 -3862.76561995 -3862.656076 -0.007868 -20.7
HSi_r (s-trans) 0.072139 0.070725 -444.533479167 -444.462754
Sc_r 0.033487 0.032831 -2256.06316827 -2256.030338
Sc_ca 0.108078 0.105960 -2700.60943262 -2700.503473 -0.010381 -27.3
Sc_tsa 0.108443 0.106318 -2700.61007665 -2700.503759 -0.010667 -28.0
Sc_ia 0.111501 0.109316 -2700.61872817 -2700.509413 -0.016321 -42.9
"b" Conformation (Transition State)
HSi_r (s-cis) 0.072446 0.071026 -444.534399285 -444.463373
B_r 0.038248 0.037498 -1520.07095559 -1520.033457
B_cb 0.113158 0.110940 -1964.61455173 -1964.503612 -0.006781 -17.8
B_tsb 0.113975 0.111741 -1964.61422011 -1964.502479 -0.005649 -14.8
B_ib 0.118574 0.116250 -1964.67544884 -1964.559199 -0.062368 -163.7
HSi_r (s-cis) 0.072446 0.071026 -444.534399285 -444.463373
Al_r 0.035256 0.034565 -1737.77598468 -1737.741420
Al_cb 0.110131 0.107972 -2182.32121792 -2182.213245 -0.008453 -22.2
Al_tsb 0.111011 0.108835 -2182.32048078 -2182.211646 -0.006853 -18.0
Al_ib 0.113221 0.111002 -2182.32568979 -2182.214688 -0.009895 -26.0
HSi_r (s-cis) 0.072446 0.071026 -444.534399285 -444.463373
Ga_r 0.034183 0.033513 -3418.21896699 -3418.185454
Ga_cb 0.108782 0.106650 -3862.76436201 -3862.657712 -0.008885 -23.3
Ga_tsb 0.110271 0.108110 -3862.76125029 -3862.653141 -0.004313 -11.3
Ga_ib 0.111858 0.109666 -3862.76374093 -3862.654075 -0.005248 -13.8
HSi_r (s-cis) 0.072446 0.071026 -444.534399285 -444.463373
Sc_r 0.033487 0.032831 -2256.06316827 -2256.030338
Sc_cb 0.108311 0.106188 -2700.60949829 -2700.503310 -0.009599 -25.2
Sc_tsb 0.109360 0.107217 -2700.60805397 -2700.500837 -0.007127 -18.7














Molecule ZPE (h) ZPE Scaled (h)
Calculated Calculated Energy Calculated Energy Calculated Energy
Energy (h) with ZPE (h) wrt Reactant (h) wrt Reactant (kJ mol-1)
"c" Conformation (Transition State)
HSi_r (s-trans) 0.072139 0.070725 -444.533479167 -444.462754
B_r 0.038248 0.037498 -1520.07095559 -1520.033457
B_cc 0.113247 0.111027 -1964.61512614 -1964.504099 -0.007887 -20.71
B_tsc 0.113641 0.111414 -1964.61503991 -1964.503626 -0.007415 -19.47
B_ic 0.115511 0.113247 -1964.61853972 -1964.505293 -0.009081 -23.84
HSi_r (s-trans) 0.072139 0.070725 -444.533479167 -444.462754
Al_r 0.035256 0.034565 -1737.77598468 -1737.741420
Al_cc 0.110315 0.108153 -2182.32225193 -2182.214099 -0.009925 -26.06
Al_tsc 0.110921 0.108747 -2182.32185660 -2182.213110 -0.008936 -23.46
Al_ic 0.112440 0.110236 -2182.32330807 -2182.213072 -0.008898 -23.36
HSi_r (s-trans) 0.072139 0.070725 -444.533479167 -444.462754
Ga_r 0.034183 0.033513 -3418.21896699 -3418.185454
Ga_cc 0.108797 0.106665 -3862.76490055 -3862.658236 -0.010028 -26.33
Ga_tsc 0.110337 0.108174 -3862.76165903 -3862.653485 -0.005277 -13.85
Ga_ic 0.110638 0.108469 -3862.76166027 -3862.653191 -0.004983 -13.08
HSi_r (s-trans) 0.072139 0.070725 -444.533479167 -444.462754
Sc_r 0.033487 0.032831 -2256.06316827 -2256.030338
Sc_cc 0.108313 0.106190 -2700.61015260 -2700.503963 -0.010871 -28.54
Sc_tsc 0.109126 0.106987 -2700.60960734 -2700.502620 -0.009529 -25.02
Sc_ic 0.111013 0.108837 -2700.61274243 -2700.503905 -0.010814 -28.39
"d" Conformation (Transition State)
HSi_r (s-cis) 0.072446 0.071026 -444.534399285 -444.463373
B_r 0.038248 0.037498 -1520.07095559 -1520.033457
B_cd 0.113220 0.111001 -1964.61435281 -1964.503352 -0.006521 -17.12
B_tsd 0.113843 0.111612 -1964.61402481 -1964.502413 -0.005583 -14.66
B_id 0.116814 0.114524 -1964.62497757 -1964.510453 -0.013623 -35.77
HSi_r (s-cis) 0.072446 0.071026 -444.534399285 -444.463373
Al_r 0.035256 0.034565 -1737.77598468 -1737.741420
Al_cd 0.110006 0.107850 -2182.32030082 -2182.212451 -0.007658 -20.11
Al_tsd 0.110997 0.108821 -2182.31933538 -2182.210514 -0.005721 -15.02
Al_id 0.113535 0.111310 -2182.32628917 -2182.214979 -0.010187 -26.74
HSi_r (s-cis) 0.072446 0.071026 -444.534399285 -444.463373
Ga_r 0.034183 0.033513 -3418.21896699 -3418.185454
Ga_cd 0.108687 0.106557 -3862.76318316 -3862.656626 -0.007799 -20.48
Ga_tsd 0.109727 0.107576 -3862.76078427 -3862.653208 -0.004381 -11.50
Ga_id 0.112193 0.109994 -3862.76561949 -3862.655625 -0.006798 -17.85
HSi_r (s-cis) 0.072446 0.071026 -444.534399285 -444.463373
Sc_r 0.033487 0.032831 -2256.06316827 -2256.030338
Sc_cd 0.107960 0.105844 -2700.60739975 -2700.501556 -0.007845 -20.60
Sc_tsd 0.108893 0.106759 -2700.60616531 -2700.499407 -0.005696 -14.95
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Table C1: Calculated B3LYP/6-31G* electronic energy of reactants, transition states and products with respect to their respective reactants
Calculated ZPE Calculated Energy Calculated Energy Calculated Energy
Energy (h) Scaled (h) with ZPE (h) wrt Reactant (h) wrt Reactant (kJ/mol)
R1 -345.573441977 0.110226 0.108065570 -345.465376407
R2 -793.583178077 0.240500 0.235786200 -793.347391877
TS1 -1139.11971634 0.353335 0.346409634 -1138.773306706 0.039461578 103.6
P -1139.17841812 0.355363 0.348397885 -1138.830020235 -0.017251951 -45.3
Ca -2434.77308284 0.422028 0.413756251 -2434.359326589
R1 -345.573441977 0.110226 0.108065570 -345.465376407
R3Oa -2780.34808549 0.534126 0.523657130 -2779.824428360 0.000274636 0.7
R3Oa -2780.34808549 0.534126 0.523657130 -2779.824428360
R2 -793.583178077 0.240500 0.235786200 -793.347391877
TS2a -3573.92812066 0.777337 0.762101195 -3573.166019465 0.005800771 15.2
TS2b -3573.92966362 0.776808 0.761582563 -3573.168081057 0.003739180 9.8
TS2c -3573.92904532 0.777593 0.762352177 -3573.166693143 0.005127094 13.5
TS2d -3573.92719052 0.777093 0.761861977 -3573.165328543 0.006491694 17.0
I -3573.93436666 0.779642 0.764361017 -3573.170005643 0.001814593 4.8
I -3573.93436666 0.779642 0.764361017 -3573.170005643 0.000000000 0.0
TS3 -3573.90201671 0.780918 0.765612007 -3573.136404703 0.033600940 88.2
Ca -2434.77308284 0.422028 0.413756251 -2434.359326589
P -1139.17841812 0.355363 0.348397885 -1138.830020235
Table C2: Calculated ONIOM electronic energy of reactants and transition states
Calculated Calculated Energy Relatvie Energy
Energy (h) with ZPE (h) wrt TS2b (kJ/mol)
ONIOM(B3LYP/6-31G* : HF/6-31G*)
oniomR3Oa -2770.233792739  





oniomR3Oa -2743.763662006 0.590396 -2743.173266
R2 -793.583178077 0.240500 -793.342678
oniomTS2a -3537.343779311 0.832913 -3536.510866 10.3
oniomTS2b -3537.348108044 0.833319 -3536.514789 0.0
oniomTS2c -3537.346467908 0.833167 -3536.513301 3.9
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Table D1: Calculated B3LYP/6-31G* electronic energy of reactants, transition states and products.
ZPE Scaled Calculated Calculated Energy Calculated Energy Calculated Energy
(hartree) Energy (hartree) with ZPE (hartree) w.r.t Reactant (hartree) w.r.t Reactant (kJ mol-1)
Gas Phase
R1 0.084072 0.082424 -193.155694583 -193.073270 0.000000 0.0
TS1 0.078617 0.077076 -193.042146867 -192.965071 0.108200 284.1
I1 0.084987 0.083321 -193.128529949 -193.045209 0.028062 73.7
  
I1 0.084987 0.083321 -193.128529949 -193.045209
R2 0.110227 0.108067 -345.573441914 -345.465375
TS2a 0.193905 0.190104 -538.682703613 -538.492599 0.017985 47.2
P_R 0.200227 0.196303 -538.731681355 -538.535379 -0.024795 -65.1
  
I1 0.084987 0.083321 -193.128529949 -193.045209
R2 0.110227 0.108067 -345.573441914 -345.465375
TS2b 0.193668 0.189872 -538.681908394 -538.492036 0.018548 48.7
P_S 0.199846 0.195929 -538.733377189 -538.537448 -0.026864 -70.5
  
I1 0.084987 0.083321 -193.128529949 -193.045209
R1 0.084072 0.082424 -193.155694583 -193.073270
TS3 0.168596 0.165292 -386.260979203 -386.095688 0.022791 59.8
P2 0.174723 0.171298 -386.315164490 -386.143866 -0.025387 -66.7
  
Proline4 0.145939 0.143079 -401.146831589 -401.003753
R1 0.084072 0.082424 -193.155694583 -193.073270
TS4 0.229634 0.225133 -594.256961720 -594.031829 0.045195 118.7
I2 0.234587 0.229989 -594.303896158 -594.073907 0.003116 8.2
  
Proline5 0.145277 0.142430 -401.151766022 -401.009336
R1 0.084072 0.082424 -193.155694583 -193.073270
TS5 0.229622 0.225121 -594.259262533 -594.034141 0.048466 127.2
I3 (complex) 0.232223 0.227671 -594.291962652 -594.064291 0.018316 48.1
Proline6 0.145515 0.142663 -401.148202694 -401.005540
I1 0.084987 0.083321 -193.128529949 -193.045209
  
Proline6 0.145515 0.142663 -401.148202694 -401.005540
R1 0.084072 0.082424 -193.155694583 -193.073270
I4 0.231648 0.227108 -594.321622644 -594.094515 -0.015705 -41.2
TS6 0.226250 0.221816 -594.277597714 -594.055782 0.023028 60.5
I6 (complex) 0.232511 0.227954 -594.294973847 -594.067020 0.011790 31.0
Proline7 0.144990 0.142148 -401.147723571 -401.005575
I1 0.084987 0.083321 -193.128529949 -193.045209
  
Proline7 0.144990 0.142148 -401.147723571 -401.005575
R2 0.110227 0.108067 -345.573441914 -345.465375
I5a 0.257046 0.252008 -746.740164600 -746.488157 -0.017206 -45.2
  
I5a 0.257046 0.252008 -746.740164600 -746.488157
I1 0.084987 0.083321 -193.128529949 -193.045209
TS7a 0.342498 0.335785 -939.851542655 -939.515758 0.017608 46.2
I7a 0.349113 0.342270 -939.885287421 -939.543017 -0.009652 -25.3
  
I5a 0.257046 0.252008 -746.740164600 -746.488157
I1 0.084987 0.083321 -193.128529949 -193.045209
TS7b 0.342742 0.336024 -939.852473529 -939.516449 0.016916 44.4
  
I5b 0.257277 0.252234 -746.740909891 -746.488676
I1 0.084987 0.083321 -193.128529949 -193.045209
TS7c 0.341478 0.334785 -939.855985939 -939.521201 0.012683 33.3
  
I5b 0.257277 0.252234 -746.740909891 -746.488676
I1 0.084987 0.083321 -193.128529949 -193.045209
TS7d 0.342704 0.335987 -939.854157019 -939.518170 0.015714 41.3
  
I5c 0.257634 0.252584 -746.741415936 -746.488832
I1 0.084987 0.083321 -193.128529949 -193.045209
TS7e 0.338282 0.331652 -939.854262448 -939.522611 0.011429 30.0
I7e 0.348205 0.341380 -939.892158059 -939.550778 -0.016738 -43.9
  
I5c 0.257634 0.252584 -746.741415936 -746.488832
I1 0.084987 0.083321 -193.128529949 -193.045209
TS7f 0.342495 0.335782 -939.854851001 -939.519069 0.014971 39.3
  
I7a 0.349113 0.342270 -939.885287421 -939.543017 0.000000 0.0
TS8a 0.344603 0.337849 -939.870531938 -939.532683 0.010334 27.1
  
I7e 0.348205 0.341380 -939.892158059 -939.550778 0.000000 0.0




















Proline4 0.145939 0.143079 -401.146831589 -401.003753
R1 0.084072 0.082424 -193.155694583 -193.073270
TS9 0.230637 0.226117 -594.291060781 -594.064944 0.012079 31.7
I8 0.235220 0.230610 -594.298936732 -594.068327 0.008696 22.8
  
I8 0.235220 0.230610 -594.298936732 -594.068327 0.000000 0.0
TS10 0.231419 0.226883 -594.297846976 -594.070964 -0.002637 -6.9
I9a 0.234259 0.229668 -594.310771377 -594.081104 -0.012777 -33.5
  
I8 0.235220 0.230610 -594.298936732 -594.068327 0.000000 0.0
TS11 0.228455 0.223977 -594.239659050 -594.015682 0.052645 138.2
Proline4 0.145939 0.143079 -401.146831589 -401.003753
I1 0.084987 0.083321 -193.128529949 -193.045209
  
I9a 0.234259 0.229668 -594.310771377 -594.081104 0.000000 0.0
TS12 0.229547 0.225048 -594.283649865 -594.058602 0.022502 59.1
I13 (complex) 0.230597 0.226077 -594.296238804 -594.070162 0.010942 28.7
I10 0.205654 0.201623 -517.858672916 -517.657050
H2O 0.021168 0.020753 -76.4089533236 -76.388200
  
I9a 0.234259 0.229668 -594.310771377 -594.081104 0.000000 0.0
TS13 0.228991 0.224503 -594.232983019 -594.008480 0.072624 190.7
I12 0.207993 0.203916 -517.887858408 -517.683942
H2O 0.021168 0.020753 -76.4089533236 -76.388200
  
Proline4 0.145939 0.143079 -401.146831589 -401.003753
R1 0.084072 0.082424 -193.155694583 -193.073270
TS14 0.227781 0.223316 -594.273736500 -594.050420 0.026603 69.8
I14 (complex) 0.233440 0.228865 -594.283541823 -594.054677 0.022346 58.7
  
I10 0.205654 0.201623 -517.858672916 -517.657050 0.000000 0.0
TS15 0.201602 0.197651 -517.842949956 -517.645299 0.011750 30.9
I11b 0.206751 0.202699 -517.864500012 -517.661801 -0.004752 -12.5
  
I10 0.205654 0.201623 -517.858672916 -517.657050 0.000000 0.0
TS16 0.205701 0.201669 -517.858154502 -517.656485 0.000564 1.5
I12 0.207993 0.203916 -517.887858408 -517.683942 -0.026892 -70.6
  
I9b 0.234395 0.229801 -594.307914633 -594.078114 0.000000 0.0
TS17 0.226669 0.222226 -594.216233439 -593.994007 0.084107 220.8
I11a 0.206366 0.202321 -517.862342270 -517.660021
H2O 0.021168 0.020753 -76.4089533236 -76.388200
  
Proline4 0.145939 0.143079 -401.146831589 -401.003753
R2 0.110227 0.108067 -345.573441914 -345.465375
TS18 0.255993 0.250976 -746.709375263 -746.458400 0.010729 28.2
  
Proline1 0.145320 0.142472 -401.148124445 -401.005653 0.000000 0.0
TS0 0.143960 0.141138 -401.142998515 -401.001860 0.003793 10.0








Table D2: Calculated B3LYP/6-311++G(2df,2p)//B3LYP/6-31G* electronic energy of reactants, transition states and products.
ZPE Scaled Calculated Calculated Energy Calculated Energy Calculated Energy
(hartree) Energy (hartree) with ZPE (hartree) w.r.t Reactant (hartree) w.r.t Reactant (kJ mol-1)
Gas Phase
R1 0.084072 0.082424 -193.229337679 -193.146913 0.000000 0.0
TS1 0.078617 0.077076 -193.121752677 -193.044677 0.102237 268.4
I1 0.084987 0.083321 -193.210821713 -193.127500 0.019413 51.0
  
I1 0.084987 0.083321 -193.210821713 -193.127500
R2 0.110227 0.108067 -345.690491366 -345.582425
TS2a 0.193905 0.190104 -538.875412396 -538.685308 0.024617 64.6
P_R 0.200227 0.196303 -538.922144823 -538.725842 -0.015917 -41.8
  
I1 0.084987 0.083321 -193.210821713 -193.127500
R2 0.110227 0.108067 -345.690491366 -345.582425
TS2b 0.193668 0.189872 -538.874920699 -538.685049 0.024877 65.3
P_S 0.199846 0.195929 -538.924935496 -538.729006 -0.019081 -50.1
  
I1 0.084987 0.083321 -193.210821713 -193.127500
R1 0.084072 0.082424 -193.229337679 -193.146913
TS3 0.168596 0.165292 -386.409538072 -386.244247 0.030167 79.2
P2 0.174723 0.171298 -386.461359463 -386.290061 -0.015647 -41.1
  
Proline4 0.145939 0.143079 -401.297798310 -401.154720
R1 0.084072 0.082424 -193.229337679 -193.146913
TS4 0.229634 0.225133 -594.474844531 -594.249711 0.051922 136.3
I2 0.234587 0.229989 -594.523355591 -594.293366 0.008267 21.7
  
Proline5 0.145277 0.142430 -401.303571206 -401.161142
R1 0.084072 0.082424 -193.229337679 -193.146913
TS5 0.229622 0.225121 -594.485022415 -594.259901 0.048154 126.4
I3 (complex) 0.232223 0.227671 -594.520599289 -594.292928 0.015127 39.7
Proline6 0.145515 0.142663 -401.299905095 -401.157242
I1 0.084987 0.083321 -193.210821713 -193.127500
  
Proline6 0.145515 0.142663 -401.299905095 -401.157242
R1 0.084072 0.082424 -193.229337679 -193.146913
I4 0.231648 0.227108 -594.542134856 -594.315027 -0.010871 -28.5
TS6 0.226250 0.221816 -594.501745978 -594.279930 0.024225 63.6
I6 (complex) 0.232511 0.227954 -594.523038457 -594.295085 0.009071 23.8
Proline7 0.144990 0.142148 -401.300244242 -401.158096
I1 0.084987 0.083321 -193.210821713 -193.127500
  
Proline7 0.144990 0.142148 -401.300244242 -401.158096
R2 0.110227 0.108067 -345.690491366 -345.582425
I5a 0.257046 0.252008 -747.005121830 -746.753114 -0.012593 -33.1
  
I5a 0.257046 0.252008 -747.005121830 -746.753114
I1 0.084987 0.083321 -193.210821713 -193.127500
TS7a 0.342498 0.335785 -940.188689700 -939.852905 0.027710 72.8
I7a 0.349113 0.342270 -940.221647461 -939.879377 0.001237 3.2
  
I5a 0.257046 0.252008 -747.005121830 -746.753114
I1 0.084987 0.083321 -193.210821713 -193.127500
TS7b 0.342742 0.336024 -940.188961685 -939.852937 0.027677 72.7
  
I5b 0.257277 0.252234 -747.005543170 -746.753309
I1 0.084987 0.083321 -193.210821713 -193.127500
TS7c 0.341478 0.334785 -940.192294213 -939.857509 0.023300 61.2
  
I5b 0.257277 0.252234 -747.005543170 -746.753309
I1 0.084987 0.083321 -193.210821713 -193.127500
TS7d 0.342704 0.335987 -940.191043401 -939.855056 0.025753 67.6
  
I5c 0.257634 0.252584 -747.005893715 -746.753309
I1 0.084987 0.083321 -193.210821713 -193.127500
TS7e 0.338282 0.331652 -940.193489199 -939.861838 0.018972 49.8
I7e 0.348205 0.341380 -940.229522137 -939.888142 -0.007332 -19.3
  
I5c 0.257634 0.252584 -747.005893715 -746.753309
I1 0.084987 0.083321 -193.210821713 -193.127500
TS7f 0.342495 0.335782 -940.191372420 -939.855590 0.025219 66.2
  
I7a 0.349113 0.342270 -940.221647461 -939.879377 0.000000 0.0
TS8a 0.344603 0.337849 -940.205765206 -939.867916 0.011461 30.1
  
I7e 0.348205 0.341380 -940.229522137 -939.888142 0.000000 0.0




















Proline4 0.145939 0.143079 -401.297798310 -401.154720
R1 0.084072 0.082424 -193.229337679 -193.146913
TS9 0.230637 0.226117 -594.510090313 -594.283974 0.017659 46.4
I8 0.235220 0.230610 -594.517473289 -594.286864 0.014770 38.8
  
I8 0.235220 0.230610 -594.517473289 -594.286864 0.000000 0.0
TS10 0.231419 0.226883 -594.517419292 -594.290536 -0.003673 -9.6
I9a 0.234259 0.229668 -594.531295810 -594.301628 -0.014765 -38.8
  
I8 0.235220 0.230610 -594.517473289 -594.286864 0.000000 0.0
TS11 0.228455 0.223977 -594.463156360 -594.239179 0.047685 125.2
Proline4 0.145939 0.143079 -401.297798310 -401.154720
I1 0.084987 0.083321 -193.210821713 -193.127500
  
I9a 0.234259 0.229668 -594.531295810 -594.301628 0.000000 0.0
TS12 0.229547 0.225048 -594.509057800 -594.284010 0.017618 46.3
I13 (complex) 0.230597 0.226077 -594.526036639 -594.299959 0.001669 4.4
I10 0.205654 0.201623 -518.042607483 -517.840984
H2O 0.021168 0.020753 -76.462473326 -76.441720
  
I9a 0.234259 0.229668 -594.531295810 -594.301628 0.000000 0.0
TS13 0.228991 0.224503 -594.450158234 -594.225655 0.075973 199.5
I12 0.207993 0.203916 -518.063577528 -517.859661
H2O 0.021168 0.020753 -76.462473326 -76.441720
  
Proline4 0.145939 0.143079 -401.297798310 -401.154720
R1 0.084072 0.082424 -193.229337679 -193.146913
TS14 0.227781 0.223316 -594.498156673 -594.274840 0.026793 70.3
I14 (complex) 0.233440 0.228865 -594.509825847 -594.280961 0.020672 54.3
  
I10 0.205654 0.201623 -518.042607483 -517.840984 0.000000 0.0
TS15 0.201602 0.197651 -518.027252917 -517.829602 0.011382 29.9
I11b 0.206751 0.202699 -518.052143800 -517.849445 -0.008461 -22.2
  
I10 0.205654 0.201623 -518.042607483 -517.840984 0.000000 0.0
TS16 0.205701 0.201669 -518.040654138 -517.838985 0.001999 5.2
I12 0.207993 0.203916 -518.063577528 -517.859661 -0.018677 -49.0
  
I9b 0.234395 0.229801 -594.529706225 -594.299905 0.000000 0.0
TS17 0.226669 0.222226 -594.451082340 -594.228856 0.071049 186.5
I11a 0.206366 0.202321 -518.050035832 -517.847715
H2O 0.021168 0.020753 -76.462473326 -76.441720
  
Proline4 0.145939 0.143079 -401.297798310 -401.154720
R2 0.110227 0.108067 -345.690491366 -345.582425
TS18 0.255993 0.250976 -746.972971212 -746.721996 0.015149 39.8
  
Proline1 0.145320 0.142472 -401.300150091 -401.157678 0.000000 0.0
TS0 0.143960 0.141138 -401.296372452 -401.155234 0.002444 6.4
Proline7 0.144990 0.142148 -401.300244242 -401.158096 -0.000418 -1.1
I8 0.235220 0.230610 -594.517473289 -594.286864 0.000000 0.0
TSx1
I13 (complex) 0.230597 0.226077 -594.526036639 -594.299959 -0.013096 -34.4
I10 0.205654 0.201623 -518.042607483 -517.840984









Table D3: Calculated B3LYP/6-31G* electronic energy of reactants, transition states and products.
ZPE Scaled Calculated Calculated Energy Calculated Energy Calculated Energy
(hartree) Energy (hartree) with ZPE (hartree) w.r.t Reactant (hartree) w.r.t Reactant (kJ mol-1)
Solvation SCRF ( ε =40)
R1 0.084102 0.082454 -193.157646928 -193.075193 0.000000 0.0
TS1 0.078568 0.077028 -193.043338665 -192.966311 0.108883 285.9
I1 0.084922 0.083258 -193.128631157 -193.045374 0.029820 78.3
  
I1 0.084922 0.083258 -193.128631157 -193.045374
R2 0.110262 0.108101 -345.575922097 -345.467821
TS2a 0.193877 0.190077 -538.684322223 -538.494245 0.018950 49.8
P_R 0.200231 0.196306 -538.733351956 -538.537045 -0.023851 -62.6
  
I1 0.084922 0.083258 -193.128631157 -193.045374
R2 0.110262 0.108101 -345.575922097 -345.467821
TS2b 0.193595 0.189801 -538.683258718 -538.493458 0.019737 51.8
P_S 0.199880 0.195962 -538.735070735 -538.539108 -0.025914 -68.0
  
I1 0.084922 0.083258 -193.128631157 -193.045374
R1 0.084102 0.082454 -193.157646928 -193.075193
TS3 0.168573 0.165269 -386.262897167 -386.097628 0.022939 60.2
P2 0.174720 0.171295 -386.317263607 -386.145968 -0.025401 -66.7
  
Proline4 0.145933 0.143073 -401.150798147 -401.007725
R1 0.084102 0.082454 -193.157646928 -193.075193
TS4 0.229463 0.224966 -594.263545700 -594.038580 0.044339 116.4
I2 0.234535 0.229938 -594.307926114 -594.077988 0.004931 12.9
  
Proline5 0.145169 0.142324 -401.152228141 -401.009904
R1 0.084102 0.082454 -193.157646928 -193.075193
TS5 0.229570 0.225070 -594.264583480 -594.039513 0.045585 119.7
I3 (complex) 0.232043 0.227495 -594.293304093 -594.065809 0.019289 50.6
Proline6 0.145376 0.142527 -401.148949483 -401.006423
I1 0.084922 0.083258 -193.128631157 -193.045374
  
Proline6 0.145376 0.142527 -401.148949483 -401.006423
R1 0.084102 0.082454 -193.157646928 -193.075193
I4 0.231392 0.226857 -594.322054080 -594.095197 -0.013581 -35.7
TS6 0.226097 0.221665 -594.277872455 -594.056207 0.025409 66.7
I6 (complex) 0.232547 0.227989 -594.296088361 -594.068099 0.013517 35.5
Proline7 0.144969 0.142128 -401.148471853 -401.006344
I1 0.084922 0.083258 -193.128631157 -193.045374
  
Proline7 0.144969 0.142128 -401.148471853 -401.006344
R2 0.110262 0.108101 -345.575922097 -345.467821
I5a 0.256872 0.251837 -746.741313017 -746.489476 -0.015310 -40.2
  
I5a 0.256872 0.251837 -746.741313017 -746.489476
I1 0.084922 0.083258 -193.128631157 -193.045374
TS7a 0.342371 0.335661 -939.854390536 -939.518730 0.016119 42.3
I7a 0.349135 0.342292 -939.893424044 -939.551132 -0.016283 -42.8
  
I5a 0.256872 0.251837 -746.741313017 -746.489476
I1 0.084922 0.083258 -193.128631157 -193.045374
TS7b 0.340173 0.333506 -939.854737908 -939.521232 0.013617 35.8
  
I5b 0.257030 0.251992 -746.741901356 -746.489909
I1 0.084922 0.083258 -193.128631157 -193.045374
TS7c 0.342520 0.335807 -939.861699304 -939.525893 0.009390 24.7
  
I5b 0.257030 0.251992 -746.741901356 -746.489909
I1 0.084922 0.083258 -193.128631157 -193.045374
TS7d 0.341312 0.334622 -939.855935121 -939.521313 0.013970 36.7
  
I5c 0.257097 0.252058 -746.744373451 -746.492316
I1 0.084922 0.083258 -193.128631157 -193.045374
TS7e 0.341055 0.334370 -939.857227394 -939.522857 0.014832 38.9
I7e 0.348414 0.341585 -939.899687579 -939.558102 -0.020413 -53.6
  
I5c 0.257097 0.252058 -746.744373451 -746.492316
I1 0.084922 0.083258 -193.128631157 -193.045374
TS7f 0.341406 0.334714 -939.856603957 -939.521890 0.015800 41.5
  
I7a 0.349135 0.342292 -939.893424044 -939.551132 0.000000 0.0
TS8a 0.344505 0.337753 -939.874787890 -939.537035 0.014097 37.0
  
I7e 0.348414 0.341585 -939.899687579 -939.558102 0.000000 0.0




















Proline4 0.145933 0.143073 -401.150798147 -401.007725
R1 0.084102 0.082454 -193.157646928 -193.075193
TS9 0.230401 0.225885 -594.299475203 -594.073590 0.009329 24.5
I8 0.235758 0.231137 -594.309745978 -594.078609 0.004310 11.3
  
I8 0.235758 0.231137 -594.309745978 -594.078609 0.000000 0.0
TS10 0.230980 0.226453 -594.306300946 -594.079848 -0.001239 -3.3
I9a 0.234205 0.229615 -594.315076466 -594.085462 -0.006853 -18.0
  
I8 0.235758 0.231137 -594.309745978 -594.078609 0.000000 0.0
TS11 0.227992 0.223523 -594.253715316 -594.030192 0.048417 127.1
Proline4 0.145933 0.143073 -401.150798147 -401.007725
I1 0.084922 0.083258 -193.128631157 -193.045374
  
I9a 0.234205 0.229615 -594.315076466 -594.085462 0.000000 0.0
TS12 0.229570 0.225070 -594.292971131 -594.067901 0.017561 46.1
I13 (complex) 0.230439 0.225922 -594.305081948 -594.079160 0.006302 16.5
I10 0.205769 0.201736 -517.871107158 -517.669371
H2O 0.021158 0.020743 -76.4118568797 -76.391114
  
I9a 0.234205 0.229615 -594.315076466 -594.085462 0.000000 0.0
TS13 0.228860 0.224374 -594.236229726 -594.011855 0.073607 193.3
I12 0.207967 0.203891 -517.889946845 -517.686056
H2O 0.021158 0.020743 -76.4118568797 -76.391114
  
Proline4 0.145933 0.143073 -401.150798147 -401.007725
R1 0.084102 0.082454 -193.157646928 -193.075193
TS14 0.227790 0.223325 -594.283058556 -594.059733 0.023186 60.9
I14 (complex) 0.233704 0.229123 -594.293512330 -594.064389 0.018530 48.7
  
I10 0.205769 0.201736 -517.871107158 -517.669371 0.000000 0.0
TS15 0.201606 0.197655 -517.850770483 -517.653116 0.016255 42.7
I11b 0.206779 0.202726 -517.867159571 -517.664433 0.004938 13.0
  
I10 0.205769 0.201736 -517.871107158 -517.669371 0.000000 0.0
TS16 0.206137 0.202097 -517.867107239 -517.665011 0.004361 11.4
I12 0.207967 0.203891 -517.889946845 -517.686056 -0.016685 -43.8
  
I9b 0.234396 0.229802 -594.311839869 -594.082038 0.000000 0.0
TS17 0.226643 0.222201 -594.219845017 -593.997644 0.084394 221.6
I11a 0.206413 0.202367 -517.866324370 -517.663957
H2O 0.021158 0.020743 -76.4118568797 -76.391114
  
Proline4 0.145933 0.143073 -401.150798147 -401.007725
R2 0.110262 0.108101 -345.575922097 -345.467821
TS18 0.255647 0.250636 -746.717275312 -746.466639 0.008908 23.4
  
Proline1 0.145271 0.142424 -401.149304571 -401.006881 0.000000 0.0
TS0 0.143900 0.141080 -401.143646368 -401.002567 0.004314 11.3








Table D4: Calculated B3LYP/6-311++G(2df,2p)//B3LYP/6-31G* electronic energy of reactants, transition states and products.
ZPE Scaled Calculated Calculated Energy Calculated Energy Calculated Energy
(hartree) Energy (hartree) with ZPE (hartree) w.r.t Reactant (hartree) w.r.t Reactant (kJ mol-1)
Solvation SCRF ( ε =40)
R1 0.084102 0.082454 -193.231780370 -193.149327 0.000000 0.0
TS1 0.078568 0.077028 -193.123183538 -193.046155 0.103171 270.9
I1 0.084922 0.083258 -193.210915445 -193.127658 0.021669 56.9
  
I1 0.084922 0.083258 -193.210915445 -193.127658
R2 0.110262 0.108101 -345.693446885 -345.585346
TS2a 0.193877 0.190077 -538.877320489 -538.687243 0.025760 67.6
P_R 0.200231 0.196306 -538.924038448 -538.727732 -0.014728 -38.7
  
I1 0.084922 0.083258 -193.210915445 -193.127658
R2 0.110262 0.108101 -345.693446885 -345.585346
TS2b 0.193595 0.189801 -538.876531231 -538.686731 0.026273 69.0
P_S 0.199880 0.195962 -538.926801226 -538.730839 -0.017835 -46.8
  
I1 0.084922 0.083258 -193.210915445 -193.127658
R1 0.084102 0.082454 -193.231780370 -193.149327
TS3 0.168573 0.165269 -386.411968592 -386.246700 0.030285 79.5
P2 0.174720 0.171295 -386.463842903 -386.292547 -0.015563 -40.9
  
Proline4 0.145933 0.143073 -401.302158684 -401.159086
R1 0.084102 0.082454 -193.231780370 -193.149327
TS4 0.229463 0.224966 -594.482178228 -594.257213 0.051200 134.4
I2 0.234535 0.229938 -594.528178496 -594.298240 0.010172 26.7
  
Proline5 0.145169 0.142324 -401.304295704 -401.161972
R1 0.084102 0.082454 -193.231780370 -193.149327
TS5 0.229570 0.225070 -594.493285556 -594.268215 0.043084 113.1
I3 (complex) 0.232043 0.227495 -594.522127190 -594.294632 0.016667 43.8
Proline6 0.145376 0.142527 -401.300927271 -401.158401
I1 0.084922 0.083258 -193.210915445 -193.127658
  
Proline6 0.145376 0.142527 -401.300927271 -401.158401
R1 0.084102 0.082454 -193.231780370 -193.149327
I4 0.231392 0.226857 -594.536097594 -594.309241 -0.001513 -4.0
TS6 0.226097 0.221665 -594.501949078 -594.280284 0.027444 72.1
I6 (complex) 0.232547 0.227989 -594.524454017 -594.296465 0.011262 29.6
Proline7 0.144969 0.142128 -401.301240443 -401.159113
I1 0.084922 0.083258 -193.210915445 -193.127658
  
Proline7 0.144969 0.142128 -401.301240443 -401.159113
R2 0.110262 0.108101 -345.693446885 -345.585346
I5a 0.256872 0.251837 -747.006308556 -746.754471 -0.010012 -26.3
  
I5a 0.256872 0.251837 -747.006308556 -746.754471
I1 0.084922 0.083258 -193.210915445 -193.127658
TS7a 0.342371 0.335661 -940.192192704 -939.856532 0.025597 67.2
I7a 0.349135 0.342292 -940.230451117 -939.888159 -0.006030 -15.8
  
I5a 0.256872 0.251837 -747.006308556 -746.754471
I1 0.084922 0.083258 -193.210915445 -193.127658
TS7b 0.340173 0.333506 -940.191643114 -939.858138 0.023992 63.0
  
I5b 0.257030 0.251992 -747.006625562 -746.754633
I1 0.084922 0.083258 -193.210915445 -193.127658
TS7c 0.342520 0.335807 -940.198575194 -939.862769 0.019523 51.3
  
I5b 0.257030 0.251992 -747.006625562 -746.754633
I1 0.084922 0.083258 -193.210915445 -193.127658
TS7d 0.341312 0.334622 -940.193095506 -939.858473 0.023818 62.5
  
I5c 0.257097 0.252058 -747.008707602 -746.756650
I1 0.084922 0.083258 -193.210915445 -193.127658
TS7e 0.341055 0.334370 -940.196065275 -939.861695 0.022613 59.4
I7e 0.348414 0.341585 -940.237957359 -939.896372 -0.012065 -31.7
  
I5c 0.257097 0.252058 -747.008707602 -746.756650
I1 0.084922 0.083258 -193.210915445 -193.127658
TS7f 0.341406 0.334714 -940.193638477 -939.858924 0.025384 66.6
  
I7a 0.349135 0.342292 -940.230451117 -939.888159 0.000000 0.0
TS8a 0.344505 0.337753 -940.210362757 -939.872610 0.015549 40.8
  
I7e 0.348414 0.341585 -940.237957359 -939.896372 0.000000 0.0




















Proline4 0.145933 0.143073 -401.302158684 -401.159086
R1 0.084102 0.082454 -193.231780370 -193.149327
TS9 0.230401 0.225885 -594.519646453 -594.293761 0.014651 38.5
I8 0.235758 0.231137 -594.530275639 -594.299138 0.009274 24.3
  
I8 0.235758 0.231137 -594.530275639 -594.299138 0.000000 0.0
TS10 0.230980 0.226453 -594.527622208 -594.301169 -0.002031 -5.3
I9a 0.234205 0.229615 -594.536299211 -594.306685 -0.007546 -19.8
  
I8 0.235758 0.231137 -594.530275639 -594.299138 0.000000 0.0
TS11 0.227992 0.223523 -594.480266955 -594.256744 0.042395 111.3
Proline4 0.145933 0.143073 -401.302158684 -401.159086
I1 0.084922 0.083258 -193.210915445 -193.127658
  
I9a 0.234205 0.229615 -594.536299211 -594.306685 0.000000 0.0
TS12 0.229570 0.225070 -594.519159921 -594.294089 0.012595 33.1
I13 (complex) 0.230439 0.225922 -594.537320335 -594.311398 -0.004713 -12.4
I10 0.205769 0.201736 -518.058034519 -517.856299
H2O 0.021158 0.020743 -76.4650792896 -76.444336
  
I9a 0.234205 0.229615 -594.536299211 -594.306685 0.000000 0.0
TS13 0.228860 0.224374 -594.453653492 -594.229279 0.077405 203.2
I12 0.207967 0.203891 -518.066109250 -517.862218
H2O 0.021158 0.020743 -76.4650792896 -76.444336
  
Proline4 0.145933 0.143073 -401.302158684 -401.159086
R1 0.084102 0.082454 -193.231780370 -193.149327
TS14 0.227790 0.223325 -594.507729150 -594.284404 0.024009 63.0
I14 (complex) 0.233704 0.229123 -594.521619732 -594.292496 0.015916 41.8
  
I10 0.205769 0.201736 -518.058034519 -517.856299 0.000000 0.0
TS15 0.201606 0.197655 -518.036291018 -517.838636 0.017662 46.4
I11b 0.206779 0.202726 -518.054975063 -517.852249 0.004050 10.6
  
I10 0.205769 0.201736 -518.058034519 -517.856299 0.000000 0.0
TS16 0.206137 0.202097 -518.050169561 -517.848073 0.008226 21.6
I12 0.207967 0.203891 -518.066109250 -517.862218 -0.005920 -15.5
  
I9b 0.234396 0.229802 -594.533883364 -594.304082 0.000000 0.0
TS17 0.226643 0.222201 -594.455048193 -594.232847 0.071234 187.0
I11a 0.206413 0.202367 -518.054407027 -517.852040
H2O 0.021158 0.020743 -76.4650792896 -76.444336
  
Proline4 0.145933 0.143073 -401.302158684 -401.159086
R2 0.110262 0.108101 -345.693446885 -345.585346
TS18 0.255647 0.250636 -746.981800158 -746.731164 0.013268 34.8
  
Proline1 0.145271 0.142424 -401.301520491 -401.159097 0.000000 0.0
TS0 0.143900 0.141080 -401.297234575 -401.156155 0.002942 7.7
Proline7 0.144969 0.142128 -401.301240443 -401.159113 -0.000016 0.0
I8 0.235758 0.231137 -594.530275639 -594.299138 0.000000 0.0
TSx1
I13 (complex) 0.230439 0.225922 -594.537320335 -594.311398 -0.012259 -32.2
I10 0.205769 0.201736 -518.058034519 -517.856299









Table D5: Calculated B3LYP/6-31G* electronic energy of reactants, transition states and products.
ZPE Scaled Calculated Calculated Energy Calculated Energy Calculated Energy
(hartree) Energy (hartree) with ZPE (hartree) w.r.t Reactant (hartree) w.r.t Reactant (kJ mol-1)
Solvention PCM (Solvent = DMSO)
R1 0.084082 0.082434 -193.156962678 -193.074529 0.000000 0.0
TS1 0.078574 0.077034 -193.042846723 -192.965813 0.108716 285.4
I1 0.084933 0.083268 -193.129130330 -193.045862 0.028667 75.3
  
I1 0.084933 0.083268 -193.129130330 -193.045862
R2 0.110238 0.108077 -345.575000628 -345.466923
TS2a 0.193891 0.190091 -538.684389330 -538.494299 0.018487 48.5
P_R 0.200203 0.196279 -538.733357730 -538.537079 -0.024293 -63.8
  
I1 0.084933 0.083268 -193.129130330 -193.045862
R2 0.110238 0.108077 -345.575000628 -345.466923
TS2b 0.193659 0.189863 -538.683572289 -538.493709 0.019076 50.1
P_S 0.199833 0.195916 -538.734982042 -538.539066 -0.026280 -69.0
  
I1 0.084933 0.083268 -193.129130330 -193.045862
R1 0.084082 0.082434 -193.156962678 -193.074529
TS3 0.168582 0.165278 -386.262401847 -386.097124 0.023267 61.1
P2 0.174693 0.171269 -386.316532092 -386.145263 -0.024872 -65.3
  
Proline4 0.145890 0.143031 -401.149602189 -401.006572
R1 0.084082 0.082434 -193.156962678 -193.074529
TS4 0.229565 0.225066 -594.261542168 -594.036477 0.044624 117.2
I2 0.234568 0.229970 -594.307086739 -594.077116 0.003984 10.5
  
Proline5 0.145097 0.142253 -401.152970045 -401.010717
R1 0.084082 0.082434 -193.156962678 -193.074529
TS5 0.229665 0.225164 -594.263209290 -594.038046 0.047200 123.9
I3 (complex) 0.232041 0.227493 -594.293989855 -594.066497 0.018749 49.2
Proline6 0.145396 0.142546 -401.149937681 -401.007391
I1 0.084933 0.083268 -193.129130330 -193.045862
  
Proline6 0.145396 0.142546 -401.149937681 -401.007391
R1 0.084082 0.082434 -193.156962678 -193.074529
I4 0.231467 0.226930 -594.323515408 -594.096585 -0.014665 -38.5
TS6 0.226185 0.221752 -594.279025642 -594.057274 0.024646 64.7
I6 (complex) 0.232515 0.227958 -594.296345750 -594.068388 0.013532 35.5
Proline7 0.144945 0.142104 -401.149451863 -401.007348
I1 0.084933 0.083268 -193.129130330 -193.045862
  
Proline7 0.144945 0.142104 -401.149451863 -401.007348
R2 0.110238 0.108077 -345.575000628 -345.466923
I5a 0.256950 0.251914 -746.742098033 -746.490184 -0.015913 -41.8
  
I5a 0.256950 0.251914 -746.742098033 -746.490184
I1 0.084933 0.083268 -193.129130330 -193.045862
TS7a 0.342273 0.335564 -939.855569493 -939.520005 0.016041 42.1
I7a 0.349225 0.342380 -939.893512690 -939.551133 -0.015086 -39.6
  
I5a 0.256950 0.251914 -746.742098033 -746.490184
I1 0.084933 0.083268 -193.129130330 -193.045862
TS7b 0.340105 0.333439 -939.857149115 -939.523710 0.012336 32.4
  
I5b 0.257186 0.252145 -746.742725213 -746.490580
I1 0.084933 0.083268 -193.129130330 -193.045862
TS7c     
  
I5b 0.257186 0.252145 -746.742725213 -746.490580
I1 0.084933 0.083268 -193.129130330 -193.045862
TS7d 0.342061 0.335357 -939.857905308 -939.522549 0.013893 36.5
  
I5c 0.257127 0.252087 -746.743281532 -746.491194
I1 0.084933 0.083268 -193.129130330 -193.045862
TS7e 0.338591 0.331955 -939.858206656 -939.526252 0.010804 28.4
I7e 0.348488 0.341658 -939.899875481 -939.558218 -0.021162 -55.6
  
I5c 0.257127 0.252087 -746.743281532 -746.491194
I1 0.084933 0.083268 -193.129130330 -193.045862
TS7f 0.342123 0.335417 -939.858667710 -939.523250 0.013806 36.2
  
I7a 0.349225 0.342380 -939.893512690 -939.551133 0.000000 0.0
TS8a 0.344542 0.337789 -939.875262000 -939.537473 0.013659 35.9
  
I7e 0.348488 0.341658 -939.899875481 -939.558218 0.000000 0.0



















Proline4 0.145890 0.143031 -401.149602189 -401.006572
R1 0.084082 0.082434 -193.156962678 -193.074529
TS9 0.230501 0.225983 -594.297291019 -594.071308 0.009792 25.7
I8 0.235607 0.230989 -594.306371277 -594.075382 0.005718 15.0
  
I8 0.235607 0.230989 -594.306371277 -594.075382 0.000000 0.0
TS10 0.231065 0.226536 -594.303607067 -594.077071 -0.001689 -4.4
I9a 0.234176 0.229586 -594.314139268 -594.084553 -0.009171 -24.1
  
I8 0.235607 0.230989 -594.306371277 -594.075382 0.000000 0.0
TS11 0.228226 0.223753 -594.248381588 -594.024629 0.050753 133.3
Proline4 0.145890 0.143031 -401.149602189 -401.006572
I1 0.084933 0.083268 -193.129130330 -193.045862
  
I9a 0.234176 0.229586 -594.314139268 -594.084553 0.000000 0.0
TS12 0.229602 0.225102 -594.290552261 -594.065450 0.019103 50.2
I13 (complex) 0.230553 0.226034 -594.302757126 -594.076723 0.007830 20.6
I10 0.205747 0.201714 -517.867162179 -517.665448
H2O 0.021122 0.020708 -76.410523186 -76.389815
  
I9a 0.234176 0.229586 -594.314139268 -594.084553 0.000000 0.0
TS13 0.228806 0.224321 -594.235829120 -594.011508 0.073045 191.8
I12 0.207965 0.203889 -517.889992294 -517.686103
H2O 0.021122 0.020708 -76.410523186 -76.389815
  
Proline4 0.145890 0.143031 -401.149602189 -401.006572
R1 0.084082 0.082434 -193.156962678 -193.074529
TS14 0.227851 0.223385 -594.279757891 -594.056373 0.024728 64.9
I14 (complex) 0.233762 0.229180 -594.291124963 -594.061945 0.019156 50.3
  
I10 0.205747 0.201714 -517.867162179 -517.665448 0.000000 0.0
TS15 0.201659 0.197706 -517.849169932 -517.651463 0.013984 36.7
I11b 0.206751 0.202699 -517.866925227 -517.664227 0.001221 3.2
  
I10 0.205747 0.201714 -517.867162179 -517.665448 0.000000 0.0
TS16 0.205934 0.201898 -517.865179603 -517.663282 0.002166 5.7
I12 0.207965 0.203889 -517.889992294 -517.686103 -0.020656 -54.2
  
I9b 0.234374 0.229780 -594.311196032 -594.081416 0.000000 0.0
TS17 0.226613 0.222171 -594.219630902 -593.997460 0.083956 220.4
I11a 0.206331 0.202287 -517.865112888 -517.662826
H2O 0.021122 0.020708 -76.410523186 -76.389815
  
Proline4 0.145890 0.143031 -401.149602189 -401.006572
R2 0.110238 0.108077 -345.575000628 -345.466923
TS18 0.255918 0.250902 -746.716178632 -746.465277 0.008218 21.6
  
Proline1 0.145238 0.142391 -401.149905349 -401.007514 0.000000 0.0
TS0 0.143859 0.141039 -401.144487476 -401.003448 0.004066 10.7








Table D6: Calculated B3LYP/6-311++G(2df,2p)//B3LYP/6-31G* electronic energy of reactants, transition states and products.
ZPE Scaled Calculated Calculated Energy Calculated Energy Calculated Energy
(hartree) Energy (hartree) with ZPE (hartree) w.r.t Reactant (hartree) w.r.t Reactant (kJ mol-1)
Solvention PCM (Solvent = DMSO)
R1 0.084082 0.082434 -193.230921412 -193.148487 0.000000 0.0
TS1 0.078574 0.077034 -193.122569314 -193.045535 0.102952 270.3
I1 0.084933 0.083268 -193.211449925 -193.128182 0.020306 53.3
  
I1 0.084933 0.083268 -193.211449925 -193.128182
R2 0.110238 0.108077 -345.692358924 -345.584282
TS2a 0.193891 0.190091 -538.877398038 -538.687307 0.025156 66.0
P_R 0.200203 0.196279 -538.924071232 -538.727792 -0.015329 -40.2
  
I1 0.084933 0.083268 -193.211449925 -193.128182
R2 0.110238 0.108077 -345.692358924 -345.584282
TS2b 0.193659 0.189863 -538.876885452 -538.687022 0.025441 66.8
P_S 0.199833 0.195916 -538.926740009 -538.730824 -0.018361 -48.2
  
I1 0.084933 0.083268 -193.211449925 -193.128182
R1 0.084082 0.082434 -193.230921412 -193.148487
TS3 0.168582 0.165278 -386.411325984 -386.246048 0.030621 80.4
P2 0.174693 0.171269 -386.462999428 -386.291730 -0.015061 -39.5
  
Proline4 0.145890 0.143031 -401.300823271 -401.157793
R1 0.084082 0.082434 -193.230921412 -193.148487
TS4 0.229565 0.225066 -594.479950541 -594.254885 0.051395 134.9
I2 0.234568 0.229970 -594.527029361 -594.297059 0.009221 24.2
  
Proline5 0.145097 0.142253 -401.305047606 -401.162795
R1 0.084082 0.082434 -193.230921412 -193.148487
TS5 0.229665 0.225164 -594.489919231 -594.264756 0.046526 122.2
I3 (complex) 0.232041 0.227493 -594.522951045 -594.295458 0.015824 41.5
Proline6 0.145396 0.142546 -401.301854647 -401.159308
I1 0.084933 0.083268 -193.211449925 -193.128182
  
Proline6 0.145396 0.142546 -401.301854647 -401.159308
R1 0.084082 0.082434 -193.230921412 -193.148487
I4 0.231467 0.226930 -594.544287647 -594.317357 -0.009562 -25.1
TS6 0.226185 0.221752 -594.503319785 -594.281568 0.026228 68.9
I6 (complex) 0.232515 0.227958 -594.524638951 -594.296681 0.011115 29.2
Proline7 0.144945 0.142104 -401.302210507 -401.160106
I1 0.084933 0.083268 -193.211449925 -193.128182
  
Proline7 0.144945 0.142104 -401.302210507 -401.160106
R2 0.110238 0.108077 -345.692358924 -345.584282
I5a 0.256950 0.251914 -747.007343909 -746.755430 -0.011042 -29.0
  
I5a 0.256950 0.251914 -747.007343909 -746.755430
I1 0.084933 0.083268 -193.211449925 -193.128182
TS7a 0.342273 0.335564 -940.193498467 -939.857934 0.025678 67.4
I7a 0.349225 0.342380 -940.230747691 -939.888368 -0.004756 -12.5
  
I5a 0.256950 0.251914 -747.007343909 -746.755430
I1 0.084933 0.083268 -193.211449925 -193.128182
TS7b 0.340105 0.333439 -940.193824836 -939.860386 0.023226 61.0
  
I5b 0.257186 0.252145 -747.007616099 -746.755471
I1 0.084933 0.083268 -193.211449925 -193.128182
TS7c     
  
I5b 0.257186 0.252145 -747.007616099 -746.755471
I1 0.084933 0.083268 -193.211449925 -193.128182
TS7d 0.342061 0.335357 -940.195401821 -939.860045 0.023607 62.0
  
I5c 0.257127 0.252087 -747.007702498 -746.755615
I1 0.084933 0.083268 -193.211449925 -193.128182
TS7e 0.338591 0.331955 -940.197826617 -939.865872 0.017925 47.1
I7e 0.348488 0.341658 -940.238329194 -939.896672 -0.012875 -33.8
  
I5c 0.257127 0.252087 -747.007702498 -746.755615
I1 0.084933 0.083268 -193.211449925 -193.128182
TS7f 0.342123 0.335417 -940.196068554 -939.860651 0.023146 60.8
  
I7a 0.349225 0.342380 -940.230747691 -939.888368 0.000000 0.0
TS8a 0.344542 0.337789 -940.211073806 -939.873285 0.015083 39.6
  
I7e 0.348488 0.341658 -940.238329194 -939.896672 0.000000 0.0




















Proline4 0.145890 0.143031 -401.300823271 -401.157793
R1 0.084082 0.082434 -193.230921412 -193.148487
TS9 0.230501 0.225983 -594.517117834 -594.291135 0.015145 39.8
I8 0.235607 0.230989 -594.526150068 -594.295161 0.011119 29.2
  
I8 0.235607 0.230989 -594.526150068 -594.295161 0.000000 0.0
TS10 0.231065 0.226536 -594.524359346 -594.297823 -0.002662 -7.0
I9a 0.234176 0.229586 -594.535191160 -594.305605 -0.010444 -27.4
  
I8 0.235607 0.230989 -594.526150068 -594.295161 0.000000 0.0
TS11 0.228226 0.223753 -594.473480878 -594.249728 0.045433 119.3
Proline4 0.145890 0.143031 -401.300823271 -401.157793
I1 0.084933 0.083268 -193.211449925 -193.128182
  
I9a 0.234176 0.229586 -594.535191160 -594.305605 0.000000 0.0
TS12 0.229602 0.225102 -594.516575581 -594.291474 0.014131 37.1
I13 (complex) 0.230553 0.226034 -594.534291407 -594.308257 -0.002652 -7.0
I10 0.205747 0.201714 -518.053074350 -517.851360
H2O 0.021122 0.020708 -76.463942928 -76.443235
  
I9a 0.234176 0.229586 -594.535191160 -594.305605 0.000000 0.0
TS13 0.228806 0.224321 -594.453242217 -594.228921 0.076684 201.3
I12 0.207965 0.203889 -518.066139925 -517.862251
H2O 0.021122 0.020708 -76.463942928 -76.443235
  
Proline4 0.145890 0.143031 -401.300823271 -401.157793
R1 0.084082 0.082434 -193.230921412 -193.148487
TS14 0.227851 0.223385 -594.504450545 -594.281065 0.025215 66.2
I14 (complex) 0.233762 0.229180 -594.518580553 -594.289400 0.016880 44.3
  
I10 0.205747 0.201714 -518.053074350 -517.851360 0.000000 0.0
TS15 0.201659 0.197706 -518.034437086 -517.836731 0.014629 38.4
I11b 0.206751 0.202699 -518.054840712 -517.852142 -0.000782 -2.1
  
I10 0.205747 0.201714 -518.053074350 -517.851360 0.000000 0.0
TS16 0.205934 0.201898 -518.048306315 -517.846409 0.004951 13.0
I12 0.207965 0.203889 -518.066139925 -517.862251 -0.010891 -28.6
  
I9b 0.234374 0.229780 -594.533216304 -594.303436 0.000000 0.0
TS17 0.226613 0.222171 -594.454942196 -594.232771 0.070665 185.5
I11a 0.206331 0.202287 -518.053044651 -517.850758
H2O 0.021122 0.020708 -76.463942928 -76.443235
  
Proline4 0.145890 0.143031 -401.300823271 -401.157793
R2 0.110238 0.108077 -345.692358924 -345.584282
TS18 0.255918 0.250902 -746.980707079 -746.729805 0.012269 32.2
  
Proline1 0.145238 0.142391 -401.302103006 -401.159712 0.000000 0.0
TS0 0.143859 0.141039 -401.298056937 -401.157018 0.002694 7.1
Proline7 0.144945 0.142104 -401.302210507 -401.160106 -0.000395 -1.0
I8 0.235607 0.230989 -594.526150068 -594.295161 0.000000 0.0
TSx1
I13 (complex) 0.230553 0.226034 -594.534291407 -594.308257 -0.013096 -34.4
I10 0.205747 0.201714 -518.053074350 -517.851360









Table D7: Effect of ALPHA value on the calculated B3LYP/6-31G* electronic energy of reactants, transition states and products. (PCM)
ZPE Scaled Calculated Calculated Energy Calculated Energy Calculated Energy
(hartree) Energy (hartree) with ZPE (hartree) w.r.t Reactant (hartree) w.r.t Reactant (kJ mol-1)
Solvention PCM (Solvent = DMSO)
ALPHA=1.20
pcmR1 0.084034 0.082387 -193.159264832 -193.076878 0.000000 0.0
pcmTS1 0.078119 0.076588 -193.046661063 -192.970073 0.106805 280.4
pcmI1 0.084744 0.083083 -193.131994865 -193.048912 0.027966 73.4
pcmR2 0.110145 0.107986 -345.578057407 -345.470071 0.000000 0.0
pcmTS2a 0.192796 0.189017 -538.694502143 -538.505485 0.013498 35.4
pcmP_R 0.200013 0.196093 -538.737185900 -538.541093 -0.022110 -58.0
ALPHA=1.30
pcmR1 0.084055 0.082408 -193.158541103 -193.076134 0.000000 0.0
pcmTS1 0.078488 0.076950 -193.043844636 -192.966895 0.109239 286.8
pcmI1 0.084832 0.083169 -193.130828927 -193.047660 0.028474 74.8
pcmR2 0.110203 0.108043 -345.576935123 -345.468892 0.000000 0.0
pcmTS2a 0.193806 0.190007 -538.686628943 -538.496622 0.019930 52.3
pcmP_R 0.200105 0.196183 -538.735759470 -538.539577 -0.023025 -60.5
ALPHA=1.40
pcmR1 0.084066 0.082418 -193.157947029 -193.075529 0.000000 0.0
pcmTS1 0.078523 0.076984 -193.043465784 -192.966482 0.109047 286.3
pcmI1 0.084879 0.083215 -193.130106297 -193.046891 0.028638 75.2
pcmR2 0.110227 0.108067 -345.576204626 -345.468138 0.000000 0.0
pcmTS2a 0.193842 0.190043 -538.685739804 -538.495697 0.019332 50.8
pcmP_R 0.200153 0.196230 -538.734833816 -538.538604 -0.023575 -61.9
ALPHA=1.50
pcmR1 0.084073 0.082425 -193.157533401 -193.075108 0.000000 0.0
pcmTS1 0.078550 0.077010 -193.043188921 -192.966179 0.108930 286.0
pcmI1 0.084906 0.083242 -193.129643874 -193.046402 0.028706 75.4
pcmR2 0.110235 0.108074 -345.575680133 -345.467606 0.000000 0.0
pcmTS2a 0.193866 0.190066 -538.685149676 -538.495083 0.018924 49.7
pcmP_R 0.200179 0.196255 -538.734195228 -538.537940 -0.023932 -62.8
ALPHA=1.60
pcmR1 0.084074 0.082426 -193.157214074 -193.074788 0.000000 0.0
pcmTS1 0.078563 0.077023 -193.042993751 -192.965971 0.108817 285.7
pcmI1 0.084924 0.083259 -193.129326063 -193.046067 0.028721 75.4
pcmR2 0.110239 0.108078 -345.575294672 -345.467216 0.000000 0.0
pcmTS2a 0.193882 0.190082 -538.684722547 -538.494641 0.018642 48.9
pcmP_R 0.200196 0.196272 -538.733720016 -538.537448 -0.024165 -63.4
ALPHA=1.70
pcmR1 0.084082 0.082434 -193.156962678 -193.074529 0.000000 0.0
pcmTS1 0.078574 0.077034 -193.042846723 -192.965813 0.108716 285.4
pcmI1 0.084933 0.083268 -193.129130330 -193.045862 0.028667 75.3
pcmR2 0.110238 0.108077 -345.575000628 -345.466923 0.000000 0.0
pcmTS2a 0.193891 0.190091 -538.684389330 -538.494299 0.018487 48.5
pcmP_R 0.200203 0.196279 -538.733357730 -538.537079 -0.024293 -63.8
Molecule ZPE (hartree)
Table D8: Calculated B3LYP/6-31G* electronic energy of reactants, transition states and products. (Gas Phase)
ZPE Scaled Calculated Calculated Energy Calculated Energy Calculated Energy
(hartree) Energy (hartree) with ZPE (hartree) w.r.t Reactant (hartree) w.r.t Reactant (kJ mol-1)
TSa 
Cat_TS4 0.145939 0.143079 -401.146831589 -401.003753
Et 0.084880 0.083216 -193.143435311 -193.060219
TSa_Et 0.231639 0.227099 -594.281990437 -594.054892 0.009080 23.8
Cat_TS4 0.145939 0.143079 -401.146831589 -401.003753
cC6H11 0.180087 0.176557 -349.196125450 -349.019568
TSa_C6H11 0.326520 0.320120 -750.332082008 -750.011962 0.011359 29.8
Cat_TS4 0.145939 0.143079 -401.146831589 -401.003753
Bn 0.166609 0.163343 -424.191863439 -424.028520
TSa_CH2Bn 0.313293 0.307152 -825.329947471 -825.022795 0.009478 24.9
Cat_TS4 0.145939 0.143079 -401.146831589 -401.003753
iBu 0.142024 0.139240 -271.769326780 -271.630086
TSa_iBu 0.288274 0.282624 -672.908674454 -672.626051 0.007789 20.4
Cat_TS4 0.145939 0.143079 -401.146831589 -401.003753
iPr 0.113209 0.110990 -232.459331554 -232.348341
TSa_iPr 0.259895 0.254801 -633.595205007 -633.340404 0.011690 30.7
 
Cat_TS4 0.145939 0.143079 -401.146831589 -401.003753
nBu 0.170862 0.167513 -311.084582880 -310.917070
TSa_nPen 0.317243 0.311025 -712.223169890 -711.912145 0.008678 22.8
Cat_TS4 0.145939 0.143079 -401.146831589 -401.003753
Ph 0.110227 0.108067 -345.573441914 -345.465375
TSa_Ph 0.255993 0.250976 -746.709375263 -746.458400 0.010729 28.2
ZPE Scaled Calculated Calculated Energy Calculated Energy Calculated Energy
(hartree) Energy (hartree) with ZPE (hartree) w.r.t Reactant (hartree) w.r.t Reactant (kJ mol-1)
TSb
Cat_TS4 0.145939 0.143079 -401.146831589 -401.003753
Et 0.084880 0.083216 -193.143435311 -193.060219
TSb_Me 0.229145 0.224654 -594.264591121 -594.039937 0.024035 63.1
Cat_TS4 0.145939 0.143079 -401.146831589 -401.003753
cC6H11 0.180087 0.176557 -349.196125450 -349.019568
TSb_C5H10 0.323334 0.316997 -750.306307363 -749.989311 0.034010 89.3
Cat_TS4 0.145939 0.143079 -401.146831589 -401.003753
Bn 0.166609 0.163343 -424.191863439 -424.028520
TSb_Bn 0.310518 0.304432 -825.317165100 -825.012733 0.019540 51.3
Cat_TS4 0.145939 0.143079 -401.146831589 -401.003753
iBu 0.142024 0.139240 -271.769326780 -271.630086
TSb_CHMe2 0.28591 0.280306 -672.890232376 -672.609926 0.023913 62.8
Cat_TS4 0.145939 0.143079 -401.146831589 -401.003753
iPr 0.113209 0.110990 -232.459331554 -232.348341
TSb_MeMe 0.256852 0.251818 -633.577197540 -633.325380 0.026715 70.1
Cat_TS4 0.145939 0.143079 -401.146831589 -401.003753
nBu 0.170862 0.167513 -311.084582880 -310.917070
TSb_nBu 0.314702 0.308534 -712.205883935 -711.897350 0.023473 61.6
ZPE Scaled Calculated Calculated Energy Calculated Energy Calculated Energy
(hartree) Energy (hartree) with ZPE (hartree) w.r.t Reactant (hartree) w.r.t Reactant (kJ mol-1)
TSc
Et_Cat_TS8 0.145511 0.142659 -401.148202757 -401.005544
nBu 0.170862 0.167513 -311.084582880 -310.917070
nBu_TS8 0.311898 0.305785 -712.206608730 -711.900824 0.021790 57.2
Et_Cat_TS8 0.145511 0.142659 -401.148202757 -401.005544
Bn 0.166609 0.163343 -424.191863439 -424.028520
Bn_TS8 0.307484 0.301457 -825.313944928 -825.012488 0.021576 56.6
Et_Cat_TS8 0.145511 0.142659 -401.148202757 -401.005544
cC6H11 0.180087 0.176557 -349.196125450 -349.019568
cC6H11_TS8 0.321404 0.315104 -750.314693497 -749.999589 0.025523 67.0
Et_Cat_TS8 0.145511 0.142659 -401.148202757 -401.005544
iBu 0.142024 0.139240 -271.769326780 -271.630086
iBu_TS8 0.283027 0.277480 -672.891274074 -672.613794 0.021836 57.3
Et_Cat_TS8 0.145511 0.142659 -401.148202757 -401.005544
iPr 0.113209 0.110990 -232.459331554 -232.348341






















Table D9: Calculated B3LYP/6-31G* electronic energy of reactants, transition states and products. (SCRF)
ZPE Scaled Calculated Calculated Energy Calculated Energy Calculated Energy
(hartree) Energy (hartree) with ZPE (hartree) w.r.t Reactant (hartree) w.r.t Reactant (kJ mol-1)
TSa 
sCat_TS4 0.145933 0.143073 -401.150798147 -401.007725
sEt 0.084900 0.083236 -193.145488866 -193.062253
sTSa_Et 0.231581 0.227042 -594.291154270 -594.064112 0.005866 15.4
sCat_TS4 0.145933 0.143073 -401.150798147 -401.007725
scC6H11 0.180092 0.176562 -349.197343290 -349.020781
sTSa_C6H11 0.326524 0.320124 -750.338827883 -750.018704 0.009803 25.7
sCat_TS4 0.145933 0.143073 -401.150798147 -401.007725
sBn 0.166611 0.163345 -424.192822966 -424.029478
sTSa_CH2Bn 0.313100 0.306963 -825.336163822 -825.029201 0.008002 21.0
sCat_TS4 0.145933 0.143073 -401.150798147 -401.007725
siBu 0.141995 0.139212 -271.770643878 -271.631432
sTSa_iBu 0.288251 0.282601 -672.916435273 -672.633834 0.005323 14.0
sCat_TS4 0.145933 0.143073 -401.150798147 -401.007725
siPr 0.113219 0.111000 -232.460668890 -232.349669
sTSa_iPr 0.259765 0.254674 -633.602433793 -633.347760 0.009634 25.3
 
sCat_TS4 0.145933 0.143073 -401.150798147 -401.007725
snBu 0.170853 0.167504 -311.085826946 -310.918323
sTSa_nPen 0.317179 0.310962 -712.230764372 -711.919802 0.006246 16.4
sCat_TS4 0.145933 0.143073 -401.150798147 -401.007725
sPh 0.110262 0.108101 -345.575922097 -345.467821
sTSa_Ph 0.255742 0.250729 -746.718000924 -746.467271 0.008275 21.7
ZPE Scaled Calculated Calculated Energy Calculated Energy Calculated Energy
(hartree) Energy (hartree) with ZPE (hartree) w.r.t Reactant (hartree) w.r.t Reactant (kJ mol-1)
TSb
sCat_TS4 0.145933 0.143073 -401.150798147 -401.007725
sEt 0.084900 0.083236 -193.145488866 -193.062253
sTSb_Me 0.228259 0.223785 -594.271468087 -594.047683 0.022295 58.5
sCat_TS4 0.145933 0.143073 -401.150798147 -401.007725
scC6H11 0.180092 0.176562 -349.197343290 -349.020781
sTSb_C5H10 0.323134 0.316801 -750.310668263 -749.993868 0.034639 90.9
sCat_TS4 0.145933 0.143073 -401.150798147 -401.007725
sBn 0.166611 0.163345 -424.192822966 -424.029478
sTSb_Bn 0.310034 0.303957 -825.321599542 -825.017642 0.019561 51.4
sCat_TS4 0.145933 0.143073 -401.150798147 -401.007725
siBu 0.141995 0.139212 -271.770643878 -271.631432
sTSb_CHMe2 0.285157 0.279568 -672.896587072 -672.617019 0.022138 58.1
sCat_TS4 0.145933 0.143073 -401.150798147 -401.007725
siPr 0.113219 0.111000 -232.460668890 -232.349669
sTSb_MeMe 0.256096 0.251077 -633.583912951 -633.332836 0.024558 64.5
sCat_TS4 0.145933 0.143073 -401.150798147 -401.007725
snBu 0.170853 0.167504 -311.085826946 -310.918323
sTSb_nBu 0.313959 0.307805 -712.211232824 -711.903427 0.022621 59.4
ZPE Scaled Calculated Calculated Energy Calculated Energy Calculated Energy
(hartree) Energy (hartree) with ZPE (hartree) w.r.t Reactant (hartree) w.r.t Reactant (kJ mol-1)
TSc
sEt_Cat_TS8 0.145364 0.142515 -401.149016055 -401.006501
snBu 0.170853 0.167504 -311.085826946 -310.918323
snBu_TS8 0.311551 0.305445 -712.206839804 -711.901395 0.023429 61.5
sEt_Cat_TS8 0.145364 0.142515 -401.149016055 -401.006501
sBn 0.166611 0.163345 -424.192822966 -424.029478
sBn_TS8 0.307071 0.301052 -825.314125768 -825.013073 0.022905 60.1
sEt_Cat_TS8 0.145364 0.142515 -401.149016055 -401.006501
scC6H11 0.180092 0.176562 -349.197343290 -349.020781
scC6H11_TS8 0.321073 0.314780 -750.314932368 -750.000152 0.027130 71.2
sEt_Cat_TS8 0.145364 0.142515 -401.149016055 -401.006501
siBu 0.141995 0.139212 -271.770643878 -271.631432
siBu_TS8 0.282741 0.277199 -672.891543587 -672.614344 0.023589 61.9
sEt_Cat_TS8 0.145364 0.142515 -401.149016055 -401.006501
siPr 0.113219 0.111000 -232.460668890 -232.349669
siPr_TS8 0.253389 0.248423 -633.577889234 -633.329467 0.026704 70.1
0.00.000000
Molecule ZPE (hartree)
0.00.000000
0.000000 0.0
0.00.000000
0.000000 0.0
0.000000 0.0
0.000000 0.0
0.000000 0.0
Molecule ZPE (hartree)
0.000000 0.0
0.000000 0.0
0.000000 0.0
0.000000 0.0
0.000000 0.0
0.000000 0.0
Molecule ZPE (hartree)
0.000000 0.0
0.000000 0.0
0.000000 0.0
0.000000 0.0
